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PLATE I

Details of hieroglyphs with final surface par-
tially preserved. Tomb of Ka-em-snew.
Metropolitan Museum. Scale 2:3. See pp.
40, 44, 47 n. 62, 88.

a. Bas-relief, top lintel, line 2. See pp. 24 n. 16,

42, 48, 65, 72.

b. Sunken relief, main false door, right inner
jamb, top sign. See p. 42.

c. Sunken relief, main false door, right outer
jamb, under front of ibis perch. See p. 33
n. 71

.

d. Sunken relief, main false door, right outer
jamb. See pp. 33 n. 71, 55 n. 1 12.

e. Sunken relief, main false door, left outer

jamb, the lowest of three signs. See p. 45
n. 49.

f. Sunken relief, main false door, right outer

jamb. See p. 43 n. 49.

g. Sunken relief, main false door, right outer

jamb. See pp. 41 n. 21, 65, 72.

h. Bas-relief, main false door, inner small

lintel. See p. 34 n. 74.

i. Sunken relief, main false door, left outer

jamb, second example. See pp. 6 n. 15, 59
n. 130, 66.

j. Sunken relief, main false door, left inner

jamb, third sign. See pp. 6 n. 13, 60.
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PREFACE
The tomb of Pcr-neb was discovered at Sakkareh in Egypt in ipoy by J. E. Quibell.

It was presented to The Metropolitan Museum of Art in iqi j by Edward S. I larkness,

who generously provided for its purchase from the Eg\ ptian Government, its removal

in large part from Sakkareh and transportation to New Yt)rk, and its reconstruction in

the Museum. It was first opened to the New York public in I'ebruary, i<)i6. At that time

an illustrated pamphlet. The Tomb of Perneb, was issued, of which chapter I was writ-

ten by Albert M. Lythgoe, chapter 1

1

by me. A complete description t)f this tomb is now

in preparation and will appear as part of a volume covering the M useum’s four mast abeh

tombs of the Old Kingdom. Consequently, in the present book, 1 have made only such

general references to the tomb as are essential to an umlerstanding of the technique

and color conventions of its decoration. Illustrations fnan other sources are also used

to supplement the principal evidence.

jMy text, based on a study of Per-neb’s walls before their installation and before meas-

ures were taken for the preservation of their colors, was nearl>’ completeil in first draft in

igi 5-1916, while I was still on the staff of the Metropolitan Museum. I have, li«)wever,

much reworked the manuscript, introducing here and there ilata gathered in later years.

In March, 1927, through the courtesy of Professors Cj. A. Reisner and I lermann Junker,

I was able to continue the study of the art of the Old Kingtiom <lecorator in the (il/.eh

necropolis. I am indebted to Cecil M. Eirth for permitting, and to Battiscombe (jiinn

and J. E. Quibell for facilitating, as far as circumstances alknved, my study in the Sak-

kareh necropolis, and to R. Engelbach for aid in pursuing the subject of Old Kingdom

decorations in the Cairo Museum. In the Metnjpolitan Museum, in 19^0 ami subse-

quently, I had the opportunity to examine a west wall from one of the chambers in the

tomb of Ka-em-snew', also before its colors had been treated by any ])reservative appli-

cation.

My greatest debt is to Mr. Lythgr>e for his kindness in arranging for me to revise,

complete, and publish this book. I have further to acknowledge gratefully numerous

V



PREFACE

helpful suggestions which H. E. Winlock made long ago on my first text and again re-

cently on the revised manuscript. And 1 am under obligation for much kind cooperation

and criticism on the part of other members of the Museum’s Egyptian Department. In

particular, Ambrose Lansing, Ludlow Bull, and Lindsley F. Hall, in my absence from

New York, have several times collated proofs of the colored plates, and Dr. Bull has

aided in the determination of the English forms to be used for the Egyptian personal

names occurring in this bo<3k and has followed the progress of the manuscript with many
a useful correction and comment. I shall express my thanks to various scholars for help

on special questions in the course of the following pages.

Egyptian hieroglyphs are referred to by the letters and numbers of the Sign-lists in

Alan H. Gardiner’s Egyptian Grammar and the fourth edition of Adolf Erman’s Agyp-

tische Grammatik and, in the case of forms not represented in one or both of those

b(xiks, by the letters and numbers with the addition of an asterisk given in Gardiner’s

Calalogtte of .. . Printing Type. All abbreviations used in this work for titles of publi-

cations may be interpreted by means of the IJst of References Cited.

C. R. W.

Toledo, Ohio

December, 1930.
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THE DECORATION
OF THE TOMB OF PER-NEB

THE TECHNIQUE AND THE COI.OR CONX ENl lONS

I. run tecmniquh

The tomb of Per-neb affords considerable evidence with regard to the technical

methods of Egyptian wall decorators of the close of the Fifth Dynasly, in ihe twenty-

seventh century before Christ. Although the decoration of the main chamber was once

complete, the subsequent loss of much of its final surface has uncovered traces of pre-

liminary processes which were never intended to be revealed: and the antechamber ami

the passage between the two rooms were still unfinished when work on the tomb ceased.

The record, then, which Per-neb’s chambers contain invites careful study, and the more

because hitherto attention has been focused on the content of the inscriptions and scenes

found in tomb interiors, with very little attempt to understand and define the artists’

procedure.^

The process of decorating a private tomb of the Old Kingdom when built of stone falls

into three main divisions, namely, the placing of the first preliminary sketch to guide

the sculptor, the carving of the stone, and the painting of the sculptured walls. The last-

mentioned division is somewhat complex, for it includes the laying clow'ii of a second

sketch and some washes before the application of the final colors.

A. THE FIRST PREI.IMINARY SKETCH

The earliest stage of the work, that which preceded the sculpture, is preserved (jn the

unfinished walls of the w’cst side of the outer chamber (pi. vi ) and the passage between

1 See, however, Reisner, writing briefly in regard to the technique of Queen Mer-ev^tnekh Ill's tl(*corati«)n in fiull.

of the Mus. of Fine Arts, ujrj, p. 70. Valuable articles by Ernest Mackay <in the inelhoils useil in the hewing out aiul

decorating of Theban tombs have appeared in ]. F. A., HJ17, iyi8. i*j2i, and in Anc. Fg., 1020, and illuminating com-

ments on technique are scattered through the publicatittns o(,^'orman Je Garis Davies. I he latter also deal principally

wTth decorations later than those of the Old Kingdom; references to some of them will be made in succeeding pag«‘s.

'Feehnique

hitherto very

little .St lulled

Main ilivivions

of the work

Walls on wliii.h

file lust sketch

is preMTved

( |>Iates vi-ix

)
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the two rooms fpis. vii, viii). Several fragments of the first sketch are left also on the

north wall of the main chamber (pi. ix).

In the building of tomb walls, both those of the exterior and those of interior cham-

bers, according to the investigations of Clarke and Engelbach, only the rising and bed-

ding joints were dressed before the blocks were laid, a method economical of labor and

of stone.' Fhe same mortar used as an aid in setting the blocks and leveling the courses

was then, after the fronts of the blocks had been roughly dressed, spread as a plaster

over breaks in their faces and along the joints to fill them out to a surface even with the

rest of the wall.- There was not at this time any coating of fine plaster added. An ex-

amination of the west wall of the antechamber (pi. vi) makes evident that here, at least,

the filling of coarse plaster did not extend to the minor unevennesses of the surface. The

actual stone, noticeably pitted and showing the marks of the pointed chisel’ with which

the blocks were dressed, is visible, as the first sketch was laid on the bare wall. The blocks

composing the walls of the pa.ssage to the inner room (pis. vii, vni) were eyen more

roughly dressed; and here there was need of much more plaster,^ which varied from less

than a millimeter to five millimeters in thickness over somewhat large areas, in addition

to the deep masses once filling many of the present breaks in the stone. In the main cham-

ber so little of the original surface is left that one cannot determine the initial condition

of the walls.

The mortar and the coarse plaster to which we referred in the preceding paragraph are

identical in appearance, being somewhat pinkish in the mass and strewn through with

minute white, red, and dark particles." Following the researches of A. Lucas,® we may be-

^ Mawnry, chaps, vii, ix (in particular, p. roo). RcKxicr has called attention to certain blocks within the cult chamber

of Wehem-ka, the joints of which afford evidence that the blocks were set in place before their faces were dressed

iUhemka, p. 8). * cf. I-ythgoc, in Perneb, pp. 34-35.

8 See the actual stonemason’s tools of the IV Dynasty published by Reisner, Bull, of the Mus. of Fine Arts, 1928,

p. 87, lower cut. Hngclbach calls attention to the one ancient Egyptian representation of the dressing of stone building

blocks known, namely, that in the XVIII Dynasty tomb of Rekh-mi-Ref (Annalcs, 1929, p. 22); cf. Newberry. Rekb-

mara, pi. xx; also Clarke and Engelbach, Masonry, p. 106, fig. 113.

* Small patches of coarse plaster are numerous on the wall from Ka-em-snew*s tomb; see pi. 11, a, d, e. In "a” the

plaster underlies preserved portions of the first sketch.

» A part of the corresponding plaster on the wall from Ka-em-snew’s tomb (pi. ii, a, e) is of a more pronounced

pinkish cast and is scattered through more prominently with black, red, and white grain.s. Another and whiter mix-

ture is shown in the lower left corner of detail "d" in plate n.

« /. F. A., 1924, pp. 128-131. and Materials, pp. 20-22, 23-26. 2to; cf. Clajke and Engelbach, Masonry, p. 79. See also

the results of analyses of plaster and mortar of the late IV Dynasty .summarized in Jcquier, Mastabat Faraoun, pp.

1 1, A, B, and 12, note 3. and the clear statement and additional analyses given in Junker, Gi;a I, p. 90.
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lieve that this binding material, as was generally the case in pre-Roman times in EgN-pt,

was derived from crude gypsum, which occurs abundantly in the Egyptian ileserts bor-

dering the Nile and can be calcined to yield an impure plaster of Paris at a much lower

temperature than that necessary in obtaining quicklime. The white and red particles are

probably grains of sand and bits of burned clay, sand and clay being present naturally

in crude gypsum, and the dark particles, for the most part, tiny remains of unburned

fuel, 'fhe faint pink color of the mass may be ascribed to the presence of iron compounds

in the gypsum.'

The Egyptian artist, being at this time, so far as we know, without cra>’on or other dry

medium with which to execute his construction lines and drawing" and being obliged,

therefore, from the outset to use wet colors, employed commonly the brown-red pigment

which to this day in Egypt is used for humble purpt)ses," and which perhaps neeiled to be

mixed only with water.*® This pigment in Per-neb’s lime was probably derived from nat-

ural deposits of red ocher." Just as in the case of rapidly and casually executed tpiarry

marks, here the brown-red water color attached itself readily to the stone or plaster; and

as it was laid on in heavy line, the roughness of the ground was no special drawback. In

some tombs, however, instead of red pigment, black was used for the first sketch:" in

others, two sketch lines may be traced, the first in red being supplemented b>' liner lines

^ Fisher, however, ascribed it to the addition to the plaster of Paris of “some retl inatfer. possibly powilereil pot-

tery" {Minor Cem., p, 15), and laica.s referred only to a superficial red, duo. he fhouKht. to chemical cIi.uikos which

took place in the iron compounds of the plaster “by exposure to atmospheric influences iiiiriiiK thousands of years"

{Matt-rials, p. 24). But in mortar and plaster used in the Old Kingdom at ('dzeli and J^akkfireh, pink c<»lor often, as

here, permeates the entire mass; see Junker, Ci^a /, p.

*» Mackay raiscil the question in respect to Theban walls whether “a very powdery coltuir was sometimes em-

ployed for draw'ing these guiding lines," which could be “brushed off after the outlines of the figures hatl been painted,"

but did not himself much favor the idea (/. /£. A., IQ17, p. 81; cf. ihiJ., 1921, p. 165)-

» Petrie called attention to the use of this pigment for marking baggage on Fgyptian railways (Abydos, II, p. Jt).

This statement is made on the strength of the experiment described by W. J. Kiissell: ”1 tr>ok one of the speci-

mens fan ancient bit of red coloring matter] with a curved smcHtih surface ami rubbed it in a large porcelain nmrt.ir

with a little water, and thus with the greatest ease obtained a wet powiler which at once could be used, without a<lili-

tion of any other medium, as a pigment; for it adhered to paper, to wood, anti to the fingers, with womlerful pt rti-

nacily ..." (in Medurn, p. 44). .Modern artists, with whom we have talked, htmever, have tlrmbled whether this color

would adhere permanently if no binding medium w'erc used.

” Petrie stated, on the authority of Spurrcll, that the ancient Fgyptians sometimes ground the mineral haematite

and sometimes utilized natural deposits of ocherous clays to obtain red coloring matter (Medum, p. 28); cf. Spurrell,

Archaeol. Journ., 1895, p. 226. 1.ucas, however, questioned the employment tt* any extent of haematite {Materials, p. 1 j7).

So in the tombs of Ne-kau-Hor, Ra^-em-ka, and Sen-nu-ka (pis. iii-v; cf. pp. 14, 15 with note 1, 16).

Pigment us4\

for the first

sketch
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Lines of the

first sketch

classified

The brushwork

and the ruled

lines

in black. Very rarely the first lines were yellow, the final lines red." And several ways

of working, including the use of solid black, occur even in a single restricted area."

The sketches in the passageway and outer room consist of
:
(

i ) lines mapping out the

composition by defining the height of the dado and marking out the borders, the differ-

ent registers, and the spaces for the long vertically written inscription; (2) guiding lines

to aid the artist in drawing the figure of Per-neb and manyof the smaller figures
; ( 3 ) out-

lines of figures, objects, and hieroglyphs accompanied by a limited amount of inner draw-

ing.

The lines of the first sketch have all the appearance of brushwork. They spread in

some places and are narrower in others, thus varying from 0.5 to 5.0 mm. in width, and

here and there they are broken; now the color is very thick as it dropped from the full

I bis was noted long ago in the early days of interest in ancient Egypt, for instance, in 1822, in Bclzoni, Narra-

tive (jd edition), I, p. 272; Belzoni assumed that '‘the first lines were done in red by a scholar, or one not so expert as

the master, who examined the outlines, and corrected them in black.” Such double work is now exemplified in the Met-

ropolitan Museum by some of the sketches remaining on Ka-em-snew's wall; sec excerpts, plate 11, a, b, e, especially de-

tail ”b,” where one may analyze the two drawings and see how, for example, in the middle sign (0 51) representing a

granary, the red sketch renders the superstructure in broad single lines, with no inner details and with much fumbling

at the right to place the granary’s sloping side, and the black sketch is executed in fine double lines, with base closed at

the ends and details added; compare, too, this final black sketch with the finished sign of plate 1, j. It is a little puzzling

to find on this wall where the two sets of sketch lines coincide, or cross one another, now the red, now the black, ap-

parently done first, as if one man had operated alternately with two brushes. Probably this observation rests on a false

appearance, due to the sinking of the pigments into the absorbent stone, for the black sketch is certainly the more com-

petent and complete, and in places one can sec that the sculptor followed the black line in preference to the red. In

plate II. c, for in.stancc. a red rectangle first indicated the area to be occupied by the three papyrus-roll-signs (Y 2), but

the right end of the middle sign, as carved, followed a black sketch line to the right of a red line (once present, as its

prolongation sh(jws. but now cut away). Further, no example among Old Kingdom sketches has come to oiir knowl-

edge of guiding lines, horizontals and perpendiculars (category 2 in the next paragraph), done in black; when present,

guiding lines are always reii, whether the figures themselves arc red or doubly drawn in both colors, l.epsius, be it

remarked, found in the tomb of Ma-nofre that the black .sketch .sacrificed the accuracy of the red as regards the

proportions of the human figure (Denkmaler, Text, I, pp. 211. 2J3). this may mean simply that there the crafts-

man responsible for the black lines was impatient of guides.

J‘.So in the tomb of Mesy-Re^; .see Quibell, /lesy, pp.17, 3T Davies made the .same observation with regard to

certain later sketches (LI Amarna, IV, p. 32), and Daressy, with reference to ostraca of the Cairo collection, in one

of which all three pigments, yellow, red. and black, were employed successively in the order named (Ostraca, p. 20,

no. 2S144. pi. XXIX ; sec also no. 250.43, executed first in yellow, then in red, and no. 25107. drawn in yellow and cor-

rected in black).

i’‘On the wall from Ka-cm-snew’s tomb, in addition to the corrected sketches, there are sketches in black line

alone (pi. ii, f); here the .sketched hieroglyph of a face in front view (D 2) may be compared with the same sign in

its final and painted form as exemplified in plate i, i. The wall .shows also a number of signs in black silhouette, other

hieroglyphs of the same inscription being already carved; even the detail of plate ii. f. exhibits a tendency towards the

silhouette in the mud seal of the papyrus roll (this sketched example of sign \ 2 may be compared with the partially

carved papyrus rolls of detail "e.”). F^urthcr, the religious texts in the burial chamber of Pepy ll’s queen were done

first in red line, then in .solid black; see Jequier, Oudjebten, p. 5, with note 2.
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brush, and again it becomes thinner. That a ruler was generally used for the \ ertical and

horizontal lines seems from their appearance unquestionable. With the possible excep-

tion of the horizontal line at the top of the west wall of the outer chamber. the\' have a

regularity of direction which could hardl>- be achieved free-haml. and they couKl not

have been produced by snapping a string wet in color against the wall, as was a common

practice in the Eighteenth Dynasty,’" for they exhibit no such occasional spluttering of

the paint as this method would promote.*'

We may begin our analysis of the guiding lines used in Fer-neb’s tomb b\' examining

the slight traces of the first sketch to be seen in the larger room. Here, on the north wall,

is a spot where the ground between figures was not removed, and the gray paint which

formerly rendered the careless workmanship unnoticeable has fallen away, revealing at

the original level of the face of the wall two parallel horizontal lines in retl. about 1.5

mm. in width and 3.8 cm. apart ( pi. ix). The lower of these lines marks the level of the

knees; the upper, the base of the hips. I .ines in the same two positions ma\' be observeil

in front of the first man in the register below. Besides the parts reproduced in plate ix,’"

a fragment of the guiding line through the knees ma>’ be seen in front of the last olfering

bearer in the fifth register from the top. Again in the lowest register of the wall, before

the second ollering bearer, traces of a line at the level of the top of the foreheail are left

.

Elsewhere in the three lowest registers of the north wall, the background when not cut

away to the normal level has nevertheless been worked over enough to obliterate the

guiding lines. There remain here, as we have seen, slight vestiges of guiding lines in three

positions in reference to the standing figures to be drawn, lines which once ran the length

of the wall.

In endeavoring to picture the .several registers as they looked before the design

was sketched in, we must imagine not only the lines defining the registers above and

below, but still other guiding lines within the registers to be inferreil from the prac-

tice in other tombs of the period."' Quite probably three ailditional horizontals would

1“ Davies, Five Theban Tombs, pp. 5, 6; Gardiner, in Amenemhet, p. 12; Maek iy. /. /: .i ,
igi'/ p. V|.

e.g., Davis, Maspero, anil Daressy. Ifarmhabi and Tonatankhamanim. pK. xi iv, xiv. iii, i iii, etc.

Ihe entire north wall, of which plates ix and xi give detail^, is n-produceii in I.ylligf>e arnl K.tnsom. i*ernrb, fig

:?6. and in Capart, Memphis, fig. ^46.

I he sketchc.s Ionge.st familiar and most infftrming are in the V DynaMy mastaheh of Ma nofre; see Lepsius,

Denkmdler, II, pis. 65, ()8. supplemented by a diagram and disciisdon, op. nt.. Tr\t. I. pp lierlin, /Imi/. Vet;

C2d edition), p. 53, no. iioS. d. c; also Schafer, A^ypt. unJ hLUtiy,e Kiinsi. fig. Hi, aiui Vnti dvypt. I\iin\t ( id edi-

tion), fig. 260. Tor the few other published sketches of the Old Kingdom, see the follovsing nofes.

(uiiiling lincN

extant in the

main chamber

(plate i\)

( fllldillg lines

to he ifilVr led

in the m.iiii

I liaml)er
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have been present, indicating respectively the level of the lowest ribs,®“ of the armpits,"®

and of the base of the neck.“* Very probably there would have been perpendiculars,

too, for each human figure,®® if not for the jars and stands.®* We do not postulate a line

to mark the crowns of the heads such as is present in sketches in the tomb of Ptah-

hotpe, where it is additional to the six guiding lines enumerated above,®* for a line in

this position is exceptional in the Fifth Dynasty, and the crowns of the heads of Per-

neb’s offering bearers are not strictly enough in alignment to suggest that such a guid-

ing line was employed. Here, as generally in the Old Kingdom, calculations were made

from the ground to the top of the forehead where the hair or wig begins, and the crown

of the head was drawn in by eye.®" Nor do we postulate a horizontal halfway between

the knees and the ground, ina.smuch as it has thus far been found only in sketches of the

Present in every set of guiding lines known to us which dates from the V' Dynasty with the sole exception of

the partially piibiishctl sketches in Ka-em-nofret’s tomb; sec Cav^art, Memphis, fig. 244.

Present in all V Dynasty sketches, so far as we know, even those of Ka-em-nofret.

‘2 We can mention but one instance of the omission of perpendiculars for human figures among publi.shed sketches

of the V and VI [dynasties, that of the guiding lines for dancers in the tomb of Ne-kau-Mor: sec Quibell, Iixc^s at

Sag. (iQoy-iQuS), pi. i.xvi. In Davies, Plahhelep, If pis. iv (below on the right), xvii, they arc omitted from the copy

but present on the wall (so, op. cit., p. 23). In the chamber of Ka-em-nofret, perpendiculars are to be seen in some

registers but not in all.

-3 I-ound in Ma-nofrc*s tomb; Lepsius, Dcjikmalcr, II. pi. f)8. We noted them much used on the south wall of the

tomb of Yasen.

See references above, note 22; Nc-kau-l.lor's dancers alluded to in the same note also have a line along the

crowns of the heads, but the total number of horizontals exclusive of the ground line is only .six, and the hori-

zontal which normally defines the base of the neck and the shoulders here passes through the chins. One is perhaps

warrantevi in regarding this as a case of maladjustment between the guiding lines and the subseiiuent drawing, the

crowns of the heads and the chins of the figures being marked instead of the foreheads ami shoulders, d'he diagram

given by Lepsius is at first glance misleading, for in addition to the si.\ horizontals actually present on the walls

of Ma-nofre’s tomb, he addetl in the iliagram one level with the crown of the heail iop. cit.. I'cxt, I. p. As

to its absence from the walls, he maile the following express statement: “Der Scheilel blieb ganz aus der Kech-

nung . . . ; auch wirtl dieser Punkt nirgends. weder durch eine Linic noch dutch einen roten odcr schwarzen Punkt

angegebeii; man iiberlicss diesen fcil ilem Augenmass. daher er sehr wechselt ...” (p. 23!>)- A line is found also

across the crown of the head in the similar diagram in L'isher {Mhtor Cem., p. 16, fig. 2), but it is nowhere present in

the plate ^5 which is .supposed to give in facsimile all that is on the wall. The line which strikes the crowns of the

heads of the figures in the bottom register of the cast w®all (pi. 53) seems to have reference to the inscription, just as

the inscription in the second register above this one is defined by horizontals to keep the hieroglyphs in even line.

So l.cp.sius believetl (see quotation in the preceding note), and this opinion usually holds good for the Old

and .Miildle Kingiloms, altlu»ugh not, it would seem from Mackay's studies (/. F.. A., IQ17. pp. 74 ff.). for the

Will Dynasty and later. In the XVIII Dynasty the line marking the crowns of the heads is regular; the one along

the tops of the forcheails appears indeed as a part of the system of squares, but is abandoned whenever only a

few horizontals are employeil.

8
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Sixth Dynasty^" and was presumablj' an innovation then, marking a tendencx’ to in-

crease the number of guiding lines, a tcndenc>- which ultimatelv resulted in a sx stem

of guiding squares. And finally, the degree of dependence which the designer of Per-

neb’s decoration placed on the preliminary sketch" docs not lead one to assume here

the use of dots or checks for lateral measurements taken from the perpendiculars, such

as are found rarely elsewhere in addition to horizontal guiding lines.
'*

In plate x is offered a tentative restoration of the guiiling lines used in the portion of

the north wall of the main chamber which has just been considered. The plate shows the

outlines of the existent sculptured figures of men and offerings in black line and the guid-

ing lines, which preceded the sketches for these figures, in red line, with the extant parts

heavier than the rest. The details have been worked out by I.indslex’ F. 1 lall, and, con-

forming to the practice observable in surviving sketches, he has not begun the vertical

guiding lines quite at the tops of the registers. Most often in extant examples, perpendic-

ulars pass immediately in front of the ear, midway between the legs when striking the

lower edge of men’s kilts, and just behind the front thinl of the rear foot. I hex" ilo not as

a rule exactly bisect the body- now the front shoulder, now the other being nearer to

the perpendicular. Actually the relationships between our re.stored perpendiculars and

the sculptured figures cannot be carried through ever> \vhere just alike. That the ilill'er-

ence may well go beyond the sculptor’s work to that of the draughtsman is evident wluai

one examines the sketched figures with their perpendiculars in the passageway ami outer

room of Per-neb’s tomb (pis. vi-viii ). As Lepsius observeil, the lateral measurements

w'ere left more to the eye than the vertical proportions. Further, following the position

of the sculptured figures on the w'all it.self, Mr. Hall has diviiletl each register inde-

Davit'S, Deir cl Gchrawi. II, front ixpiect*. I his line occurs in (lie sketches t»f the tomh of IVp\ -^>nekli, \vh»tse

'^gootl name” was Meny the Black: the tomb, which il.ites from the reign of l*epy II, is still unpublished, but Nse

have had access to a file of the photograt)hs from Meir which the ligypl I :-xpIorati«)n Society kiiully permits in-

stitutions and scholars to buy, aiiil the line is to be observed in numbers B j-m. !*• 22i). B Jts. B> -* lo, and B j h-

Another unpublished sketch containing this line, now on exhibititm in the Museum of I ine Arts, Btistun (no. i t 1 1 ro.

a), is dated by Keisner to the first half of the VI Dynasty, inasmuch as Nekhbu, the owner of the tomb, is a grand-

son f)f a known official of the reign of Isesy. W'e (j\ve this information about the date of the lonib to the kindness

of Dows Dunham; see further Keisner’s statements about the career and il.ite of this function.iry in the Hull, of the

Mu^. of Fine Arts, 1913, pp. 5^, 62-63, 65.

-'See further on this point, p. 13.

-^Recorded only for the tomb of Ma-nofre; lepsius, Dcnhnuilcr, text, I. pj). (Jiecks are bjund

on the passage walls of Per-neb’s tomb (see pp. 11-12). but placed on per[H-nditulars as •'ub•^ltute^ for hori/onlals.

Restoration

of the guiiling

lines in the

main chamber

t plate
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I’tility of the

/guiding lines

in the main

chamber

pendentlyof the one above and below it."" Possibly the pleasing absence of vertical align-

ment on the wall is to be accounted for by the ancient draughtsman’s order of procedure.

After blocking out the main divisions of the decoration, he may have begun at the top

and have sketched in the design, completing the drawing preliminary to the sculpture in

each register of offerings and bearers before executing the guiding lines in the next regis-

ter below; thus his scaffolding would have required the least readjustment.""

In drawing the stands and jars, vertical lines were useful principally as an aid to keep-

ing the two sides of each piece symmetrical. Perhaps they helped somewhat in laying out

the composition. In the registers containing offering bearers, the vertical lines were an

aid in maintaining a proper distance between figures, in planning the number which

could be placed in a single register, and in sketching the outlines, while the horizontal

lines helped especially in securing a likeness of proportions throughout the procession.

But Lepsius’s analysis of these guiding lines has shown further that they were placed in

accordance with a definite system, to which the later systems of squares, at first eighteen

and a fraction in number to the height of the standing figure, were intimately related.""

I'his seems to have been the general rule when the artist was concerned with processions of bearers. See Lep-

sius, Dcnkmliler, II. pi. 65; Davies, Ptahheiep, II, pi. xvii (repeated in Lythgoe and Ransom, Perneb, p. 73. fig. 38),

where, even without the reproduction of the perpendiculars present on the wall (p. 8. note 22). one may observe

that the figures of the upper register are not directly over those of the lower register; also SteinilorfT, Ti, pl.s. 3.

Vt. 54. 0 *-03 . *27; but in plates 102-104. the vertical alignment is such as to suggest that perpendiculars

may have been carried through three registers at a time, and Fisher apparently gives actual examples {Minor Cent.,

pis. «54 . 55).

(Compare Gunn’s conjecture of the fortuitous control of the final number of items in offering lists exercised

by the draughtsman’s method of laying out the decoration (in Teti Pyr. Can., 1
, p. pO, note 2); such lists are shown

in small part to the left in plates ix. xi-xiii, and xvii of the present book.

When these squares were first used is a tiuestion of considerable interest. I.epsius’s opinion was that they

came into use in the .W ill Dynasty, but examples of the .\ll I\vnasty from at least two sites are now known;

see Newberry, Peni Hasan, 1
,
pi. x; A. M. Blackman, Mcir, 11

. p. 21. pis. ii. x. xi, xv, and 111
,
pi. xvii. Possibly with

the foregoing examples in minil, Schafer in 1023 gave as his opinion that guiding si|uares .superseded the older sys-

tem f)f lines aiul dots at the beginning of the Middle Kingdom {Grundlaiien, p. y), correcting the statement in

Zeitschr. fur dgypt. Sprachc, lyaj, p. 141; cf. now iilcm, Von d^ypt. Kunst (3d edition), p. 318. E:dgar (Pcc. de

trav., iyo5. pp. 14 J. MS) and Mackay (/. K. A,. 1017, p. 74) earlier, however, supposed the .sijuares to have been

first used in the Old Kingdom, although they did not name supporting examples, and the same opinion has also

been expressed of late by Gapart {Memphis, p. 2 so). We are unable to find on Old Kingdom walls networks of

s(]uare.s related to human figures which are not copyists’ .squares, later than the decoration itself. Thus the t«)mb of

Nesut-nofre contains evidence of the ancient copyist’s interest in unusual figures, l o the right of the northern false

door, in the third register from the bottom, a nctwtirk of black lines lies on top of the sculptured figure of a tlwarf.

riie lines are 0.3 to 1.0 mm. wide, the rectangles. 2.2 cm. square, and the network is y squares high by 5 wide. Junker

calls attention to the fact that the copy was not made until after the painted surface had fallen away {Ci;a /, p.

183). Other examples of copyists’ squares are well known through publications. I he correspondences between the

.system of guiding lines and the earlier of the two principal systems of guiding squares for first sketches are suffi-

ciently explained by Lepsius’s assumption that the sy.stem of squares was the outgrowth of the other.

10
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At least by the Pifth Dynasty, the Egx ptian draughtsman was taught to draw the human

figure with a prescribed length of limb and foot, and guiding lines in these preliminary

drawings were so placed, following the accepted s\ stem of measurement, as to enable

him easily to conform to the established standards/-

In the passage between the two chambers, the wall spaces were such as couKl be han-

dled in the sketch each as a unit. Let us look at the east jamb
(
pi. vii ). .\t the bottom of

the field to be decorated, revision in the position of the ground line was re(]uired, ami

this construction line as first drawn is still to be traced. Pour vertical guiding lines were

dropped from near the top border to the ground line of the upper register, and four others,

nearly continuous with the verticals of the first set, were dropped to the bottom line of

the lower register. Their interspaces were madeeiiual to one another, but their marginal

spaces were made unlike each other and those of (he central area. This is accounted for

by the necessities of the design: besides the forward arm’s projecting farther than the

other, each figure has an inscription in front of it, but none behind it. More space is thus

needed before the leading figures than behind the last ones, fhe jiroportions of the fig-

ures were indicated, not by horizontals, as in the main chamber with its long trains of

men where it was more difiicull to keep knees, foreheads, and other features in line, but

more briefl)’ by dots or checks on the vertical guiding lines."" fhe last three figures in the

upper register and the second and third in the lower have the bases of the hips checkeil.

Presumably all eight perpendiculars were marked at this point, but the figure of the

leading man in the lower row is now broken through the kilt, and the dresses of the two

remaining figures, those of women, are well covered with paint. Marks may be observeti

at the level of the knees on two figures, the first in the upper register and the secoml in

the lower, and at the level of the armpits on the seconil and (hirtl figures below; a check

is also to be seen at the level of the tops of the foreheads of (he sec»)nd figure above and

^“On the subject of the earlier anJ later i Kyplidn canons ol proportions, see 1 il>4.ir. A'« t . t/e /n/j-.. pp i n
fT., and the older literature cited there; idem. Sculptors’ Studies pp. ii. iii; Davies. I*tahhetep. 11

. pp 2z Mai-

kay, /. /'. A., 1017, pp. 71-^5; Murray, Sculpture, pp. 20-jS. Sehaler suKKe'^t'* that tlie proportions may ha\f been

derivetl from works of art which were ctjrisiderctl standard at a f;iven time or h.ive been the creation of a sinf.;le

especially influential artist, lie rejects, as improbable in early antitjuily. the method f»f mea'^nriiiR mimeroir* ])fople

am! taking the averages of their measurements (V(ni d^ypt. Kuust I til ediiionl p. Sm h a method «if v\ork.

rare in our own day, as that of the .sculptor R. Fait McKen/ie, who made the me.iMjrementv of college athletes the

basis of fine ideal figures of nude youths, is not to be llH»iight of in the case ol the .incn nt 1 gvptians. see Ilte.sey.

Tail McKenzie, chaps. 3, 4. figs. 7, y-12.

'‘'’So likewise in a part of Ma-nofre*s sketches; see l.epsius, Denkmdier, 11
,
pi. bs.

I 1
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Passageway.

West jamb

(plate Mil)

(gliding lines in

the outer ro<)m

(plate vi)

of all but the first below.” No doubt originally there were other marks which, because of

the covering washes and the breaks, are not to be seen today; the checks extant indicate

four of the six positions usually marked in guiding lines of the Fifth Dynasty (cf. pi. x).

Special interest attaches to the facts that the women have the same height as the men

and make the same stride;”’ the perpendiculars and guiding checks here, so far as we can

detect, were all alike for the two sexes. This likeness in height and step between the fig-

ures of men and women is of course a concession to decorative effect. Generally in the

Fifth Dynasty a normal difference is maintained, as in Ne-kau-Hor’s decoration, where,

to the right and left of the northern false door, the husband and wife stand together, and

the wife’s head and shoulders are well below Ne-kau-Hor’s, and her feet are closer to-

gether than his.

The guiding lines of the west jamb are similar to those just described, even to the re-

vision of the position of the lower ground line (pi. viii). Of the checks on the perpendic-

ulars, the following may still be distinguished: those at the level of the base of the hips

on the second and fourth figures of the upper register and of the third figure of the lower;

one marking the base of the ribs on the second figure below, a position not represented

among the surviving checks on the opposite wall, but probably once marked there also;

those marking the top of the forehead on the second and fourth figures above. In the

bottom register, the extant mark on the third vertical guiding line was placed a trifle

too high, an error which was noticed and corrected in the outline of the figure.

We have seen that in the inner chamber all but a mere fragment of the preliminary

sketch for the sculptor is lost, and that in the passageway one cannot know just how

many positions were checked on the vertical guiding lines, but w'e probably have before

us all the guiding lines used on the west wall of the outer room (pi. vi), and these are

surprisingly few in number. The figures in the two upper registers were drawn in boldly

without guiding lines whatever, merely the positions of the toes of each of the men’s feet

being checked on the ground line.”* The figures in the other registers and the large figure

Not all llic chocks moiuioiioil above and in the next paragraph are easily discernible in plates vii and vm.

rhey were studied under the most favorable conditions of lighting.

3 « Such a regular alternation of male and female figures personifying villages of the mortuary estate as occurs

in this passage is rare. When an entire row of female figures is depicted, even if walking, the feet are generally

somewhat closer together than those of men. See Murray, Saq. Mast., 1
,
pis. ix, x, xii: SteindorfT, Ti, pis. 114, 115;

also the interesting earlier figures given in Junker, Gi^a I, pp. 221-222, fig. ^i.

Checks marking human feet arc recorded elsewhere only for Ma-nofre’s tomb; see Lepsius, Denkmdlcr, Text.

1. P. 235-
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of Per-neb all have perpendiculars but no dots or checks. That the upper startinf> point

"

of the perpendiculars on this wall, too, was determined by e> e rather than measurement

is evident in the fact that these lines are of varying heights in the same register. Inas-

much as the proportions of the figures were estimated from the ground up. it mattereil

not if the vertical lines fell short of, or exceeded, the full height of the final figures. .\1-

ways the verticals were carried above the highest of the six levels which were commonly

checked, or marked by horizontals (pi. x), in the full sets of guiding lines of the Fifth

Dynasty. In subordinate human figures and in hierogh phs representing a human head,

the omission of eyes, nose (when seen from the front), and mouth is consonant with the

character of the drawing as a preliminary sketch.’’" fhe upward tilting toward the right

of the ground lines of the two highest registers is odtl; the abandoneil ground lines,

w'hich were only partially erased, are more nearl\' horizontal.

Lcpsius indicated at the right of his diagram giving the six horizontal guiiling lines or

checks of .Ma-nofre's sketches slight variations observable in their position and laliori-

ously explained the variations as due to a dilTerence in the length of the unit which he

thought to be a foot-length— assumed in each instance. “ He claimed to find the unit

taken fora given figure carried through without error, and to see in this a demonstra-

tion of extreme care on the part of the draughtsman. But, if so accurate, wh\' shouhl the

draughtsman have permitted his unit to vary from figure to tigure? .Moreover, the

marks on the diagram do not bear out the statement that in each figure the unit was

used w'ilhout error, 'fhe variations seem rather to prove that the dr.uighlsman did

not place his guiding lines, or follow' them, with great acciuac\'. .'\inl surely the sketch-

es on Per-neb’s W'alls give the impression that artists of the Old Kingtlom worked

W'ilh much ffecdom. When he had passetl beyond the ajiprentice stage, a man of t.ilent

would place little dependence on construction lines. One has the conviction in the

presence of these sketches that the guiding lines were often used as a matter ol rou-

tine and were not taken very seriousl}-.

I he fullness of line at the top indicates that the start was made there, but in ‘‘ome i axes the hru‘ h did not carry

enough color to finish the line in one stroke, and a new start ssas made losser down.

Inner details were more often given when the first sketch was in black line (.^unpare the of ih«‘ full f.tte

( I) 2) in plates 11, f, and vi.

Dcukmdler, Text, I, pp. 2}} ff. The (juc.stion of the unit rests on a very unc<Tf.uii bao*. fhe f,ut that in modern

times we can analyze these drawings in terms of a foot-length or the height of the head (.Muiray. Siulplure, pp

20 IT.) does not prove that an ancient Egyptian operated with the one or the cither *)f lhe*>e measnrementx, he ilid iml

necessarily use any part of the human frame as a unit, but may have carrieii in menviry an abstract series of frac-

tions for the different levels of the height of human figures, which he often carried out. especially in the case of smaller

figures, by eye alone.

No great

tlependence

[d.iced on

guitling lines
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Comparison

with a sketch
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of Nc-kaii Hor

(plate m)

The success of the sketch proper— the outlines of the hieroglyphs and the figures with

their inner drawing— makes evident that Per-neb’s draughtsman did not venture too

much in dispensing to a large degree with guiding lines. I'he sketch on the west wall of

the outer chamber is especially admirable work (pi. vi). How expressive are the blocked-

in profiles done with two strokes, how taut and well set up the men who advance on one

another in the lowest register, how competent the curves of the wife’s back and up-

turned foot. Even the angle at which the lower hieroglyphs in the first column are set

gives a look of piquancy and independence of trammeling rules to the drawing. Char-

acter is imparted to the sketch, too, by the short strokes at one or both extremities of a

number of hieroglyphs, namely, M 17, S 29, U i, and V 4, “nervous little jabs to stop off

the line smartly and vigorously,’’ '‘® which remind one of the short terminal strokes found

to some extent in the signs technically termed "cursive hieroglyphs.’’ Similar jabs are to

be observed at the right end of two of the ground lines of registers (pi. vi, above at the

right).

One may better realize the success of the preliminary drawing in Per-neb’s tomb if

one takes a glance at a first sketch from the tombof Ne-kau-Hor (pi. in)."’ Here, in four

registers, of which the two upper ones are now incomplete, offering bearers make their

way toward the wife’s false door. In the topmost register the sculptor has begun to cut the

outlines of the figures, in the other three, the figures have been drawn and washes have

been atldcd, but there has been no carving. Much of the color has peeled off, exposing

the bare stone. 'Fhc sketch is in black line, varying from a mere hair’s breadth to 2.5 mm.

in width. The most precise examination with a magnifying glass fails to reveal any guid-

ing lines. As the black outlines are well preserved, it is wholly improbable that guiding

lines were used, and have since disappeared, leaving not a trace. Moreover, the man in

the middle and the one on the right in the lowest register are out of balance, their bodies

are tipped backward, as would hardly have happened had the draughtsman made use of

perpendiculars, and there are other irregularities such as a knee placed too high. 'I'he

conclusion seems inevitable that the figures on this short wall were drawn as they now

appear without guiding lines. 'I'he draughtsman who made this sketch was not so well^

qualified to draw without construction lines as the artist who decorated Per-neb’s outer

room, but he was overconfident.

tloscribed by Air. W'inkxk, who, however, regards the two slanting strokes at the ends of the sketched ns as

imitations of the characteristic ripi>Ies of hieroglyph N 35.

I'his particular section of wall is reprexiuced in line in Quibell, F^c's at Saq. (1007-IQ0S), pi. i.xvi, 4.
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In the sketches of the outer room and passage of Per-neh’s tomb, the lines are not fine

enough, or complete enough, to have furnished a detailed and absolutely definite guide

to the sculptor. Rather, the sculptor would have been obliged to exercise discretion in

the carving and to supply free-hand the eyes of the smaller figures and many other de-

tails. Possibly this way of working was due to the uneven surface; ver>- fine sketch lines

would have been difficult to execute on the roughly dressed blocks, and even the plas-

tered areas of the passage were scarcelv less difficult to paint on. because of their coarse

granular surfaces. But even if finer sketch lines could have been made, the sculptor

would have found difficulty in following them closely in such poor stone. We shall see,

however, as we pass on to the later processes, that at no stage of the decoration, even

when it might have been practicable to do so. was the decorator willing to keep metic-

ulously to the work which preceded his own. I'here is a certain independence between

processes which is astonishing, and whatever the excellencies of one stage of the work,

they were likely to be lost in the next. 'I'here is no reason to believe that had the wall of

plate VI been sculptured, we should necessarily have had preserved more than the gen-

eral composition and the pose of the figures which it now bears. I'he spirited character

of the drawing, that which constitutes its charm, might easily have been sacrificed. On

the other hand, in the tomb which furnished the sketch of plate iii, the sculpture which

has come down to us is of better quality than the sketch.

B. THh SCULPTURING OF THIi W'AI.I.S

Per-neb's tomb does not afford an\' evidence with regaril to the early stages V)f sculp-

turing a wall, as the inner chamber was brought to completion, ami the carving of

the decoration of the passage and outer chamber was never begun. As an example of the

sculptor’s very first strokes, an excerpt is given in plate iv from the jiassage leailing into
I

Ra^-cm-ka's cult chamber. Only a few traces remain of the first sketch in black line,' but

one can sec that the sculptor began by following the sketched outline with his instru-

ment—possibly a mallet-driven copperchisel
'"— making an incision some t mm. wide,

1 The black sketch line of the dragging rope for statues may be seen in plate iv in fuml tjf the hr-t p.irtially

carved pair of legs.

‘ Much I:gyplian limestone is soft enough to be carved by hand pressure, but \\ork i»roceei| more ea'-ily

and quickly with the u.sc of a mallet. No ancient pictures of a sculptor of reliefs at work are known, but the mallet

and chisel are depicted in the case of men sculpturing wot)den statues (Davies. Dnr el (iehnh^i. \, pi. xiv; this and

further references are enumerated in Klcbs, Reliefs des a. Reuben, p. S2). W’e ha\e tried cutting a car veil outline in

F.gyptian limestone with a knife, with a chisel driven by a mallet, and by hand, and have oblainetl a result mo-.t

nearly approaching this ancient work of plate iv by the use of chisel and mallet, the former being tiltevi to utili/v

I he tirst sketch

g.n e i>nly par-

tial niil to the

viilptor

.Making .1

I fitting about

the LJinloiirs

fj'late IV)
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(plate v)

which was deepest along the contours of the figures. Other examples of this first process

are preserved in the tombs of Ma-nofre’ and Hetep-her-Akhty.^

We should note here that the plaster filling along the joints and the patches of plaster

to make g(X)d defects in the faces of the blocks, mentioned on pages 4 and 5, could be

cut just as the limestone was cut. The carving of Egyptian plaster apparently presented

no special technical difficulty."

The second stage of the sculptor’s work is “illustrated by an unfinished figure in a Fifth

Dynasty relief from GTzeh now in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston (pi. v).® The figure

is that of a maiden facing the left and holding a blue water lily to her face with her right

hand, while her left arm hangs at her side. The girl’s name is inscribed in front of her in

a vertical column of hieroglyphs, and her titles are carved above her head. In this ex-

ample, the sculptor has completed the broad cutting about his figure and hieroglyphs

andhascarvedaway the background, so that the design appears raised, having its con-

tours, however, still angular in section and its surface flat, without as yet a .vestige of

modeling. I'he raised arm is not separated from the border of the field, and the eye, ear,

and bracelet and the stem, sepals, and petals of the flower are not carved, but still re-

main in the preliminary sketch executed in black line. On the background the marks of

the tooling are prominent, especially horizontal, or slightly oblique, square-ended

strokes which arc probably the work of a chisel * and broader smoother surfaces which

only one corner of the cutting edge. In so soft a stone, if the sculptor proceeds carefully, as is necessary in following

a sketch, jump marks are not noticeable. \Vc secured a smoother channel with the mallet than by hand pressure. Tor

a possible example of a sculptor's chisel dating from the 111 Dynasty, see Petrie, Tools and Weapons, p. 20, pi.

x.xii, 51; the working edge is 8 mm. wide. A V Dynasty example in common wood of the mallet such as sculptors

wield, one shaped like the hieroglyph U 3(>, is pictured in Petrie, op. cil., pi. xlvi , 60; a mallet to be used by a sculp-

tor would, however, be smaller than this extant specimen. I’he mallet was grasped at its narrowest part, ani! blows

were delivered now on the bulbous main part, now on the flat butt of the handle below the hand; see Steindorff,

Ti, pi. 134.

“Capart, Memphis, fig. 315.

Ilolwerda. Boeser, and Ilolwerda, Dcnkm. des a. /?^zc/>es, pi. xii, two figures at bottom of left door jamb.

® In reference to the door jambs of the tomb of Kai, we made the following note: "... filling of joints a pinkish

coarse plaster. On north jamb, now devoid of paint, one can see carving passing from stone into plaster; on south

jamb, not only joints, but defects in stone, filled and carved.” And we noted similar carving of coarse pink plaster

in the tombs of Nesut-nofre, Ka-eni-^mekh, and elsewhere. Phis kind of carved plaster has not been commented on

in publications, but is familiar to those who have studied reliefs of the Old Kingdom in position at Gizeh and §ak-

kareh. Ct)mpare the technique of a later period described in Davies, LI Amarna, IV. p. 32.

« Prom the tomb of Sen-nu-ka. I'his detail was first kindly called to our attention by Mr. Lythgoe. For permis-

sion to publish it here, we are much indebted to the authorities of the Boston Mu.seum.

‘ cf. Capart, Memphis, fig. 185. at top.
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we think were obtained by shaving off the chiseled surface thinly with an adze. Other

examples of relief sculpture in which the background has been lowered, although as yet

the figures are without modeling, have been published from tlte decorations of Meten."

Ptah-hotpe,* Ti," Hetcp-her-Akhty,’'’ and Ma-nofre; " an especially early stage in the

process of lowering the background about hieroglx phs has been maile known in a relief

from the tomb of Sekhem-ka,’* and unpublished examples are probably numerous.'" We
have observed in Per-neb’s cult chamber places where the craftsmen did not cut the

background to the lower level (see p. 7 and pi. ix); when covercil by gray paint, these

neglected areas were hardly noticeable.

The figures of men and objects were next worked over. In this process the last traces

of the first sketch with its guiding lines were cut away, ami at the same time the surface

pitting, such as is visible on the west wall of Per-neb’s outer chamber
( pi. vi ), for the

most part disappeared from the figures, as it had previously- tlone from the backgrouiul.

But the actual amount of stone removed was not very great, although it probably varied

in different parts of the decoration, ('omparing the fragments of the original surface left

on the north wall of the inner chamber with the adjacent sculptured figures, we find the

lowering of the surface by the .sculpture to be scarcely perceptible
( pi. ix ). The amount

of projection of the relief is rarely over a millimeter, and clearness was secureil rather by

the depth of the original cutting around the contours. In Per-neb’s tomb, as in many an-

other of the period, the modeling of the human figures is somewhat summary, being

largely confined to the legs and face. The breast is quite flat, and the clavicles are not in-

dicated;'^ the muscles of the arms are shown only in outline, the sculptor c«»ntenting

himself with rounding the contours of body and limbs which had been left angular in the

first cutting. In the majority of the figures, however, the curls of the wigs were workeil

out in full; and some able effort was expended on the modeling of certain hieroglyphs

Davies, Ptahhetep, II, pi. iii.

® In Steindorff, Ti, pi. 43, the leading figure in the upper Icll curner is entirely Hal. and ut ilie .second, the legs

and the ribs of beef carried in the right hand have been modeled, but the remainder is iinworked, except tor an in-

cised outline about the wig where it borders the face; in Sleindorlf, up. at., pl. 47, below, vvaler lilies hanging over

a man’s arm are only blocked out.

Holwerda, Boeser, and Ilolwerda, Denkm. des a. Reiches, pi. xii.

Capart, Memphis, fig. 315.

Steindorff, Kunst der Agypier, p. ic/i.

^•e.g.. a relief in the entrance of Wehem-ka’s tomb referred to by Koeder iUhcmkn, p. 0).

Contrast the exquisite modeling of these parts of the body in the panels of l lesy-Ke^; see Quibell, //e'-y. j»lv.

XXIX-XXXII.
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F'inishing

the surfaces

(plate xiv)

The scguence

of processes

and details, as, for example, in the case of the calves’ heads, which are extraordinarily

subtle and vivid (pi. ix, above). The work is, indeed, very uneven, being poorest at the

ends of the registers away from the large figures of Per-neb, where in places the design is

only scratched in, sometimes, as in various trays of offerings, incompletely.

The processes of lowering the background and modeling the figures were followed by

the finishing of the walls. The loss of the coating of paint in many parts of Per-neb's

main chamber has exposed the completed sculptured surface, and one is able to okserve

the state in which the artist responsible for reliefs saw fit to leave his work. This is in-

deed the stage in the decoration of a mastabeh chamber most familiar to the modern stu-

dent because of the great number of fully sculptured reliefs, both in museums and still

in situ in Egypt, which are entirely denuded of color. The sculptor did not carry the fin-

ishing process to the point of removing all traces of the tooling. On the contrary, one

may see where the chisel stopped when pushed between the petals of a flower or follow

its course along the band of the men's kilts; and the surfaces are full of fine scratches.

'Phis last is especially well seen in our plate xiv. Probably the dilTerence in the appear-

ance of the surfaces reproduced in this plate and those about the girl's figure of plate v

was effected by rubbing with a piece of sandstone.” The fact that the walls were to be

covered with paint may well have influenced the sculptor’s technique, and the finishing

process may have been carried no farther in order to avoid unnecessary labor. But aside

from this consideration, we should note that the softer material, limestone, did not in-

vite, or reward, an expenditure of labor in polishing, as did the harder stones ernployed

by the Egyptians. Far from detracting from the charm of the work to the modern eye,

we may remark in passing, the less finished surface makes a special appeal in its em-

phasis of essentials and its unmistakable traces of human handicraft. One admires the

lively modeling of the tiny hieroglyphs (rough as the planes are), the correct placing

of the knee muscles, the very elimination of details, and the indifference to mere smooth-

ness.

Phe sequence of processes followed in sculpturing a wall is the one given in this ac-

count, but we do not intend to imply that each in turn was carried out over an entire wall

before the next one was begun. Rather, as unfinished decorations prove, two or more

processes went on simultaneously; plate iv gives examples of the first process and com-

pleted work in juxtaposition; plate v, of the second process and the finished relief. v\nd

» * Again wc may cile the practice in sculpturing statues, for the finishing of which the polishing stone was the cus-

tomary tool; cf. Steindortf, Ti, pi. 134.
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the examples cited above (p. 17) from the tombs of Hetep-her-Akhty and Ma-nofre

offer illustrations of the first and second stages occurring together, in Ma-nofre’s work

with a part of the preliminary sketch also remaining. Perhaps the explanation is to be

sought in a division of labor, one man doing only one kind of work, and as many men as

the chamber would accommodate being employ ed together. A, who was making the first

cutting about the lines of the sketch, as shown in plate iv, may have stopped abruptly in

order to give B, who was to lower the background, a chance to set to work. A transferred

his activity elsewhere, C and D were able to model and finish the part clone by B, but

work on the tomb ceased before A had a chance to return to this wall.** Otherwise we

must suppose A, or the foreman who controlled him, to have been very capricious, or

very much pressed elsewhere, to break off the first process of the carving in so erratic a

manner. If each sculptor was qualified to execute all the proces.ses, the unfinished work

of plate iv becomes even less explicable.

The final process of the sculptors before turning over the walls to the painter was to

remedy in a comparatively fine plaster defects due to slips made in chiseling and to the

occasional splintering of the stone and its supplementary coarse plaster during the carv-

ing. This finer plaster has been examined on the fragments of filling from the joints,

which fell when the tomb of Per-neb was taken down, and which were carefully col-

lected and sent to New York. It can akso be seen here and there on the walls where there

are breaks and, consequently, edges visible. It dilfers from mortar plaster in its texture,

which is closer and more homogeneous, being free from particles of sand, and in its color,

which closely approaches that of limestone. That it is largely composed of powdered

limestone seems extremely probable.*^ This finer plaster was not carved, but spread on

in a soft state and worked while still soft, for it l(K)ks smeared, and under it the sharp-

ness of the previous cutting is often obscured. Although in Per-neb’s tomb intended to

Engelbach has recently suggested in the case of a sarcophagus of hanl stone that the dilferenl stages of com*

pletion of its interior decoration indicate the employment of several men to do different kintls of work at the same

time (Afinales, 1929, pp. 23-24).

Specimens of this fine plaster kindly tested for us by Or H. II. Willard, Profes‘or of Analytical tJuriiistry

in the University of Michigan, showed the presence of both the carbonate and sulphate of calcium. On the occasional

artificial mixture of powdered limestone with gypsum to improve the colcjr of a plaster, see Lucas. /. /:*. A.. 1924. i».

129; generally, however, according to this authority, calcium carbonate when present in ancient Lgyptian i)lastiT is

there as an impurity, d he corresponding plaster on the w'esi wall from the ttunh of Ka-ern-snOw (pi. ii, c, d) is

Jess fine than the plaster from Per-neb’s tomb and contains sf>me grains of a contrasting color, its main mass being

very pink. It may well be composed of a larger proportion of crude plaster of Paris than that in IVr-ncb's decora-

tion. In detail *'c” the plaster may be seen in the depths of a hieroglyph done in sunken relief, that is, on a surface

not yet exposed before the wall was carved.

Plaster used to

remoily defects

in the car\ ing
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cover only defective places, it overlapped more or less the adjacent carving. But that it

was not spread over the whole wall is clear from the fact that the washes and sketch lines

discussed in the next section are again and again found resting on limestone with only

the thinnest intervening layer of whitewash.^

A whitewash

laid over the

entire wall to

receive the

colors

C. Tun PAINTING OF THE WALLS

The sculptors having finished their work, the cult chamber was now given over to

another company of men, the painters, 'fheir first procedure was to whitewash all the

walls with a preparation of brilliant white color and of such fluid consistency as no doubt

to be laid on with a brush. The loss of the final surface has exposed this wash in many

places w'here it now appears as a film which could be peeled off or as a thin powdery layer.

Like the sculptor’s repair plaster discussed at the close of the preceding section B, it

tended to gather in the depressions of the carving and thus partially to obscure the re-

lief. On chemical examination this whitewash in Per-neb’s tomb proves to be “a high

grade of calcined gypsum.” ‘

^^The Cgyplians were past masters in the manipulation of plaster, and only a beginning has been made in un-

derstanding the skill and the extent of their use of it. In the VI Dynasty and later, entire walls were often deco-

ratetl with reliefs executed in plaster. See Junker, Anzdger, i(}i 3. p. 2S, pi. vi, and ihuL, 1^27, p. 1.43, and A. M. Black-

man, Meir, I, p. 7, and iV, p. 27, pis. xxii, 2, xxiii, 1, xxiv, for the V\ Dynasty; A. M. Blackman, op. cit., 1
, p. 9,

and 111
, pp. II, 1.4, etc. (principally in the footnotes), and pis. xxxvii, 3, xxxviii, 2, xxxix, for the .\ 1 I Dynasty; Davies,

El Amarna, IV, p. 32, for work at Id OXmarneh; Mackay, /. E. A., 1921, pp. i66-i()8, for Ramesside times. Whether

modeled plaster merely supplemented the carving of the walls, as in Per-neb’s decoration, or almost entirely rc-

peatetl the labor of executing the design, as in the later ^Amarnch technique, depended on the quality of the stone.

Mackay regards the reliefs of Ramesside times as modeled while still soft, so far as time permitted, and finished

by carving after the plaster hatl set. This technique, he states, “appeared first in the Eighteenth Dynasty, but does

not .seem to have become popular during that period.” Me thinks it was derived “from the compulsory use” of

plaster “in filling up flaws in the rock waifs of tombs that were to be sculptured in the usual manner.” But all the

conditions were present for its development in the Old Kingdom, at Meir in rock-hewn tombs and at Gizeh anil

Sakkareh in mastabeh chambers, whenever poorer grades of stone, incapable of being well carved, were employed,

fhe poorer grades were increasingly used in the VI Dynasty, and the tombs of this dynasty are the ones dating from

the Old Kingdom which are most copiously supplied with reliefs in plaster, fhese questions among others need to

be studied. Was modeling in plaster ever undertaken in preference to painting on a flat surface in the case of stone

walls unsuitable for carving, or was it always supplementary to inadequate stone reliefs? How was the plaster ap-

plied, at one time or in successive layers? We observed that the plaster reliefs in the tomb of Ka-hi-ef were peeling in

layers; the modeletl top surface of now' a leg, now' an arm, of human figures had come away, leaving incised outlines

in the level below it. I he composition of the decorator’s plaster of the Old Kingdom needs further examination;

some of it is only .slightly less coarse and pink than the typical mortar plaster (cf. p. 4), and at the other extreme

is a glistening white, powdery plaster which seems like a thicker application of the whitewash discussed in the first

paragraph of our next section. No doubt we shall be well informed on these matters when once Junker and Reisner

complete their publications of the Gizeh cemeteries.

1 So described by Dr. B. A. Soule of the Department of Chemistry of the University of .Michigan, who was so

kind as to examine samples of it. Contrary to Raehlmann’s view (quoted in Eibner, Wandmalerei, pp. 49. 5*» 586)
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Considerable change is observable within the Old Kingdom as to the surface to which

pigments were applied. Data are not yet published for the technique of the reliefs of

King Djoser, which were found at the Step Pyramid and belong in the earlier part of

the Third Dynasty about 2975 b.c.,- but it is certain that at Meidum in the early E\)urth

Dynasty the stone sculptures of Ra^-hotpe and Nufer-ma*'et in part received the paint

directly, for the “coat ot colours” is said to have been “in some instances apparently

rubbed into the stone so thoroughly as to become adherent.” ‘ At tii/eh, in the cemetery

west of the Great Pyramid, the burial chambers of the Fourth Dynasty had their lime-

stone lining blocks painted in imitation of granite. In one tomb believed to date from the

reign of Khufu, Junker found the paint laid on bare stone, in others ranging from the

time of Khufu to that of Men-kau-Re^, he found a whitewash underlying the retl and

black pigments.^ Junker also observed at Gizeh that in thecult chamber of Ka-ne-nesut I.

attributed by him to the close of the Fourth or beginning of the Fifth Dynasty ( around

2750 B.C.), the colors were laid on bare stone, but in the later decoration of Nesut-nofre

they were placed on “eine diinne weisse Putzscliicht, die als Untergrund auf ilie ganzen

Wiinde gegeben war.”* And in a relief of the Old Kingdom at Munich examineil by Idb-

ner, red pigment was laid on the bare stone, green on a layer of gypsum of consiilerable

thickness." The technique of Per-neb’s wash of white is to pical of the later E'ifth Dynas-

ty work. In the Sixth Dynasty, with the increasing use of pcnirer stone, pigments were

Its gradual

adoption

that a gypsum ground was always used in the Old Kingilom and a lime gnmnil in the New Kingdom, I ihner has

shown that both gypsum and carbtjnatc of lime occur in the OKI Kingtioni aiiil that gvpMirn occurs as late as

ISO ij.c. (Wandmalcrci, p. sample from the tomb <if Ra^-hotpe of the early IV Dynasty, wilh pigment "aul einer

diinnen Kalktiinche. ' and p. 5S1, samples from the Sun temple at Abu (luroh dating frtnn the V Dynasty, for both,

also statement, bottom of p. 586). What is actually fount! by chemical analysis is gypsum or calcium tarbtuiale. and

it is a matter «)f inference whether the latter was put tin the wall as snyh, perhaps in the form of whiling, or as a

lime wash which has since altered. Compare our page 19, note 17. for the same (|uestion as regards plaster, aiul I Ucas.

Materials, p. 2.4, as to whitewash. Lucas, in his earlier book. Autuiuis. p. S2, reUrs to ancient Ivgyiilian plaster as

“ranging from crude gypsum to fine plaster of Paris/' hence the itlentificati«»n tif a line graile of jilasler «»1 Paris in

Per-neb’s tomb need awaken no distrust.

-Firth, Annales, 1927, pi. in, and 1928, pi. ii; (/apart, Memphis, figs. go. i jS. 1 pi; llhi^.lr. l.tnuLni Nowm-

ber 12. 1927, p. S61. Petrie, Medum, p. 28.

* Giza /, pp. 48, 167.

^ Anzeiger, IQ13, p. 20; for Junker’s latest opinion tm the date of Ka'iie-nesul I’s cult chamber, see Giza I, pp.

3(3, 70. arul Kidtkammer (3d edition), pp. 13-18.

** See Wandmalerei, pp. 34. 33. 5S6; F'ibner gave the date of this relief in round numbers as uhio <np. (if.,

p. 33). Profc.ssor Dyroff, kindly respomling tt» our impjiry. expresseil the tipinion, alter loiisultirig with I ibm-r. thal

the piece in question is in all probability number lojt of the f gyptian scvtion of the .Mtiikhener MuMum liir

antike Kleinkunst, namely, a limestone fragment from the funerary tcr:ji»Ie 0} King .\e wom r-R< fiublr hed in hne

by Borchardt in Se-nscr-re^, p. 82, tig. 38 c. .Against this view seems to stand l.ibner’^ record, op. nl., p 3 j. that

the piece is in sunken reliel.
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often laid over, or more rarely in,^ thick beds of plaster, the primary purpose of which

had been to supplement or take the place of carved stone.*

This whitewash or plaster, which commonly intervened between the stone and the

pigments and is such an outstanding feature of Egyptian painted wall reliefs, seems to

have had a number of purposes. When, unlike the compact, firm blocks of the early

tombs, which received their paint directly, the stone was very porous and much patched

with plaster, the whitewash probably served as a pore filler to prevent the absorption of

the paint and its fixative.® An important use in the case of such walls was also to produce

a uniform and easy surface for the painter’s brush. And whitewash may well have been

found to brighten and improve the quality of the painted surface wherever pigments

were laid thinly enough to be affected by it. Further, Eibner regards plaster as techni-

cally necessary in binding in certain pigments.’®

The walls having received their coating of whitewash, the next process was to outline

the design, in whole or in large part, with red. 'fhis line is exposed again and again on

Per-neb’s walls and in places may be seen to underlie the outlines of the top surface. It is

for the most part broader than the final outlines, its width averaging nearly that of the

lines of the first sketch (p. 6); its color is the same brown-red, more or less thinned,

which was used for the first sketch, but that it is not itself a part of the first sketch is

made certain by the fact that it may be seen here and there to overlie the whitewash and

to appear on the lower levels, which were not by any possibility exposed before the carv-

ing was done. It may well be called a second preliminary sketch, as it doubtless served to

facilitate the final coloring of the walls. Indeed its pre.sence seems to us most probably

attributable to a craving for an easy guide under a light which was in part necessarily

artificial. In sculptured work the design could hardly have been so clear as in red line

contrasting with the white ground.

Inasmuch as the existence of a second sketch has received notice only once briefly in

earlier discussions of Egyptian painted reliefs,” we now offer a few specific illustrations

7 So in the tomb of '^’edu ;it Glzch, especially in the case of the jewels of the lar#;e figures of the east wall.

** cf. p. 20. note iS.

Suggested by Mackay in regard to Theban rock-hewn tombs (/. E, A., 1921, p. 164; cf. ibid., p. 166).

><»cf. p.

Tor certain XII Dynasty sculptures, Spurrell denied its existence: “The lines were usually regulated by the

sculptor and did not rci]uire sketching by the ctdourists” {Archacol. /ourn., 1895, p. 228). Keisner, however, rec-

ognized it in the tomb of Queen Mer-es-^onekh III: “
. . . and finally on the white plaster the design w^as redrawn

in red lines and colored as in the main room“ (Bull, of ihe Mus. of Eine Arts, 1927. p. 70).
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of its survival on Per-neb’s walls. Plates xv and xvi show photooraphicall\- and in line

three oflFering bearers from the south wall; in the drawing in plate xvi. the broken lines in-

dicate the second sketch, and the solid lines, the figures as previously sculptured. In plate

XV one may discern on the front of the kilt of the last man the two levels, the upper w ith

its final outline, and, where this has dropped away, the lower w'ith its second sketch line.

One may observe on this figure, also, the outlines of the arm carried in the second sketch

across the carved stems of onions, which in reality would hide the arm. Likewise, in the

case of the foremost offering bearer in plates xv and xvi the outlines of a shoulder and

the front of the body are drawn over the carved stalks of pap_\ rus plants which he car-

ries, and, in the case of the offering bearer in the middle, the figure of the ibex which he

carries is fully drawn in the second sketch, although the entire figure had been previous-

ly sculptured. Evidently at this stage of the decoration the draughtsman fell especially

the need to keep without confusion before his eye the full drawing of the human figure,

inasmuch as even the contours later to be covered were indicated in the .secoiul sketch.

Among the offerings an interesting example of his feeling for form is fouml in the necks

and mouths of tall jars rendered in the second sketch, even though in the finished tlec-

oration the tops of the jars w'ere to be covered solidl>' by black pigment representing clay

seals (pi. xiv).'" Among the hieroglyphs the second sketch line is found re|>eatedly about

signs outlined on the final surface in black. It is less easily delected in the case of the hi-

eroglyphs outlined on the top surface with red, because of the danger of mistaking one

kind of red line for the other when only one is present, but on hieroglxphs I
- 2.4 and 1 1 2 1

(in stp.t) of the .south offering list both may be .seen, the secoml sketch appearing at a

lower level ( pi. xvn, lower left rectangle of hieroglyphs).

An underlying red w’ash is found among the hieroglyphs when black paint w.is to be

used on the final surface.'’’ Outside the hieroglyphs the available evidence is less obvious,

but the wash certainly underlay many of the black tlivision lines of the offering lists and

registers and many details which were to be black in the final surface. Besitles being used

under black, the wash possibly was laid on the nude parts of some of the male figures.

'2cf. Ransom, in Pcrneb, pp. 74-75. fig. 39.

II is to be seen on most examples of hieroglyphs li i 5. N a*, N J5. N ( js). I' n, /- i (in olfering lisis) where

black has dropped oil, also on parts of hieroglyphs, as on the beard of I) j, ihc vvigs ut A 1. A 40. IJ f, and ; fhe

sides, bottom, and inner mark of X 8, the greater part of \ 2. the eyelids of I) .f. the lops ol W 21 and \V 22, the

handle of V' 31, the cord of F 21. the mud seal of Y 2. and the horns of

Ked wash

belonging t<

I lie sev <»nd
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later to be colored brown-red. Below the scenes in Per-neb’s cult chamber ran a broad

band of brown-red bordered by black. A light red wash apparently underlay both these

pigments, although it shows principally where black has fallen away. It is possible that

the practice was not uniform throughout the decoration, and we hesitate to believe that

a red wash was laid everywhere under brown-red, inasmuch as there is frequently not a

trace to suggest it when the top color has fallen away." Even the partial use of a red wash

requires explanation. We believe that it was essentially a part of the second sketch. The

first sketch on the west wall of the outer room (pi. vi) shows a tendency on the part of

the draughtsman to fill in here and there with solid color, as in the two upper registers

where, for example, the tuft of an animal’s tail and its horns and hoofs are tinted red,

I'he wash now in question does not occur with suflicient frequency to warrant the view

that it was essential as a foundation to brown-red, whereas if we regard it as a part of

the second sketch, its somewhat irregular use is entirely comprehensible."

The second sketch departed considerably from the sculptured outlines. In some in-

stances the changes were by way of correction, as when the wrong hieroglyph had been

sculptured." Again on the north wall, under a table of trussed fowl, the draughtsman

added to the pile of offerings two cucumbers and a bunch of grapes, which had not been

included in the design as sculptured (pis. xi-xiii, at right of second register from bot-

tom of plate), and there are other examples of additions made in the second sketch.

There is further almost constant lack of correspondence between the sculptured and the

sketched figures; and it would seem that the draughtsman of the second sketch must

have used the carving only as a general guide, without endeavoring to repeat its outlines

closely. There is evidence that in the final coat of paint, in turn, the decorator did not

everywhere keep precisely within his second sketch lines, but the greater part of the dif-

ference between the final painted surface and the sculpture is due to changes made by

the man who laid down the second sketch. The impression made by the decoration in

In the ihinl register from the bottom on the south wall, faint red color may also be seen on the eyes of the of-

fering bearers and, here and there, on their kilts, which were not reserved so clean as in the other registers.

»''On the legs of one of the large figures of Per-neb (south wall), the under tinge of red looks quite as much like

a stain from the brown-red as like a preliminary wash.

i** Compare in plate i an example of the red wash as used in the tomb of Ka-em-snew; in detail “a,'’ it is to be

seen on the central pot (W 24), which in the final surface was blue in color.

'"Thus in the north offering list in the item iw^w.t the sculptor bungled the second example of hieroglyph X i,

and his work was set right in tlie second sketch. In the titles on the same wall, the .sculptor omitted sign N in

brv the draughtsman of the secontl sketch then reduced the size of sign U 30. making room to draw in above

it the missing letter, a modification which was perpetuated on the final surface.
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Per-neb's tomb is of able, and at the same time very casual, work. Presumably in the

comparatively dim light of the chamber, the draughtsman would have felt hampered

had he tried to follow the sculptured outlines exactly. 1 Ic had a suflicientl>’ practised

hand to sketch the figures with greater rapidity when working somewliat freely.

We have now brought our study of the stages of decorating Per-neb’s tomb to a point

where the main chamber, already sculptured, presented a brilliant white surface with

scenes and inscriptions picked out in red line and with certain iletails in solid red color."*

Before taking up the last processes which yielded the final surface, we need to consider

the pigments used. The colors found on the final surface of this decoration are reil, yel-

low, green, blue, brown, black, gray, and white. All are earth and mineral pigments, or-

ganic materials being unknown for pigments in the wall paintings of ligypt which ante-

date the Ptolemaic period, 'fhe reds, yellows, and browns at this time were ochers; the

black, a form of carbon, now soot, perhaps now charcoal ; the white, g\ psum or whiting.

These have been so often determined as to require no special consideration here,"* but

we must take up more particularly the green and the blue of Per-neb’s ilecoration.

Green color occurs in the predynastic period long before the acquisition of a blue pig-

ment by the Egyptians. Although green is not shown in the colored plates reproducing

the predynastic wall paintings of I lierakonpolis, the text of the publication makes clear

that all the boats in these paintings save one were once green, the pigment being a gran-

ular layer of crushed malachite laid over white."” Powdered malachite was useil at Mei-

We must qualify this statement by mentioning the posMbilily that the various Mua s'nive processe s went lot-

ward more rapidly in some parts of the decoration than in others. (Compare what was said on pa^es iH-iq ou the se-

quence of processes.

The microscopical appearance of samples from Per-neb’s tomb submitted to Dr. Soule was sucli as to su;;Ke''l.

though it did not prove, that the black pigment of the finer iletails is soot, the gray of the background, a mixiure

of Kyp-'»uni and charcoal. On the composition of Iigyptian pigments, see Petrie, Mcdttm, pp. .»o. lor the early

IV l^ynasty, a section founded on the chemical and microscopical examinations made by Spurrell, whose own

presentation of the matter may be read in Archaeol. Jottm., |»p 22O-2J7; for the \ll Dynasty, Kii.m-II, \\\

Afcdum, chap. VIII. and Spurrell, ibid., pp. 227-220, who ideiililied tor black, in s;iniples liom P>eni Hasan, m ;ul-

dition to the more common lampblack, or soot, the mineral pyrolusite; lor the .Will Dvnasly, .Spurrell, ihiJ., pj).

2jo-2 j3; Russell. /oc. c/7.; Petrie, Till cl Aviania, pp. 2S-2O; Lucas, in Tut ankh Amen, II. pp. 17.S-1S1; in general,

Laurie, Alaicrials, chap). 11, tmd Greek and Roman Afethods, .Appendix I; more recent d.ita in Lucas, Materiah,

pp. 1J6-146, and Analyst, September, 1026, pp. 4.i2-.t.t3; and Lucas, quf»ted in Llarke and liiigelbach, Maumry, p

200; specific analyses in Libner, Wandmalerei, pp. 578-58*3.

2oQuibell and Green, Hicrakonpolis, 11, p. 21; nothing is said of a chemical analysis, but we must suppose that

the green color was not attributed to malachite without an adeiju.Jte e.xaminatifin. I be use of malachite f*»r eye

paint in the predynastic period is well attested; see Petrie, /*rchi\torit: li'^ypt. p. .4 1. 5 1 M. and Lucas. Muh rials, jip.

I4f>-I47-
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Egyptian or

Vestorian blue

dum as a green pigment,®* and Eibner reports examples of it from the Old Kingdom, one

on the relief in Munich already mentioned®® and two others from the Sun temple at

Abu Gurob, a round seventy-five years earlier than Per-neb’s tomb.®® The mineral

malachite having been determined as the source of green color in these earlier examples,

we are not surprised that an examination, kindly made by Dr. Soule, gives results

favorable to the view that powdered malachite was used here also.®' At a later time

sporadic occurrences of the crushed mineral chrysocolla used as a pigment are known,®*

and by the Eighteenth Dynasty an artificial pigment, a by-product of the blue dis-

cussed in our next paragraphs had been developed.®"

The greatest contribution of Egypt to the pigments of antiquity was the beautiful

blue of which the tomb of Per-neb affords the oldest examples in this country in a

quantity to render the color’s merits appreciable, examples that are also among the

oldest and most abundant to be identified anywhere. Far from having been invented

in Alexandria, as Vitruvius thought,®* the “Egyptian,” or "Vestorian,”®" blue goes back

Petrie, Aiedunt, p. 20; Spurrell, ArchaeoL Journ., 1805, p. 227.

•’« See references p. 21, note ().

IVandfualerei, p. 581, nos. 3, 5.

*‘Wc quote from Dr. Soule’s report on the samples submitted: “I gave each a careful examination using both

low and high magnification. I hc smallest fragment (8 mm. x 3 mm.) carried a layer of five darker green areas, pos-

sibly 0.2 mm. in diameter, and six or eight particles of the blue frit previously identified (see p. 27). The balance

of the layer was pale green and looked as though it were faded or washed out. The large, more circular piece (35

mm. X 25 mm.) had only a few of the darker green areas ami particles of frit. I hc body was distinctly lighter in color,

not due to any apparent decrease in thickness of the layer or admixture of colorless or white particles. I'he third,

oblong piece (26 mm. x 7 mm.) also carried a few darker green areas and blue particles, but the main portion of

the layer was decidedly greener than on cither other piece. Later I examined portions of the pale green coating from

each of the three fragments, found that they were alike and that they were essentially copper carbonate, i.e. mala-

chite. Since this is normally the end product of the decompt»sition of copper minerals I searched each sample with

the microscope for any evidence of chrysocolla. I fouiiil none. Consequently, I am Icil to the conclusion that Per-

neb used malachite. After some experimentation I was able to isolate one of the darker green particles and break it

tipen. It appeared to have a brownish center covered with malachite, i.e. it was pos.sibly copper oxide, cuprite,

partially altereil to malachite. I'his is a common situation.” I -or those whom it may interest we add the informa-

tion that macroscopically the lighter green of the foregoing .samples was like Macrz and Paul, Diet., pi. 19, D 5,

and Mnuscll. GY 7/.1: the darker green we matched only in Munscll as G 4-5/4, but a different sample of dark green

is eciuivalent to Maerz and Paul. op. cit., pi. 29, 11 10.

‘•‘•Spurrell, Archacol. Journ., 1895, pp. 227-228, The occurrence of “veins of blue silicate of copper, chrysocolla,”

in the Eastern Desert (27*’ to 29“ N. latitude) is mentioned in Barron and Hume, Topography and Geology, p. 259.

We owe this reference to Dr. Soule.

I ucas examined five specimens of the Will to the .XWI Dynasty (Materials, pp. 143-144). at^d liibner, one

of the .W ill Dynasty (Wamlmalcrei, pp. 582-385. no. lO from Berlin no. 10338: cf. op. cit., p. 58(3).

27 Book VII. II.

2 « rhe name is derived from the V'estorius who fostered its production in Puteoli; see Vitruvius, /oc. c/Y.
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to the Old Kingdom, and once the way of making it had been discc»vered, it became the

principal, if not quite the sole,"” blue pigment used down through the centuries until

after Christ/" It has been found, not only in Egypt in later periods,"' but also in Crete

and other Aegean regions, in paintings of the Bronze Age, in Pt)mpeii, Rome, and

outlying parts of the Roman empire/" As a color, it is characterized b\- the absence of

green; rather, it verges very slightly towards red/" In chemical composition, it is a

double silicate of calcium and copper;"* it has a definitely known crystalline form;

and its usefulness was enhanced by its remarkable stability. This pigment has been a

H.'ichlmann maintains that in wall painting's extant from antit]uity only a sinj4;lc‘ blue pigment cK'curs, the one

known as Fgyptian blue (Museum skutide, igi i. p. § 2O; iiulifto. so this aiithttrity states, has not been iden-

tified in any ancient painting (ibid., p. 2ti, § 40). and ultramarine was not in use (Lucas. Muteriuls, pp. 1.12-14);

I.aurie. Materials, pp. 47-48); see. however, on other blues. Swindler. Painting, pp. 420-427. and below, pp. 2«>- u». No
reliable evidence exists, moreover, for the use of a cobalt pigment in ancient limes. I he Mippost'tl instance of the

XX Dynasty mentioned by l.ucas (o/». cit., p. 1 tg). citing Wiedemann iP. S. li. A.. i8<)2-i8o), p. ii)). seems t<» us

on examining Wiedemann’s source (Hofmann. Zeitschr. fiir d^yp!. Sprat he. 188:,. p. Os) to be not a pigment but a

smalt. According to Raehimann (ibid., p. 229), cobalt pigment is modern, being characteristic of the X I .\ century;

ancient forerunners of smalt are another matter which does not concern us here. I-rror all tfM» easily creeps in. as in

the attribution of I*er-neb’s blue color to a cobalt .source ('Loch. Jouru. <*/ ftid. and l:n^. ( iu'mtsft y. igiH, p. 120).

much quoted in Lucas’s writings— in Materials, p. (1?, however, with skepticism, t>ii the gr<»uiuls that cobalt min-

erals are not native tt> 1-gypt and are not blue in color and, therefore, were unlikely at so early a time (*> be recog-

nized as capable of imparting a blue color.

*rhe latest examples known to Raehimann are in the wall paintings of S. Maria Antiijua at Rome {Afuseunn-

kunde, iqij, p. 228, §§ ji. i)).

See the analyses reporletl by l.ucas. in Materials, pp. i.j2, 2)8. citing also Oow. Annales, kxm. p. 242.

See Swindler, Painting, p. 74; Raehimann, Mu^eumskunde. igi ). pp. 22S-228, 55 10, 17. 2s, 27. 28. an<l Clter die

Maltecbnik, pp. 07-(>8. 7g-8o; Micault, Hull, de la Stu. min. de Prance. 1881. jijv 8)-84 (wall painting in Brittany near

St.-Brieuc); Pisani, Hull, de la Stye, min, de Prance, i88<i. pp. (free )>igment from a painter’s stores loiiutl near

Autiin); Laurie, McLintock. anil Miles, Proe. of the Hoy. Soc. of Londtni, igi |. P 420 (examples from Rome. .Syria,

and Crete, and from Viriconium in Shropshire. lingland). I hese references might be greatly multiplied.

We find it in F’er-neb's tomb, where the paint is broken and the real color is sten below the surface, to agree

with Mnnsell, PB 5/6. Compare the following note and our plate xiii.

.14 owe the foIIf)wing statement about specimens from Per-neb’s ilec«)ration to the kiminess of Dr. Soule. "
I he

samples of plaster from the tf)mb of FVr-neb have been examinetl with respect l«» the blue surface coaling, f his lat-

ter was scraped fr<»m the base and carefully washed about a d<jzen times, first with warm hydrochloric aciil. then

wi^h water, until the residue appeared to be free from while |iarlicles. i.e., plaster. .After dr>ing. the toh'r. mat.ro-

scopically, was a pale blue— the same as fine crystals of blue vitriol (( .uS( )|.sl L( > 1. Microscopically, th<*re weie

opaque, pale blue masses in large amount, transparent crystals of a beautiful azure in moik-rate c;uanlity. cohuless

crystals (sand) and brown particles in small amount. Direct chemic.il tests pr*»\etl c*»nclu''ively the j>resent.e of ctij)'

per in the form of a silicate and the absence td cobalt (the lest wouKl surely have revealetl the j^resence tit ).

Alicrochemical c.xaminatirin, including petrographic, confirmetl the above and rev«*aletl <»t>li»..il properties ct^rrespoinl-

ing to those given by Winchell [Optic and Micrcysccypic Ohaiactcrs. pi>. I2fy-i2jl ftir calcium cti|ii)er silicate

(CaCuSi^Oj^). made from fusion and called ‘Vestorian blue.* I lheref*>re conc.luile that the material is a calcium coji-

per silicate/'
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Circumstances

of the discovery

of Fgyptian

blue

subject of interest and investigation since the early part of the last century.” It has

been produced synthetically by modern chemists again and again,” and certain stu-

dents of it have suggested that its use might with profit be revived at the present

time.” To the F'rench chemist Fouque is to be attributed the final recognition of its

nature,” to Professor Laurie, the demonstration by definitely controlled experiments

of the ingredients and conditions of its production.”

Mow then did the ancient discovery come about.? Probably, as Laurie and his col-

leagues have set forth,” in the course of the development of copper glazes. As late as

1910, Laurie designated the Egyptian blue as a powdered glaze,” but after making his

own experiments he pointed out that glaze when crushed makes a poor pigment, as it

forms a gray powder.” First we need to bear in mind that the Egyptians did not de-

velop the art of glazing pottery, the terms “faience” and “glazed pottery” so frequent

in Egyptological literature giving a wrong impression. 'I'he materials at hand led rather

to the development of glazes “consisting of silicates of the alkalies and of calcium,

coloured with oxide of copper,” according to one view of their composition,^’ and these

ingredients do not run freely on pottery, but require a silicious base—actual sandstone

and steatite or an artificial base consisting chiefly of quartz sand and only negligibly

of clay.” Thus while people who glazed pottery never hit on “Egyptian blue,” the very

ingredients which presumably entered into the early Egyptian glazes even before the

close of the predynastic period— quartz sand, malachite, limestone, with native soda

as a flux—when heated together in proper proportions, develop at a narrow range

of temperature, 840‘’-890° C., the scale-like blue crystals which compose the Egyptian

3 * A summary of the course of its investigation, including comments on Laurie’s results, is given in Eibner, Wand-

malcrei, pp. 203-206.

3«See especially Russell, in Mediim, pp. 45-46, § 66; Laurie, McLintock, and Miles, Proc. of the Roy. Soc. of Lon-

don, 1914, pp. 418-429. Wc are indebted to Dr. Soule for specimens which he made.

37 So regarded by Foutiue, Comptes rendiis, 1889, p. 327:“La beauts et la solidite de cetle maticre colorantc, qui

ne redoute ni Fair, ni rhumidite. ni la lumicre, ni la plupart dcs agents chimiques, la facilite de sa fabrication, le prix

tres bas autiuel on peut la produirc font desirer qu'ellc reprenne sa place dans I’industrie." cf. Laurie, Materials, p. 229.

3 « See Comptes rendus, 1889, pp. 325-327, and Bull, de la Soc. fran^. de min., 1889, pp. 36-38.

30 For the full account sec Laurie, McLintock, and Miles, Proc. of the Roy. Soc. of London, 1914, pp. 418-429.

Reviews and summaries occur in Anc. fig., 1914, pp. 186-188; /. F. A., 1914, p. 73; Chemical News, 1913, p. 300.

*0 Laurie, McLintock, and Miles, Proc. of the Roy. Soc. of London, 1014, p. 428.

Materials, pp. 5, 23.

Archaeologia, 1913. PP. 3 *f>-3 i 7 -

**3 Burton, Journ. of the Roy. Soc. of Arts, 1911-1912, pp. in particular, p. 597.

*‘cf. Lucas, Materials, chap. 11 .
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blue pigment. Heated less, they form a bluish green glass, heated more, the>' give an

olive green glass; but at the right temperature, the quartz is acted upon below the

point of fusion of the whole ma.ss, and the blue frit, as it is often called, crvstalizos out.

It is a friable substance which crushes easily as no glaze or glass, the product of com-

plete fusion, does. At a later time the Egyptians learned to combine and manage their

materials in a way to produce frits of other colors, such as the green pigment to which

reference was made above (p. 26).

For the history of the art of painting, the possibility of tracing in Egypt as in no

other land the emergence of blue, the last of the painter’s primary colors to be ac-

quired by man, is of high interest. Blue pigment was not included in the resources of

the palaeolithic artist, so far as is known, and the Egyptians got on without it for many

centuries. Blue color in nature was familiar to them from the earliest times, for in-

stance in the ornamental rock lapis lazuli and the mineral turquoise, both of which they

had in the predynastic period, before 1400 b.c. The earliest recorded instance of a blue

which may be artificial (or mineral, as .seems more likely and reduced to powder by

crushing or grinding) is the inlay of “dark blue paste” found by Professor Reisner at

Nag^ ed-Deir in a gold object of the f irst Dynasty.^* No blue coloring matter is again

on record until we reach the tomb of Hesy-Re^, generally attributed to the reign of

Djoser, the builder of the Step Pyramid, in the early part of the Third DTnasty. 1 lere

blue color makes its first known appearance in wall painting— very sparingly, for only

a single surviving occurrence of it is reported**— and here, too. nothing is known of

the chemical composition or particular hue of the blue pigment. At Meidilm, further,

in the early part of the Fourth Dynasty, about 2900 b.c., Egyptian blue was not > et in

use. The walls here resealed a so-called blue described by Spurrcll as “in some cases

bright, but in most cases hardly blue but grey or slate coloured.”*' No samples for

chemical examination were obtained, and the nature of this early pigment, too, re-

mains uncertain.*" Some use at this time, however, was made of a very beautilul blue

mineral, azurite (or chessylite, as Spurred designated it), powdered, two occurrences

Reisner, Early Dyn. Ccm.. I, p. 31; cf. Moller, in GoIJschmieJvarh., p. 61. note 2, nnti Metallkumt, p. 25 with

note 65.

Quibell, Hesy, p. 22, § 13.

Archacol. Journ., 1895, p. 227.

48 Petrie's statement about it reads: “On the walls it appears much of a hliie verdifer lint, aitp.irrntly drrivrd

from an impure earthy blue carbonate of copper” (Medum, p. 29); compare ant^thcr pass'i^e: “No trace*, of green

or blue frits have been found in all this early work” (loc. cit.).

The earliest

I’Kyplian blue

pigments
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being recorded, the free pigment in a shell used as a painter’s palette*® and the pigment

employed for painting the pupils, eyelids, and eyebrows of the resin-soaked wrappings

of an individual who was interred at Meidum.®" No other instances of the use of azu-

rite as a pigment by the ancient Egyptians have been made known; we suggest, how-

ever, that there may be unrecognized examples of an original azurite blue altered to

green in early works of Egyptian art.®' In the days when the Great Pyramid was being

built, the Egyptians were still apparently without a stable blue pigment which could

be freely used, for a number of polychrome stelae and inscriptions dating from the reign

of Khufu are totally devoid of blue color."® The earliest well-documented examples of

Egyptian blue are those identified from the ruined Fifth Dynasty Sun temple at Abu
Gurob, which, as we have already said (p.26), was only about seventy-five years ear-

lier than Per-neb’s tomb.®® Laurie, to be sure, states that the pigment goes back to the

Fourth Dynasty,®* and Spurred mentioned vaguely an example assigned by Petrie to

the same dynasty,®® but nothing precise is known of Egyptian blue in the Fourth Dy-

nasty, and Lucas, writing in 1926, could not carry it farther back than the Eleventh

Dynasty.®" As the evidence now stands, the acquisition of this lovely pigment was an

occurrence of the period of one hundred and fifty years covering the latter part of the

Fourth and the earlier part of the Fifth Dynasty, that is, about 2875-2725 b.c., if we

follow the extremely conservative minimum dates of Professor Breasted. We hope that

the study of its early history will be continued, and to this end we mention here the

Petrie, Mcdinn, p. 2y; Spurrell, Archaeol, Journ., 1895, p. 227,

Spurrell, loc. cit., who said that the piKincnt had turned green with age. Compare Smith. /. R, A., i0*4- PP-

pi. XXXI, 2, w’hfj states that the pigment is malachite and the mummy perhaps of the V Dynasty; an original blue is

much more likely for eyelids and eyebrows. Of course both authors are right, malachite being the end product of the

alteration of copper minerals; cf. p. 26, note 24.

liibner remarked that on walls azurite lends to bectiine green {ii'aniimalcrei, pp. 2(X). 386). Its most success-

ful use as a pigment was in illuminated manuscripts and tempera pictures of the Renaissance (Laurie, Archaeologia,

1913. pp. 317-J18; Raehiniann, Muscumsktinde, 1013. PP- 230-231, S§ 41 -.48).

Junker, Gi^a /, pp. 155. 173-174. pIs- xxiii, xxvii. See also Lutz, 5/e/e5 ,
pis. i, 2 (no. 2). .48, 49; on page 15, num-

ber 2 is stated to be devoid of color. In September, 1915, when the present writer had the privilege of examining this

stela of Nufer, it still retained considerable color, although not so much as the stela of Wep-em-nofret (no. i). On
the other hand, the blue occurring very sparingly in the somewhat later tomb of Seshem-nofre on the blade of the

chisel-hieroglyph (U 23) and a small boy's collar may be the Egyptian blue.

*^3 Hibner, Wandmalcrei, p. 581, nos. 6, 7; compare the analyses of Old Kingdom blue by Rachimann discussed on

pages 48-49 of Eibner, op. cit.

See Laurie, McLintock, and Miles. Proc. of the Roy. Soc. of London, 1914. p. 418.

Arcbaeol. Journ., 1895, p. 227.

Afatcrials, p. 141; his 1930 statement in Clarke and Engelbach, p. 200. remains the same.
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presence in the collection of the Metropolitan Museum of an unpublished cy linder seal

formed out of this same artificial blue mineral, a cylinder dating from the reign of the

Sixth Dynasty king, Pepy 1 (about 2600 b.c.),” and being fifty years or so later than

the blue pigment of Per-neb’s wall decorations and very like it in color.'"'

As is well known, the one method of painting on walls which was customarily used

in Pharaonic Egypt is painting a tempera.’''' So here in the Fifth Dynasty in Per-neb’s

tomb the pigments were mixed with a binding material. The question of the exact ve-

hicle or vehicles generally employed in ancient Egypt is one of the most baffling with

which we are concerned. No microscopical tests have been developed to distinguish

egg, casein, and various kinds of gums and glues from one another when immensely old,

more or less altered, and at the best present in exceedingly small quantities; the chemi-

cal tests for telling such ancient substances apart are hardly more satisfactory, al-

though the presence or absence of organic matter of an adhesive nature may be es-

tablished. We are thrown back on considering what good binding materials were avail-

able to the Egyptians, and on supposing that different ones may well have been tried

out. An instance of the use of gum in the Nineteenth Dynasty has been said to be

proved by analysis,"" and gum arabic was easily obtainable in the land. I'he ancient

Egyptians are known to have possessed glue,"* and therefore Lucas has suggested that

size may have been used with whitewash."" Eggs were certainly available, for the early

Egyptians domesticated geese and ducks, even though the common domestic fr)wl,

Acc. no. 07.228.95. L., 7 cm.; diam., 2.5 cm. Another of the same dynasty in the British Museum is mentitiiied

by Glanville, /. E. A., 1928, p. 190: see also Hall, Roy. Scarabs, nos. 2603, 2Ch).], and Koss, Art, p. 120.

®®On the in.side, where it is in best condition, its color is e(|uivalent to Munu'll, PB 5/8. and to Maer/ and f^^ul,

Diet., pi. 34, F 9.

Thus far attempts to identify in Fgypt examples of true fresco, or painting on wet lime plaster, arc untrust-

worthy; see Swindler, Painting, pp. 40, 421, 422. 'I'o be sure, even recently Glanville made the statement apropos of

painted pavements of the 0\marneh age “that the Egyptians had to some extent actjuired the fechni(|uc f>f true

fresco at this time— clearly from Crete"' (/. E. A,, 1928, pp. 1813-190), and Eibner in 1926 regarded the question as still

an open one, his own analyse.s, as he pointed out andrnalcni, p. 587), having been of painted slrme reliefs, where

the layer of plaster, even when of lime, as he thought, was too thin to admit of the fresco technifjue lie sustained,

however, by a fresh analysis the old verdict of von Bissing and Reach (Annates, pp. (14-70) that pavemmts in

the late XV'Ill Dynasty were decorated a tempera, not at fresco (op. cit., pp. If Lucas is right that the

calcining of limestone to obtain lime was not practi.sed in F:gypt before Roman times (cf. our p. 5). obvioirly all

possibility of finding the true fresco technique there in earlier centuries disappears. We shoulil recall, too. that the

dryness of the Egyptian climate is unfavorable to painting in wet plaster.

Laurie. Materials, p. 22.

Lucas, Antiques, pp. 13-14: Spurrell, Archaeot. Journ.. 1895. p. 239.

Materials, p. 24.

3 *
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German inves-

tigations of

vehicles

now so plentiful in the land, had not yet been introduced.®’ The identification of wax

and resins is easier, although the specific resins employed and their solvents have not

been determined.** Spurred found resin used at Meidum as a binder— perhaps, as he

thought, in an unsuccessful experiment.*® For the Old Kingdom, the most interesting

but, in the present state of knowledge, unprecedented, case is that of a wax binder em-

ployed with malachite.** Both resins and beeswax had an established use in Egyptian

wall paintings of the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Dynasties, chiefly as varnishes.*’

More attention has been given in Germany than elsewhere to the subject of vehi-

cles used with Egyptian pigments, Raehlmann having studied the pigments by the mi-

crochemical method,** not merely in flat view or broken up, but principally in section,

whenever the pigment layer would hold together. In the case of “Vestorian blue,” wheth-

er of early Egyptian or of Roman date, he observed a crust of brownish color, which

he likened to sprinkled sugar in its granular texture, and which is now referred to as

the ‘‘Raehlmannfirniss” and supposed to be some kind of organic fixative or varnish.

Whatever its nature, this crust is quite apparent in Per-neb’s tomb and perceptibly

I:ggs arc frequently depicted among the food offerings placed before the deceased; and nests with eggs in them,

in wall paintings in sporting scenes. Spurrell once thought that he saw indications of the presence of egg as a binder

(Arcbacol Jotirn., pp. 229-230); Lucas, however, discredits his evidence (Materiuls, p. 149), although in 1930

willing to include egg among the possible vehicles used (quoted by Clarke and Gngelbach, Masonry, p. 2(x)); Libner,

more recently than Spurrell, felt reasonably sure of having identified an egg medium (IVandmalerei, p. 585, no. 21).

The evidence for apiculture in the Nile Valley during the Old Kingdom and later is perfectly satisfactory.

Tor instance, among the details from 'I'heban wall paintings e.xhibited in facsimile in the Metropolitan Museum

first in January, 1930. and the property of the Mu-scum, is one showing the smoking of the bees to stupefy them and

the withdrawing of the honeycombs from hives apparently much like those used today in Ggypt and Syria (Lansing,

Hiiypt, Wall Paintings, p. 14, no. 31): cf. Klcbs, ^Reliefs dcs a. Reiches, p. 38. For modern apiculture in. the Near

Last, sec lllustr. London Neu's, April 19, 1930, p. 688. Beeswax, then, was available in the land; resins had to be im-

ported, but that they were imported and used for a variety of purposes is clearly established, although, as l .ucas has

emphasized, the nature of the resins used requires further investigation (Analyst, September, 1926, pp. 444-445).

Archaeol. Journ., 1895, pp. 224-226; Petrie, Medum, p. 29.

In the case of a relief in Munich; Eibner, Wandmalerei, pp. 54-55-

Mackay, Anc. Pg., 1920, pp. 35-38; Eibner, Wandmalerei, pp. 583-583, nos. 19-22; Lucas. Materials, pp. 147-155;

Davies, Nakht, pp. 57, 58, Puyemre, 1
, p. ii with note 2, and Ken-Amiln, 1

, p. 60.

«« See Vher die Maltechnik for the exposition of his method and the discussion of Egyptian blue in Roman times.

A book issued by Raehlmann in 1914, Ober die Farbstofje der Malerei, has not been accessible to us, but the au-

thor’s analyses of blue pigments brought back from Egypt by Lepsius and the views he set forth in that book are

reported and appraised in Eibner, Wandmalerei, pp. 45-3.J. 577-578, 586. Eibner himself examined about forty unim-

peachable samples of pigments, ranging from the IV or V Dynasty to around 150 o.c. in date, furnished him by the

Egyptian section of the Prussian State Museums in Berlin. In the case of every sample from a wall decoration he en-

deavored to determine the medium used. The usefulness of his work, however, is curtailed by the insufficiency of

the data given for the individual samples, and we are greatly indebted to Professors Alexander Scharff of Berlin

and Karl DyrofT of Munich for supplementary information about Eibner’s Egyptian material.
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affects the hue; only below the surface is the true quality of the blue color fully ap-

parent today. Another striking result of German investigations is the view that in one

and the same early Egyptian wall decoration more than one technique may have been

employed, the pigments being individually treated and binder and ground suited to the

nature of each. The ochers, which could be finely ground without sulfering in quality,

were laid directly on stone, or, as here, on only a film of whitewash, the coarser-grained

malachite green and Egyptian blue, which did not hear being ver\' finely powdered,

were imbedded in an intervening thicker layer of plaster to unite them adequately

with the stone.®® Here we must leave the subject, samples and opportunity for study-

ing it further in the case of Per-neb’s decoration failing.

When we began work on Per-neb-’s decoration, under the best lighting and with the

aid of hand magnifiers, we endeavored by noting the different levels of the final pig-

ments to establish the order in which they were applied to the wall, and the results of

this study are summarized in a passage in Lythgoe and Ransom. The Tomb of Per-

neh.'" We still think the overlapping of the pigments a valuable criterion, but one to

be used with caution, inasmuch as the observer can obtain only a surface, not a sec-

tional, view and only a low magnification. The carelessnesses of ancient work, the pos-

sibility that the order of applying the pigments varied somewhat according to the na-

ture of the design or the convenience of the painters, the possibility that some repaint-

ing was done in the course of the original decoration or subsequently,'' the tendency of

the pigments to penetrate one another,” all complicate the attempt to analyze the final

procedures. The examples of Old Kingdom work which we sUulied at (jiz.eh and Sak-

kareh presented many apparent contradictions; for instance, the background pigment

now seemed to overlap slightly the painted objects, and now to underlie their outlines.

But one of our early observations in Per-neb’s tomb we stand l)y with as much convic-

tion as when first we made it, namely, that the last body pigments to be put on the

Hibner, Waudmahra, pp. 3.3-55. 577- 5^6. apropos of a rrlicf in Munich,

Pages 75-76.

A clear case of repainting is illustrated in plate i, c. where blue is laiii on lo]» of hl.u k. Ka-em-vfirw's false tfoor

has in all fourteen letters / (X i). Blue color is undoubtedly present on top of black in ten. probably in an elevetiih;

in three cases blue is laid on the wall without having black beneath. In the same dec<iralion the bill of the ibis-

hieroglyph (G 26) was repainted blue, although the greater part of the blue ]>ignuMU h.is peeletl off (pi 1. <1).

72 rhis is an important factor, only to be studied microscopically in the case of detached samples We suggest

that it has a bearing on the problem of vehicles. Although we most emphatically ilo not suppose the fr » -lo techimjue

to have been used on Per-neb's walls, we tio not find, as has sometimes been assumed for jiainting a (rmpera, that the

colors where they are superposed invariably lie in clearly ilefined layers one on lop ol the other.
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walls were the green and the blue. Except for inner details which were rendered in

black line or dots, no color is anywhere seen to lie on top of the green and blue pig-

ments. We believe that they were by far the most precious of the pigments which en-

tered into this decoration, and that both their costliness and the need of a special tech-

nique in utilizing them led to their being reserved as the last important addition to the

walls, to be put on perhaps by the master painter. Everywhere they stand out in some

relief from the wall as compared with the finer-grained pigments, and nowhere do they

exhibit brush strokes; rather, their surface is granular and smoothed as if by a spatula.’*

Taking up the processes of the decoration where we left them on page 25, we may

say that the operations which yielded the finished surface included working the gray

of the background in and out of the interstices of the design,’* painting the final out-

lines and the top body colors, and last of all superposing lines and dabs of pigment to

render inner details.’* In Per-neb’s tomb the decorator was sparing with inner draw-

ing; for instance, hieroglyphs which in the very finest Fifth Dynasty work are crossed

with delicate black lines were here painted solid green or blue, without such inner draw-

ing.’® In intention, although sometimes streaked when unevenly laid,” the final colors

were flat tones, either silhouetted against the gray ground or outlined in a contrasting

hue.’* The silhouette and filled outline, modified by more or less inner drawing in line,

dots, and dabs, constituted the type of painted decoration characteristic of Per-neb's

day and indeed of all Pharaonic times; purely line drawing occurred in this tomb and

‘3 Compare the passage in Spurrell, ArcbaeoL Journ,, 1895, p. 228: "The green before drying was pressed down

by a bone or metal instrument so that a smooth and polished surface was given to it, the irregular edges clearly

evince this pressure .... The pressed-out edges of the blue were trimmed off ... .”

In plate i, h, a detail from Ka-em-snews decoration, one sees that the larger hieroglyph (G 43) W'as reserved

when the background pigment was put on, and that the smaller sign (W 24), eventually to be blue, was painted over

with gray. But the general practice was to reserve all hieroglyphs and objects. In rapid work, however, the back-

ground pigment rarely came just far enough and not too far. At the front of the wig of the large figure of Per-neb

on the south wall (pi. xvii), there is a bare space, two to three millimeters in width, where the gray was not brought

far enough, an omission which was not made good later. The same figure's left arm exhibits gray intruding on browm-

rcd. This last might be due to retouching to cover such a gap as the one previously mentioned. Or others might see in

it an indication that the painting of the design preceded the painting of the background.

T 5 Such as black dots on solid blue to suggest the individual grapes of a bunch of grapes, black on white and dark

yellow to indicate the spots of a leopard’s skin (see pis. xii. xm, xix).

e.g., M 17, N 41, Q 3, V 30, V 31. cf. pi. xiii.

” cf. p. 37-

T** A discussion of the psychology and aesthetics of the use of outlines about designs sculptured in relief, the

painter actually rendering less effective the work of the sculptor, who to some degree had introduced light and

shade, lies outside the scope of this book; compare, however, the previous reference (p. 15) to a certain independ-

ence between processes.
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generally only in preliminary sketches. In the Old Kingdom, pigments low in value”

predominated; in the New Kingdom, many delicate pastel-like tints were employed,

the value of the common pigments being raised b}' the addition of white. Shading was

only a rare and sporadic phenomenon in Egyptian painting, and it is wholl>' unknown

for the Old Kingdom.*"

Brush strokes are in many places readily followed in the orange-red and \ ellow, only

a trifle less easily in the brown-red, gray, and black, pigments. We think that brushes

of the usual Egyptian type— reeds with ends frayed out— were useil with all except

the blue and green pigments. A typical example, one of the deep yellow rectangles of

the border to the right on the south wall, may be described. Mere a brush about 5 mm.

wide was used. A stroke started at the upper left corner, passed horizontally across the

top of the rectangle, and rounded the right corner without break, being carried ilown

the right side of the rectangle; all the other strokes of this rectangle are wholly verti-

cal or curve a little in a general downward direction, and all show the same width,

about 5 mm. Quite commonly in painting these rectangles, the workman covered the

top and bottom of the space with horizontal brush strokes and filled in the area be-

tween with vertical strokes. The finest brushes were required for the outlines, where the

width, particularly among the hieroglyphs, was often as little as 0.5 mm.*' fhere is an

unusual use of brush lines 4.5 to 5.5 mm. wide to define the outlines of the figures of

animals and men at the bottom of the east wall (pi. xviii, below). The pigment is a

very dark gray, and apparently the brush line was carried about the design as the first

process in putting in the gray ground.*" Nowhere else, however, in Fer-neb’s decora-

tion is it apparent that the artist began his background in this way. 1 he black lines

separating the registers are broad and were put in free-hand, fhe only ruled lines on

the final surface are brown-red outlines defining the half loaves of breail on the offer-

“Value” is the attribute of color by reason of which the normal eye perceives a particular color *’as lioldiuK

a position in a light-to-clark scale," see Macr/, and Paul, Diet., p. io, cf. Potn*. Painter' % I enn^, pi). 12 If
,
and Man-

sell, pp. 7-9. Among scientists the terms "brightne.ss/' ‘ luminosity,” and ’brilliance,” instead, h.ive considerable

currency.

A few examples of shading, especially such emphasizing relief, have been pointed out in Xl\ Dynasty paint-

ings subsequent to 1350 b.c. (Davies, Bull, of the Met. Mus., 1922, December, part II. pp. S2, s\. ami I wo Kamc'^sule

Tombs;" \t. 18). The ^Amarneh painting of Akh-en-Aten's tlaughters in the Ashmolean .Museum is not shaded; see

Davies, /. E. A., 1921, p. 4.

Dr. Soule observed under the microscope that the brown-red outline of part of a leg-hieroglyph (D 38. the let-

ter b) is sharp on the outside as though trimmed off and on the inside merges irregularly into the orange-re/l body

color.

**2 We noted a similar method in a boating scene of the tomb of Ycdut.

I he brush

strokes

(plates XVII.

XMlO
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ing tables (pi. xvii). These ruled lines average about 1.5 mm. in width, but spread or

grow narrower and are thinner or heavier after the fashion of brushwork. The curved

tops of the half loaves could not be ruled, and one can see where the ruled line joins

on, occasionally with a heavy drop of color from the full brush.

For the most part the body colors of the final surface were put on in a single layer,

but there are exceptions. Loaves of bread eventually colored brown (pis. xii, xiii)

were first given a coating of deep yellow as heavy as a top pigment. This is the clear-

est case of a tlouble layer of heavy pigments over entire objects and possibly is to be

accounted for by a revision of the color scheme during the progress of the final paint-

ing. In the case of two other pigments, deep yellow and blue, the colors can be seen in

many places to lie at two levels, the lower layer being paler. In the pale yellow we

may perhaps have a stain,"” the pigment, soluble in water, having penetrated the un-

derlying ground; but Egyptian blue is not soluble in water, and the underlying paler

and smoother blue areas are almost certainly due to the use of the pigment in a more

finely ground state. We cannot say with certainty whether the pale blue ever showed

on the top surface, but we incline to the opinion that it did, even though, with a mag-

nifying glass, in our first study of these walls, we repeatedly found traces of the deeper,

granular color on top of it. Our principal evidence for a pale blue on the final surface

is a detached fragment with very regular oval spots of deep blue upon the lighter tint,"*

such as would hardly result from the falling away of parts of an upper layer, but seem

like intentional patterning of dark on light to represent some object. In the great ma-

jority of its occurrences, however, the pale blue was once completely hidden, and its

purpose may possibly have been, to aid in binding in the coarser-grained, more beauti-

ful top pigment.

The various colors named on page 25 as present on the final surface were not in

every instance of one uniform tone. Several slightly differing yellows are found which

may well represent as many natural ochers."” Two reds occur which we refer to as

^3 cf. p. 24, note 15.

Equivalent to Maerz and Paul, Diet., pi. 33, D 2.

Of these the darkest is the shade to which the term *'ocher” is often applied as a color name, but which we

have called deep yellow to avoid confusion with ocher as a material; Munsell, YR-Y, 7-8/6, and Maerz and Paul,

Diet., pi. II. G 6, well represent it. Other yellow tones are those of Maerz and Paul, op. eit., pi. 9, F 4, pi. 10, E 3,

1* 5, and G 5. The.sc and other color notations have had the benefit of revisions kindly made by Mrs. Grace R. Dean of

Toledo.
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brown-red** and orange-red,*^ the latter being approximately rendered in plate xiii.

Microscopical examination of one sample of the orange-red** was not favorable to the

theory that red ocher was painted over 3’ellow ocher on the wall to produce it,'"' or that

red and yellow ochers were mixed on the palette, for magnified one hundred times the

particles are very small, not revealing definite forms. This finely divided pigment was

probably of a hue that, thinly laid over whitewash, impresses the observer as orange-

red; the Munsell notation (note 87, below) shows that the red greatl>’ predominates over

the yellow; the color is somewhat streaked with light and dark, according as the brush

left more or less of the pigment. The most interesting question concerns the tlarker and

lighter greens. Perhaps the difference is due only to a less plentiful use of malachite

in the lighter green, but Dr. Soule’s discovery of particles of Egy ptian blue with mala-

chite"" suggests the bare possibility that their presence was intentional, not accidental,"*

and that they were used in order to darken the green."'

Thus far in our study of the painter’s work we have been concerned with the main Wasiu-Mii iiu*

chamber. The unsculptured walls of the passage and outer room were also painteil, but Tiumh! r'

in very slovenly fashion and less completely than the principal room. I he best atten-

tion was given to the figure of Per-neb in his carrying chair
(
pi. vi ). 1 lere the br«)wn-

red flesh tones were once about as heavy as in the main chamber, and here a little green

and blue were afforded for the dignitary’s bead collar. Elsewhere on these walls onlv

thin washes of the cheaper ochers and of white and gray are to be seen, their purpose

being to give a semblance of finish, even though time did not sullice to sculpture and

paint the walls in the regular way. Although technically crude, the colors in their ilis-

tribution show regard for aesthetic effect.'”

4-5/O; Maerz and Paul, Diet., pi. 5. I 10.

Munsell, 1 R-YR, 6/6.

*** Made by Dr. Soule.

*** When we first examined I'cr-neb's walls, we were constantly on the I(M>k(>ul for places where thin brown-red

might have peeled, revealing an under yellow color, but we found no such place.

**0 See above, p. 26, note 24.

If accidental, we may suppose that the painter used the same instrument in aj’plying, polishing, ami iriniining

both pigments.

Spurred reported blue laid on top of green (Archacol. Journ., p. 22H).

cf. Ransom, in Perneb, pp. 62-63.
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II. THE COLOR CONVENTIONS

The degree of confidence to be placed in color when interpreting doubtful details in

scenes is of great interest to the Egyptologist.^ And a kindred question of high impor-

tance is whether, in the study of unidentified objects among the hieroglyphs, color

may be given equal weight with the two other criteria commonly employed— form and

philology. That it is less often used is a natural consequence of its frequent loss, but

even when known it has not always been considered.’' Much of the color in Egyptian

wall paintings having been placed with consistent and understandable intention, one

would like to believe that in its day all of it had dependable cognitive significance, and

that when we are at a loss to interpret it our own ignorance is at fault.* Yet at the best

we should expect occasional stylization in color parallel to that frequent in form which

would render the understanding of a given detail difficult. We propose in the follow-

ing pages to examine in turn some of the clear and some of the perplexing uses, of col-

or and to essay a few general statements which we hope may prove an aid to a belter

knowledge of the conventions followed in painting mas^beh reliefs.

The pioneer effort to utilize color in connection with form in analyzing the pictures

contained in Egyptian scenes and hieroglyphs was made in 1892 by Petrie, whose

chapter on the hieroglyphs in Medum* was followed by Griffith’s series of studies in

successive volumes of the Archaeological Survey of the Egypt Exploration Fund.® Of

1 The importance of color for interpretation has often been recognized; see Griflith, Ptah-hetep, p. 25, and Hiero-

glyphs, p. 2: StcindorfT, Ti, p. 2; Montet, Scenes, p. 250: Junker, An^eiger, 1928, pp. 176-177. On the other hand,

distrust of the truth of colors has also been expressed by Fgyptologists and others, e.g., Whymper, Anc. Eg., 1915,

p. i; Grillith, Beni Hasan, 111
, pp. 1-2; Spearing, Childhood of Art (2d edition), 1

, p. 242; Junker, Gi^a /, p. 155;

. . die Falle. in denen bei erhabeneni Relief mehr auf Farbenwirkung denn aiif Naturtreue gesehen wurde, sind

nicht selten, wie auf unserem Fcldc bei N-sdr-kJj, Hnj.t usw.”

= No one seems to have asked why the supposed Pharaoh’s placenta (Aa i) should be green in color (cf. Sethe,

in ^adm-re^, 11 , p. 77, and A. M. Blackman, /. E, A„ 1916, p. 237, who comments on the yellow color of early ex-

amples and leaves out of account the usual green) or why the letter k (N 29) should generally be colored black or

blue and only by exception present the colors proper to a sandy hillslope (cf. Gardiner, Cram., p. 478).

^ We do not, for instance, understand the wavy, vertical, white streak on the mud seals of storage jars among

Per-neb’s offerings (pis, xiii, xix). Dr. I.udwig Keimer in a letter to the writer also expressed uncertainty, suggest-

ing tentatively that it represents a cord of linen or other material, used in some way in the construction of the

sealing. A white band passing spirally around sealings is often represented in Egyptian art (e.g., Winlock, Bull, of

the Met. Mus., 1920, December, part 11
, p. to, fig. 9; Schafer. Priestergr., pi. to, B). and we now incline to associate

it with W. S. Blackman’s account of the modern practice of winding cord spirally about pots to support them while

they are drying in the sun (FelldhJn, pp. 150, 151, fig.s. 77, 78).

4 Chapter IV.

^ Beni Hasan, 111 ; Hieroglyphs', Beni Hasan, IV; in Ptahhetep, I, chap. 111 .
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later date are scattered references to color by various scholars interpreting particu-

lar objects. Miss Murray included in the first volume of Saqqara Masfahas* a section

on the colors of the hieroglyphs of the Old Kingdom. Lacau interspersed his record of

the colors on polychrome coffins ^ with occasional suggestions as to the significance of

the colors, and Quibell made statements about the colors used in the tomb of Hes>'-

Re^ which are of special interest because of the early date of the tomb.*

All previous discussions of color have been more or less limited by the lack of re-

productions adequate in quality and number,® and this difficulty is as yet by no means

removed. The greatest caution must be exercised in employing older colored plates such

as those in Lepsius’s Denkmdler illustrating the tombs of iMer-\eb and Ma-nofre.'"

Among publications, one’s mainstay for the Old Kingdom must be the colored plates

in Medum and Ptahhetep, part 1 , the records of color on the plates and figures of the

Abusir volumes of the German Oriental Society," the records of color on certain of

Davies’s plates," and Miss Murray’s list of colors found on the hieroglyphs of a series

of Old Kingdom tombs," although the records and list often fail one when it comes

to the finer details and precise distribution of colors. In the use of the foregoing sources

two pitfalls especially are to be avoided, a white indicating merel}’ the loss of color in

the original, not the presence of white pigment, and a red which is part of a sketch

from which the significant top color has peeled (cf. pp. 22-25)."

In addition to the publications cited above and the colors preserved in Per-neli’s

tomb, we have made use of evidence culled in the cemeteries at (jl/.eh and Sakkareh,

in the Cairo Museum, and of other Old Kingdom reliefs beside tln>se of Per-neb in the

« Pages 43-46.

" Sarcopbages.

^Hcsy : on the date, see p. 3.

® A fact mentioned in Griflith, Hieroglyphs, p. 2.

pis. 19-22 (Mer-yeb); pis. 65-70 (Ma-nofrej. Slill (jthers wholly or partially coh»r**d and reprodut ing t ))d

Kingdom walls are plates 53, 57, 58, 83, *30, 96.

Borchardt, Nefer-^r-ke^-re^] Sa^hti-re^, II.

^2 In particular in Deir el Gebrawi, \, II. Mention should be matle, loo, of data about c«>lors ilispersnl through

the text of von Bissing, Gem-ni-kai, II.

Saq. Mast., I, pis. XLi-XLV. Of late color notes and colored plates have appeared in l.ul/.. Steles, ami Junker,

Gi^a /. The colored plate iii in Meinertzhagen, NicoWs Birds, 1 ,
representing the famous Meidum get -e of the t^airo

Museum, supplies a long-felt want. And wc will not omit from this enumeration of better colored plates in l i’lur,

Minor Cem., pis. 53-55, although they represent preliminary sketches and therefore have yielded little for the present

chapter.

Sec al.so the occasional po.ssibiIity of a present green having been originally blue, suggested above on page jo.
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Metropolitan Museum. In plates i, ii, and xix of this book, new details of ancient color

and sketches are published in facsimile, and in the restoration of plate xiii a visual

aid to the discussion of color is offered. The reader may control the restoration in part

by reference to plate xii, giving the actual remains of color in the same wall area; de-

tails not retaining their color just here were in a large number of cases found unin-

jured in other places in Per-neb’s decoration, but to some extent contemporary and

even later evidence has been used."

Leaving aside for the moment the aesthetic impulse, we may say that the ancient

Egyptians in their wall decorations used pigments principally for two purposes, as a

medium with which (a) to draw and (b) to render the details of scenes and inscrip-

tions more readily recognizable. In the one instance the paint was put on in line, and

its color for the most part had no significance with respect to the color and identity of

the object depicted; and in the other instance the paint was laid on in broad masses

in accordance with well-understood conventions and did generally give a suggestion of

the color of the object,*" although seldom rendering it precisely. Confusion may easily

arise in modern interpretations of Egyptian color by not distinguishing clearly be-

tween these two usages.

'I'he lines of preliminary sketches and the contours and inner drawing of the final

surface, as has been stated,”^ were nearly always either black or red, although a cer-

tain number of examples of 3^ellow sketches have been noted. In choosing pigments

for drawing, the availability and abundance of ocherous clays and the readiness with

which pigments could be prepared from them were probably the determining factors

in the case of red and yellow sketches.** The black pigment, in addition to being inex-

pensive, may have had the special quality of running easily in fine lines suitable for

See further in later references to plate xin, listed on the tissue covering the plate.

lixcept ill the case of long inscriptions, when, to save labor, the pictorial individuality of the signs was often

disregardeil. and all alike were painted a solid color to contrast with the background: frequently then, blue was em-

ployeil on limestone (e.g., the Pyramid Texts in the sarcophagus chamber of King Unis) and green on rose horn-

blende granite (e.g., Borchardt. Nc-uscr-rc^, p. 36; cf. ibid., p. 65). 'I'lie question of intentional departures from fi-

delity for the sake of aesthetic composition in the case of polychrome hieroglyphs will have attention presently

(p. 7^)-

See above, pp. 5-6, 22.

Miss Murray offers a different explanation: . the first sketch was made in red, as this was the colour which

showed less than others” (Sculpture, p. 16). But theoretically at least tjie sketch was to be completely and forever

hidden by opatiue top colors.
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the corrections and details of final sketches.** Also on the top surface the dec<jrators

may have found that after a certain amount of drawing had been executed in red line,

some final details could be put in best in black pigment.'" But when the decorators

came to drawing on the top surface, conscious aesthetic considerations as well played

a part in the choice among these common pigments. There can be no question that the

decorator in Per-neb’s tomb sought to secure a pleasing effect in outlining green and

blue with black, orange-red and yellow with brown-red; and the same combinations of

colors were carried out in the inner drawing, also in the outlines ami inner drawing of

the reliefs of Nc-kau-Hor and Ka-em-snew.-‘ With white, either red or black looked

well, and the decorator often suited the drawing to its surroundings; about a man’s

kilt, a brown-red outline echoing the masses of the same color in the flesh tones was

more harmonious; about a mottled stone vase done in a network of black lines on

white, a black outline was preferable (pi. xin). Available colored plates do not en-

able one to judge how generally the practice observed in the Old Kingdom reliefs in

the Metropolitan Museum was carried out; probabl>'. however, it was part of the usage

of many companies of wall decorators of the Fifth and Sixth Dynasties. Variations in

the total effect of the outlines there sometimes were, nevertheless, necessitated by dif-

ferences in the scheme of body colors. As an illustratum, we cite a Fifth Dynasty re-

lief in Boston, in which brown-red, instead of orange-red, is used for the boily color of

pottery and consequently could not be employed here for outlines— the pots, like the

flesh tones of men, being left in silhouette. '' In later times, to jiulge by Davies’s copies

of the paintings in the tomb of Nakhte, we again find red outlines about yellow, ami

black about green and blue."" On the other hand, Gardiner, describing another tomb of

W’e haN’e seen ab<ive (p. 25, with ncite ig) that s<Mit was rmich unci! as a lilaek piKiiu nt in aiu ii*nt I-RVpt an*l

probably was employed ff»r drawing in F^er-nCb's loir.b; this finely ili\ideil ami compaiaiively pure fnrin of earl^on

lent itself to delicate work as charcoal with its content of silica could n«»t.

In this suggestion we have in mind especially IV Dynasty e.xainples rtf the o\\Miientglyph (Ci 17). the on** re-

produced in Petrie, Mednm. frontispiece. 2, and two e.xainples im the sti-Ia ol \\ rp-em* nol ret which we oiu r ex-

amined carefully on the original. I he V' I 3ynasty example f»f the sign in Davies. Ptiihhftrp. I. pi. .\mii, looks

more schematic, as if composed with a view to balance in cr»lor.

See plate 1. especially the middle sign (D _?9) of "g.” where the outline, bhu-k arrtund the blue pul. passes at oiue

into brown-red when it reaches the supporting fingers, which, like the forearm in this sign, were originally colnreil

yellow.

2- Museum of Pine Arts, no. 13.3101. a and b. High rm the east wall nf Per-nOb s trtinb in the detail rtf plalr* xix

an approach to the silhrjuette is seen, for here the red r>f the prits is darker than rtn the sitle walls and the rtlJtline^.

though traceable on close inspection, merge intrj the hrtdy color.

Nakbt.
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Color of lines

generally to be

disregarded in

interpretations

the Eighteenth Dynasty, speaks only of red outlines throughout the decoration; ap-

parently in this tomb there were no black outlines/*

In monochrome sketches, the mind readily accepts the yellow, the red, or the black

lines merely as drawing. In the drawing of objects on the final surface, a fine line, if

black, is also naturally interpreted as being without color significance, showing simply

details of form; so the blackness of the handle of the basket-sign,"’ in its main part

green, and of the cord attached to the harpoon"" (pi. xm) would not by most observers

be understtx)d to indicate a black handle and a black cord; one instinctively sees that

these two details were drawn by means of black pigment, and that their actual color is

not rendered. One of the most striking and splendidly decorative combinations of black

drawing lines and significant color is to be seen in the Sixth Dynasty sarcophagus

chamber of Ka-em-^onekh, where the black lines indicating the rigging of a number of

sailing vessels cross the white expanse of the respective sails.*’ But where on the final

surface drawing was done in red line, in association with red and other colors laid on

in masses, the attitude of the modern observer is not always the correct one. Frequent-

ly, for instance, in citations of color from Lacau’s Sarcophages, when the interest is in

the nature of the object depicted rather than in the decorative color scheme of the cof-

fin, not merely the body color, which alone has point, will be given, but also the item

"raye de rouge” or "avec le trait rouge.” One should bear in mind that red inner lines,

like black inner lines, are much more apt to be drawing lines than to have color signif-

icance— to indicate the folds of a cloth headdress, the graining of wood, the structure

of an object of yellow basketry or wood (pi. i, a, below), the distribution of the erectile

feathers on an owl’s head ( sign G 17, pi. i, b).'“

In Amcnemhet, p. 12.

'1' 21.

Roprcnluccil in part in Junker. Anieif^cr, 1926. pi. v.

We refer here not to Lacan’s original record, but only to the uncritical use of it. The record, because of its

very completeness, is invaluable in enabling one to see what rules of polychromy held good on the coffins.

We speak of other examples in the following notes 81 and 84. A diverting demonstration of the abstractness

of red line is found in the Will Dynasty tomb of Menena in a scene of measuring grain (published in monochrome

in Wreszinski, Athn, pi. 231). Here the coil of rope held by the leader of the operation is pxiintcd yellow, the uncoiled

length in use. red. Again in the case of the 1
\’ Dynasty queen, Hetep-her-es II, whose hair, painted yellow, is crossed

by fine red lines, both Reisner and junker at times hesitate to decide whether she had yellow or red hair; Reisner,

IhiU. of ibe Allis, of bine Arts, 1^27, p. ()6: "It seems clear that this lady was blonde or red-haired junker, Gi^a I,

p. os (cf. p. 0) :
‘ Prinz.e.'^sin war also blond oder rothaarig . . .

.

” We submit that her hair or wig was blond,

and that the red lines indicate the manner of its arrangement.
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Perhaps in the last example, the reader will think that the red lines against the yel-

low were intended in part to suggest the mottled color of the owl’s feathers. We reason

in this case that if the contrasting colors, rather than the pattern, had been uppermost

in the artist’s consciousness, he would probably have used brown or gra>' lines on the

yellow of the bird’s head. The subject is not altogether simple, however. We must bear

in mind that if the artist wished to render actual color which wouKl appear as mere line

in its distribution and in the scale of its reproduction— so for instance the eyebrows,

eyelashes, and cosmetic line at the outer corner of the e>’es of smaller human figures and

the writing on the lector’s open roll
’"— he had no other medium of expression than a

line of color, which, if it happened to be black or red, the pigments used abstractl\’ for

drawing, would result in ambiguity for the modern observer. Critical consideration

and knowledge of the actual colors of ever\'day objects in ancient ligypt are necessary

in order to determine how generally the artist disregarded actual color when it would

be reduced to lines in his work and contented himself from the point of view of repre-

sentation with painting form."* 7'hus in Per-neb’s tomb the black along the back of the

quail-chick-hicroglyph and the same hierogl>’ph’s black inner markings may well have

color significance, being a very good schemati/.ati(m of the dark lines present on the

fledgling of Cotnrnix coturnix, L. Our own impression is that in the OKI Kingdom the

decorator seldom if ever used with color significance lines as narrow as the abstract

outlines and inner drawing lines. In the case cited a slight dilference is perceptible be-

tween the black lines rendering the bird’s ilark markings and the abstract red outline

of its yellow underparts."" But we should ask ourselves also whether lines broader than

those usual for contours and inner drawing in a given painting ever were used abstract-

ly. An illustration of this question is to be seen in the yellt)W receptacle resting on a red

pottery stand to the right in plate xin. The writer is not in a position to decide whether

30 All black in Per-neb’s tiecoration. So little of the writing <»n the open rolls survixes that it is im|>f»s"il)le l<i say

whether it was originally legible, anil whether any part of it was reil. suggesting glosses.

•** Actually there is a limit to the visibility of the hue of lines at a ilisianie. but we are ilealing with an art that

recorded what the decorator knew about objects, not their variivl anil transitory visfial aptHarance -^ Sj» we fheori/e,

following for color a view widely held in respect to primifive drawing. I*ut certain of the I gyplian color coincn-

lions give pause, especially the blue convention for water (cf. p. note is-t).

32 G 4J. We have Dr. J. Van Tyne f)f the L'niversity of .Michigan to thank b»r kindly allowing us to e.vainine

specimens of the European quail in the L'niversily’.s collecfioii. See rm this bird anil the identity with it ol the

hieroglyph in question, Keimcr, Aiinala, lyjo, p. 6 , with note and. with n-serx ations. Meinert/hagen. Xi(f>lli

Birds, I, pp. 71 (44), 72-73-

33 This is even more noticeable in Davies, Ptiihbetcp, 1 . pi. xvin, .|ii.

But were

there excetv

lions?
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How the body
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Colors of

obvious

significance

(plates I. xiii,

xix)

the red lines here represent only structure or— if the object depicted is a basket—
red-dyed strands interplaited with preponderating yellow ones. In the case of various

white loaves and cakes, however, which are represented in plates xiii and xix, it seems

plausible to assume that the yellow lines and spots indicate schematically harder baked

indentations and ridges and therefore signify actual color as well as form. The finer red

and black lines of other receptacles here and in many other sections of Per-neb’s decora-

tion (pi. xix) should probably be regarded as mere drawing lines, the broader, green

stripes— hardly to be termed lines— as having color significance.

I'he colors put on in mas.scs to render objects more readily recognizable accom-

plished their purpose in the main by suggesting the actual local color of the objects,

unaffected by atmosphere or cast shadow, and, incidentally, through the color, also the

material. In another way, however, not represented in Per-neb's decoration. Old King-

dom painters occasionally made u.se of masses of color to contribute to clarity. We re-

fer to the painting of overlapping figures of men or animals in alternately higher and

lower values of the same color or in successively various colors.’^ The respective con-

ventions were not altered, but within them the difference in value or color made evi-

dent the limits of each body. We have never noticed this practice in the case of inani-

mate objects. The shapes of the various joints of meat and trussed fowl included in

plates XI to XIII were indicated only by the modeling and the outlines, and even where

the pieces partially hid one another, all were painted the same shade of red or yellow.

The relation of the body colors in the decoration to the actual appearance of the

objects depicted is very often obvious. Examples in point in Per-neb’s decoration are

white for the linen kilts of men, f()r the corona of the eyes, for the white hair of animals

such as black and white cattle, and for the lighter underparts of certain creatures

black for the hair of men and animals,^'’ for the horns of certain animals," and for the

lixamples may be found in Petrie, Medum, pis. xn. xvin, xxviii. 4, 7: Borchardt, ^ad)u-re^, II. pp. 13, 171

compare the later examples of A. M. Blackman, Mcir, I. p. 26; Newberry. Bmi Hasan, II, pi. viii; Davie.s, Nakht, pi.

XX. Contrast the confusion to the eye in Petrie, op. cit., pi. xvii, where the overlapping figures of three animals

have all the .same color scheme.

Among the offerings and in the case of hieroglyphs G i (vulture), G 17 (owl), G 40 (duck). I 9 (viper?), and

I 10 (snake).

«oNot only in the case of Per-neb and subordinate figures, but also in hieroglyphs A 1. D 1. D 2, F 4 (once for

the mane, generally for the tuft at the elbow), F 22 (tuft of the tail), and (^. The coloring of the mane in sign

F 4 must have an origin in one of the black-maned species of lions of which specimens are sometimes observed to-

day in Tanganyika; see Times Weekly Edition, June 4, 1931. p. 7^0.

87 e.g., Gaiella dorcas, L., north wall, sixth register from the top, carried by the third offering bearer; south wall,

fifth register from the top, carried by the last man; for mention of a hieroglyph with black horns, see p. 23. note ij.
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iris of the eye; black veined with yellow for wood; red for pottery vessels.** for men’s

skin, for animal's flesh and hair,*" for the bare skin of the head and legs of some birds,*"

and for wood;** yellow for the gold ceremonial vessel from which a priest pours a liba-

tion, for the papyrus from which a lector reads the service, for the tawny hair of feline

animals,** for several kinds of grain,** for loaves of bread,** for the horns of various

animals,** for parts of the plumage of several birds,*" for the bare skin of other birds,*’

for the lower end of the corolla of the blue water lily, and for wood;'" green for grow-

ing or freshly cut plants and parts of plants,*” for green e>e paint.*” for one kind of

grain,** for the Cucuinis 7nelo, L.,'* and for amazon stone and lunpioise,** or their sub-

stitutes, in jewelry; blue for water, for the bluish petals of Kymphaea caeruhui. for

3 ® Among the offerings and in the case of hieroglyphs \V 24 and

®«c.g., the joints of meat among the offerings, the hicrogIyi>h of a slired of flesh (I- si), and the roil and white

oxen of the east wall, one in each of the two lowest registers. Whether the leg joint where cut from the htidy should

be red in our restoration (pi. xiii) is uncertain, although the skinned part of llie leg and the other joints were with-

out doubt that color. We noted examples of the leg joint in ^’eilut’s viecoi atit»n with pale rev! where the jt»int was

.severed, with a deeper brow’n-re<.i elsewhere.

e.g., G I (vulture), the feet; G .^7 (open-mouthed chick), the legs.

^1 c.g., M 43 (grape trellis), with the stalks of the vine as well as the sui^ports red, but bunches of grapes, blue aiul

their stems, green; O 20 and O 34.

The skins worn by Per-neb, the hieroglyph.s of the fore t>arl and hiiul ciuarters of a litui (!• ami I- 22); cm the

coloring of the mane of sign P 4 and of the tuft of the tail of I* 22, see the preceding note »(> aiul the following notes

130 and 145.

^3 In the case of hieroglyph M 33, as a ileterminative in the differing lists.

Among the offerings and in the case of hieroglyphs R 4, .\ r. X 4*. .\ 6 (without fingers), and X 7.

•‘•’Well preserved in the case of oxen of the east wall; also in hier»»glyphs I- i and I- 13^.

eg., amohg the f>fferings and in the case of hieroglyphs < i 17 (owl ), ( i .j j (3 iuail vhick), anil t, iht- determina-

tive of vrmv.t (pigeon?) in the offering lists,

lispccially trussed and pluckeil fowl among the offerings.

rhe staff held by the standing figures of Per-neb on the west wall and the following hierf>glyplis : 1)

(scepter), G 26 (lower part of perch), M 41, S 43. T y. and Z 1 1.

The leaves of lettuce {Lactuca sativa, L.). the leaves and sepals of the water lily (h\ymptuicn utrruh n. I .).

the stems of onions, the stems am! filaments of papyrus, the stems of figs, ami hieroglyphs .M 1. M 12 (leaf only).

A1 17, and M 23; the green shrubs in the road-hieroglyph (N 31). ^»f whicli an e\ami>!e Irom Ka-eiiiMu vy\ tomb

is given in plate i, e, and the hank of flax fiber (V 28; compare the exami>Ie to the left in tilale 1, f). On the jiIIut

hand, the significance of the green in the sign to the right (Q 7) i” plate 1. f, is not ob\ ious.

*0 In the case of hieroglyph D 7.

The fei.Z-grain, if such it is, among the offerings (cf, the following note Hy) and the determinative of hit

(M 33) in the offering lists.

*2 Shown entire and striped longitudinally, not cut in two as later; see Keimer. /iuU. dc I'lnst. fran^.. io2y, pp.

92-93, and Rev. de Vfig, anc., 1930, pp. 4^-50.

Sinaitic turquoise is apt to have a greenish cast.
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grapes, for lapis lazuli or imitation lapis lazuli in jewels.” That the colors in their in-

ception depended on close observation and accurate memory is seen in the regularity

with which the stems of the blue water lily are painted red,” those of other common

plants, such as onions,” green and in the frequent use of a tinge of red applied to the

corners of the eyes."

Besides conventions so close to the color experiences of most persons as to leave no

doubt of the correct interpretation, there are others about which we may make plaus-

ible inferences. One is the use of black for what must surely be mud-brick walls and

mud seals. Thus among the hieroglyphs we have the simple house on plan,” the battle-

mented inclosure,” the seals on the papyrus roll” and the pot Q of the offering lists,

very often painted black. Among offerings, certain vessels have black tops represent-

ing the mud seal built up over an inverted saucer closing the mouth of the vessel (pi.

xix). Having chosen dark gray for the background, the Fifth Dynasty colorist could

not use it also for dark gray objects. But clay seals and mud-brick structures appear

black in a number of earlier paintings from Meidum where dark gray is not the back-

ground color," and where the artist could perfectly well have painted them gray had he

so conceived them. We suppose therefore that the Egyptian's color concept for these ob-

jects was often of blackness rather than of grayness.” 1 le was not consciously imitat-

Compare blue for the flowers of growing flax as depicted on an Old Kingdom relief in the Cleveland Mu-

seum of Art (Howard, Bnlletm, 1930, p. 189). Another example is mentioned in A. M. Blackman, Meir, IV, p. 38.

In the ca.se of hieroglyph M 12, as well as of the water lilies in bowls among the offerings.

The coloring of the bulbs (white) and the stems (green) is of special importance for the identification of this

plant, ina.smuch as Miss Murray endeavored to establish that “lotus roots” and not onions are represented in it

(Sag. Mast., I, p, 30), although the tubers of the lotus are dark and its stems reddish.

Petrie, Medum, pis. xi, xxvm, i, and often later, but not in Per-neb's decoration, so far as preserved.

I. Black once only in Per-neb’s tomb, on the north wall, but other examples of the sign now devoid of color

may once have been black.

A sign combining the baltlcmcnted inclosure of O 13 with W 10 and X i.

eo Y 2.

We do not know how far back the dark gray background may be traced. The Cairo Museum contains at least

one such background in a painting from McidQm certainly antciiating the V Dynasty, and Petrie indicates that

others were found there {Medum, p. 29). The still earlier paintings of Ijcsy-Ref and the prehistoric paintings at

1 lierakonpolis do not furnish examples. But even if one could show that gray backgrounds were the older, one must

believe that a strong color sen.sation of gray felt by the master artist in respect to an object to be painted would

assert itself in representation whenever a suitable background permitted. Further, one should recall that models of

sealed jars, where no question of background is involved, often have black seals; e.g., Junker, /I 1928, p. 185.

fl2 >Vc can cite one example of presumable mud-brick structures painted gray, namely, granaries depicted in the

tomb of 'I'i (Montet, Scenes, p. 231; our own notes confirm the correctness of Montet's statement, but we failed to
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ing visual appearances in color any more than in form; rather, his color was deter-

mined by memory pictures which tended to become fixed in color formulae very re-

stricted in number as compared with the actual kx)k of things.

Exceptional or apparently false colors may sometimes be explained as having a sec-

ondary origin. Substitutes for real things of course often repeated the colors of the

originals, but by no means always. When built up of materials of lovely color and

texture, the natural colors of the materials would be retained. I'he hieroglj ph repre-

senting a mace®' is painted solid yellow in Per-neb’s tomb.'" but generally it has a

white head to represent a limestone original and a handle of an\' one of the colors for

wood— yellow for common wood,®'' red for the coniferous wood usually spoken of as

"cedar,” ®" black for “ebony.” Frequently the thong or cord with which the stone mace-

head and the wooden handle were securely united is rendered in line.®® But in the three

examples of this sign within the field of plates xi to xiii, we believe that a gold-covered

ceremonial object, not an actual usable mace, is depicted.®’’ I'o take another case, the

black color of the recumbent dog or jackal may be due to the imitation of a cult image

fashioned of fine black wood; it certainly is not to be attributed to imitation of the

usual tawny live animal.” As Sethe has pointed out,” cult images seem assured when ac-

l*\ccpliona!

or apparently

false colors

record the color of the hackKroiind. perhaps now flaked off; there is no obligation to think it was so tlark as Per-neh s;

compare in this respect pi. i). Amon^ Miildle Kin^^dom niotiels. certain ones which we may suppose to represent

mud-brick buildings are often gray in color (Quibell and Ilayter, Tcii I\yr,. N. Stile, p. .p». pi. 2.\, i, p. .\2, pi. 2(). i).

On the other hand, as Mr. Winlock has pointed out to us. yell(»w paint on nuKlels of briik structures, tt»o, may be

faithful to reality, for, especially in Upper F.gypt. bricks were often made of yellowish marl ttbtaineil on the ilesert's

edge (Quibell and Ilayter, up. cit., p. .ti, pi. 25, i). Compare (iriflilh on the desert material <»f which bricks were made

at FI ^Amarneh (/. H. A., 1924, p. 301).

T 3.

So also in the tomb of Ka-hi-cf, in the offering list of the west wall.

Petrie, Atedum, p. 31 ; Lepsius, Denkmakr, II, pi. (k>; Griffith, in Plahhrtcp, 1
, p. reel SleiiulorlT. (mdifioid*

.

I.

pl. Ill, for maces with yellow handles in the pictureil ei|uipmenl (»f the dead.

Steindorff, op. cit., II, pi. 11.

Murray, Saq. Mast., I, pl. xlv.

*’*^A. M. Blackman, Mcir, II, p. 36; see also Petrie. Medum. p. 31.

Such as the heavily gilt maces carried by the statues of I ul-^ankh-.Arnun reproducetl in colors in lllusir. I.tut-

don Nt'zvs, December 15, 1923, pp. 1116-1117. Yellow' color may alsf» imlicate \sood. but in the .Metropolitan Mu-

.seum’s collection, a funerary mace (acc. no. 11.150.20 c) of this conniuin material is painted to Miniilat*- a maie <»f

actual use, white paint surviving on its head.

As a hieroglyph. E 1 5.

cf. Murray, Saq. Mast., I, p. 46.

Urg. u. dlteste Rel., § 10.
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cessories such as feathers, perches, and fillets are represented. The present writer thinks

possible that some signs which in form suggest living animals may not really represent

such but may be distinguishable as cult images by their coloring alone. And even when

the living animal deity gave rise to a hieroglyphic sign, a reinterpretation as the cult

image might conceivably take place later. In the instance under discussion, however,

Mr. Winlock has drawn our attention to another explanation of the color, one proposed

by Howard Carter, who has observed on the desert on two occasions jackals of excep-

tional, black color and thinks that such animals may in antiquity have been especially

venerated, being sought out and kept in temple inclosures as the embodiment of Anu-

bis. 'fhe black of the recumbent figures, whether hieroglyphs or late statuettes, would

then imitate the actual appearance of these archanimals.”

The use of a limited number of flat colors, after all, gave little opportunity to dis-

tinguish different objects having the same color, and ambiguity was inevitable. For

the ancient observer this was of less consequence than for us. He knew whether red,

the usual color of the letter indicated in that sign red-dyed cloth ” or red-dyed

yarn;” he knew in the case of the bottom hieroglyph of “a” in our plate i whether yel-

low stood for wood or for wickerwork. 1 le could tell whether the various blue dishes

among Per-neb’s offerings were of copper, glazed ware, or dark stone. And he was able

to decide whether the boat-shaped receptacles and the trays of like color scheme (pis.

xin, xix) must be interpreted as actual baskets of plaited rushes or perchance could be

composed of silver chased with a basketry pattern and inlaid with amazon stone.”

Our plates xiii and xix present still other cases of ambiguity, among the most im-

portant the yellow fig-shaped fruits with a green stem and a spot at the outer end. The

coloring of these figs is rarely as well preserved as in the detail of plate xix.” The chief

authority on the sycamore figs of Egypt, Ludwig Keimer, whose forthcoming book on

\Vc print the .slatemcMit above with Dr. Carter’s most kind permission.

S 29.

Borchardt, Zcitschr. fur dgypt, Spr„ 1907, pp. 76-77.

‘«A. M. Blackman. Afar, II, p, 35*

Presumably white was at this time as later the convention for silver. Unfortunately the color of the vessels in

Borchardt. ^aibu~re^, II, pi. 61, according to the ancient legend conceived as of silver, is not preserved. The chief

objections to supposing Per-neb’s receptacles to be of silver are the high value of the metal during the Old Kingdom

and the great number of the containers in question. Especially for a private tomb, we consider an interpretation as

baskets more probable.

We saw them, however, with colors surviving in the tomb of Ti, high up on the south wall of the main dec-

orated chamber, again in the sarcophagus chamber of Ka-em-^onekh on the south wall, and in the tomb of Yedut.
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the subject will doubtless much enlighten us, has kindly considered the question of

Per-neb’s pictured figs. Dr. Keimer confirmed by letter what we had supposed, on the

evidence of his published articles,'*' to be true, namely, that the smaller, red, fig-shaped

fruits with crescent-like marks, which are represented again and again among Per-neb’s

offerings, are undoubtedly a common variety of sycamore fig in a fully ripe state. Both

the red color and the form of the incisions— still made in I:g> pt a few da> s before

the ripening of the fruit to bring about the destruction of insects within the figs -de-

termine beyond question the identity of these fruits of Ficus sycouiorus, 1.. But in form

and coloring the somewhat larger and equall}’ numerous yellow figs of Per-neb’s dec-

oration might be either another kind of Ficus sycoviorus, of which there are many va-

rieties, some more palatable than others, or the fruit of Ficus carica, L. Dr. Keimer, al-

though emphasizing the difficulty of identification in the case of the yellow figs,'"’ sug-

gests that incisions made to eliminate insects arc perhaps more likel\- to be prominently

represented as spots than are the ostioles of true figs, ami he thereft)re on the whole

inclines to an interpretation of Per-neb’s yellow fruits as a varietx- of .sycamore fig."*

Even more difficult is the question of the bunches of vegetables wrappi'd ami tieil

together in matting of Egyptian ”halfa grass”"" or rushes."" In «»ur restoration, the red

color on the tubers in one ca.se is based on the preserved color shown in plate xix. the

brown color in another case imitates the flakes of brown extant on the tubers of a sim-

ilar bunch of vegetables on the north wall, in the fourth register from the top, to the

right of the limits of plates xi to xiii. An excellent parallel to the brown vegetables is to

be seen on the walls of Deshi’s burial chamber. There, the tubers are of elongateil form

Anc. Fg., 1928, pp. 65-66; /?////. Jc 1

1

list. Irani., 1929, pp.

The determinative of d^b (lif^) in Per-neh’s oiTerinK lists is a ri^-shajHil Iniil, yellow in lolor hnl not mjIII-

cienlly well preservcti to show whether the outer end had a spot: ntme is indicated in the sctilpiure, hut often the

crescents of red sycamore figs appear in the painted surface ahme and only e.\cei>tionaIlv are they aKo sculpt ureil

(e.g.. SteindorfT. Ti, pis. 64. 67), hence the absence of a spot in the sculptured ilelerminalise does lUit pro\e its ab-

sence from the painted top .surface. Dr. Keimer has kindly given us a number of reasons for his belief that the wfnd

d^h denotes the true fig, among them the nature of the ileterminative in s<»me occurrences of the w(»rd, such as that

in f-irth anil Gunn, Teti Fyr. Con.. II, pi. 3: here the usual single fig-shaped fruit is rejdaced by a siring of what are

certainly dried true figs, sycamore figs never being so strung

In the representation of figs in Per-neb’s decoration, we regard the red and black mark - as without color ‘-ig-

nificance. Red pigment would show' on yellow, but on red hoily cohjr, drawing in black would be advisable.

Fragrosiis cynosuroides, R. S..= l^cpt(>i hloa bipinnaia, 1 ... Ilochst.; see Keimer, Oru ntal. I.jtvralur^.. I 9^7 »

173 .

"=3 In a recent letter to the writer. Dr. Keimer refers to the wra|>pings as being |>robably for the mo t part of

]uncus mariiimus, Lam.

I nidentified

\egetables

(plates xm,
XIX)
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The vessels

(plates xii,

xiii, xx)

and light brown color with crosswise markings indicated in the sculpture; those vege-

tables are without rootlets, are wrapped, and have chocolate-brown stems protruding

from their wrappings. Deshi's decoration includes some half dozen bunches of wrapped

onions of normal mature shape with white bulbs and the indication, in line, of root-

lets. In the present state of Per-neb’s walls it is impossible to say whether any of the

smaller bunches of wrapped vegetables had rootlets and white bulbs; if they had, ac-

cording to a suggestion of Dr. Keimer’s, examples so painted may possibly represent

young onions (Allium cepa, L.) in which the bulbs have not yet assumed the more

rounded form of matured onions.** But so far as in the final surface Per-neb’s vege-

tables were brown in color and without indication of rootlets. Dr. Keimer would con-

sider them bunches of Cyperus esculentes, L.; as he has kindly written us, the tubers

of this particular Cyperus are eaten by the poor of Egypt today, and he has seen them

on regular sale in the native markets in Cairo and Tanta. The form of the wrapped

vegetables Dr. Keimer regards as possible also for leeks (Allium porrum, L.), but on

the ground that leeks are usually cooked, and that ancient offerings to the dead of

fruit and vegetables generally comprise those eaten raw,** he would exclude leeks from

the suggestions to be made here.

Let us now look more particularly into the question of Per-neb’s vases. In the dec-

oration of the main chamber, excluding the hieroglyphs, vessels of fourteen different

shapes are painted blue (pi. xx); only four forms have the yellow of gold, three the

red of pottery, one the black proper to dark gray pottery or a dark stone such as ba-

salt, and two the white patterned in line indicative probably of a light stone with

darker inclusions or veinings— a diorite,** a breccia, or most likely of all at this per-

iod Oriental alabaster."' The spouted vessel colored blue is certainly meant to be con-

We would speak here of an inadvertence in the restoration of the green stems of the full-grown onions thrown

across the red pottery stand above on the right in plate xiii. A comparison with plate xi makes clear that the stems

were omitted in the sculpture; probably they were supplied in the painted surface now lost, but our restoration

should show all of them outlined in black, not with shading — the means necessarily used by us to indicate the model-

ing of the relief. Again in the case of the full-grown onions of Per-neh’s walls and in such representations as given

by SteindorlT, Grabfundc, 1 ,
pi. ii, and Davies, Nakht, pi. x, we believe that the red lines on the bulbs are used ab-

stractly to indicate the pattern of the rootlets, not in anywise to tell the color of these bulbs, the edible portions of

which arc white as painted.

In this connection we draw attention to the bowls with green contents, wishing to know whether these are filled

with bff-grain, and if so in what form it was consumed.

See the actual diorite support found by Junker at Gizeh and now in the Cairo Museum; Au^eign, 1926, p. 104,

pi. IX, a. This might well be the kind of support indicated in our plate xx, 9.

«• cf. pp. 5>53 -
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sidered copper, for its shape denotes a metal original; and gold would be >'ellow, and
silver, white. Moreover, blue is proved to be a convention for copper by its frequent

occurrence on the blades of tools and weapons.”'* And indeed such copper ewers and
basins for pouring water over the hands at meals have survived to modern times. 'I'he

Metropolitan Museum possesses excellent examples from the Sixth Dynasty."" We do

not know of assured examples of blue-glazed"" or dark stone vessels’ being represented

in tomb paintings of the Old Kingdom by blue color, but an interpretation of the

open bowls with waved edge as of dark stone is favored by the occurrence in the ex-

tant reliefs of the Sahu-Re^ temple of one such vessel with the legend vint.t. a kind

of stone,"^ and the blue convention for stone is unmistakable in one case in Per-neb’s

decoration, that of the whetstones of the east wall."* The vases painted blue are very

In Per-ncb’s tomb in the case of hieroglyphs T 21 (harpoon), IJ 21 (ail/e), and IJ 2} (chisel), as preserveil on

the west wall.

Acc. nos. 26.2.12-15. from Sakkareh. published in line in f'irth and C'jiinn, Teti i\vr. ('cnt., 1 .
fig. m.

Petrie has stated that "the general colour of the early gla/o is greenish-blue nr blue-green’* [Arts attd ilrafts,

p. 109). Its most splendid example is the tiles of the Step Pyramid, now so imliibitably daletl anil abundantly pre-

served (Firth, Annalcs, 1925. p. 154. 1927, pp. io(), ickS-iio, pis. i. ii. i()2.S. p. S4: reprinluced in color in illustr. I.an-

don Neivs, January 7, 1928). F'or gla/.ed vessels, we should expect the coh)r convention to be blue, if it was not green:

and a later bowl painted blue with a cover of basketry pattern, evitlenlly a survival-- in art, if not in contempotary

use— of a sort portraycil in Per-neb's tomb (pi. xx, 19). was thought by Griflith to be of gla/ed ware iHeni Haum,
IV, p. 8, pi. XXVI, i). riiis is the form known from inscriptional evidence to have been used as a wine bowl (Jeiiiiier,

Fristrs, p. 291), although not exclusively for wine, inasmuch as other specimens, probably of cheap pottery, are shown

with joints of meat sticking out of them, the covers being raised (Jeijuier. Tombcuux. pis. vi. xi). I lie position of

covered bowls on tables in Per-neb*s decoration indicates that they were of valuable material and of fine use.

Sethe, in II, pp. 68, 123, pi. 61 ; Erman and Grapow', Worierbuch, II, p. 91; unfortunately the color

of this vase is not preserved. Dr. Kcimer has kindly called our attention to the alabaster bowl, only 6 in. (15 8 cm.)

across, published by von Bissing (Kec, de trav„ p. I7»^); this is number 1S71S of the ('airo collection. Whether

it is to be considered a model vase in reduced size or a normal vase inleniled for small flowers, it presents in its scal-

loped edge an interesting parallel to some of Per-nCb's deejXT flower bowls (jd. xx, 8). Such bowls of water lilies, in

which the lilies arc conceived as actual plants in W'aler resting in the indentations of the vess« I’s rim, are ret»re.senled

often on monuments of the Old and Middle Kingdoms and, as Schafer has shown, are not to be confused with New

Kingdom vases having upright floral ornament.s of metal along their rims ( Fruvkfivfassr, pp. 10- 14 ). In the Metr*>-

politan Mu-seum’s collection, an example of the XII Dynasty may be cited (acc. lui. 0*^.180.14 a), from the funerary

temple of Sesostris 1 (Lythgoc, Bull, of the Met, Mus., 19CM). p. 12 fig. 6; .Mace, in //utulh. n/ the l<nntu%. fig.

37). Here the well-preserved painted surface indicates that a bt>wl of variegated sT*»ne is inteiuleil. Not all of IVr-

neb's bowls filled with water lilies, however, have the scalloped edge. Compare those shown in plates xiv aiul xviii ahov<?.

One in u.sc in a slaughtering scene and another as a hieroglyph f I 4O in the legeiul acc«)m|)anying the scene.

But the blue color on the offering stone— if it is a stone .and not a mound f>f earth -f>ver which a pri**st pours

W'atcr, both in the scene and in the accompanying hieroglyphic legeiiil fsf>ijfh and n»>rth walls, pl. ixj is ambiguous,

for it may have reference to the object itself or to the water which bathes it; compare the nature of tin* object

W'ashed, Jequier, Frises, p. 407. We should note that the tables in front of the .seated figures of IVr-neb on the w«*st,

north, and south W'alls are painted blue. Now supports and round tops of dark stone have been founil in tombs of

the Old Kingdom; here, though we cannot prove it, we favor an interpretation of blue as indicative of dark gray stone.
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Protective

wraps(?) on

jars

(plates xi-xiii,

xx)

numerous here, and unless glazed and dark stone vessels are included among them,

these are probably not present among Per-neb's pictured offerings.** In our opinion,

at least the majority of these vases were conceived as of copper. We think so because

of the great variety of shapes found among small model vases of copper from tombs

of the Old Kingdom.®* Copper vessels, full sized or represented by models, are often

found in the funerary equipment of the later part of the Old Kingdom and presum-

ably would have been prominent among the pictured offerings, whereas the heyday

of fine stone vessels was past, and glazed vases had not yet come into their own, either

in technical development or in popularity.

The ambiguity of blue is still further augmented if we must suppose with Miss Mur-

ray that the tall storage jars bear “basket-work flaps.”*® In every case in Per-neb’s

tomb, whatever the color and presumable material of the jars, the flaps, or wraps, are

blue in color."® In many instances they arc fluted plastically in a vertical or horizon-

tal direction or in both directions; in other cases the construction of the wraps is left to

the painter to indicate in line. Occasionally an opening is shown (pi. xx, 14), but

usually in the side of the vessel turned toward the spectator none is indicated. In-

asmuch as wraps of matting or basketry have a known employment in the Near East

in preventing breakable storage jars from knocking together,®^ and as the markings

on the blue accessories of the jars in question could well represent basketry construction,

we consider Miss Murray’s suggestion the most reasonable that has been offered. We

do not understand what Gunn had in mind in calling them "cooling wraps,” since they

cover the vessels only partially.*" The theory of protective wraps, however, carries

with it the supposition that vessels bearing such wraps would be readily broken, and

we regard as unfavorable to it the occurrence of these blue accessories on white ves-

»3 We regard the black-painted storage jars with narrow openings and mud seals as far more likely to be of dark

gray pottery than of stone (pis. xni; xx, i8), for they are about as numerous as the open-mouthed, red-pottery

storage vessels with huge mud seals (pis. xix; xx. i6).

Reisner, Bull, of the Mus, of Fine Arts, 1913, pp. 60-61; Firth and Gunn, Teti Pyr. Cent., I, figs. 17, 24, 27, 37.

Mast,, 1
, pp. 21, 44.

“‘‘ They occur black, however, elsewhere: see Murray, op. n/., p. 21.

Mentioned by Dr. Keimer, who, kindly responding to our inquiry, characterized the blue convention as un-

derstandable. on the ground that Egyptian rushes often verge from dark green into dark blue. Keimer also men-

tioned the effective position of the supposed basketry protectors, always at the widest part of the vessel.

‘*8 So Dr. Keimer e.xpressed himself. See for Gunn’s designation THi Pyr. Cent., I, p. 163.
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sels patterned in line, most likely to have been intended to represent stone’* and on

other tall spouted vessels painted yellow, almost certainly intended for gold.’”

That one color could and must represent more than one material is too evident to re-

quire demonstration. But we need to inquire whether the conver.se was true, that one

material might be represented in the decoration by several color conventions. This,

too, is quite obviously true in some cases, such as that of different kinds of woods,

which varied in color among themselves. But granted, for instance, that blue very

often represents copper, must we assume that copper objects always were painted

blue^®‘ in Egyptian art, or was the appearance of a new, highly polished vessel or

implement of copper ever approximately caught by Egyptian decorators? The con-

vention in such a case would naturally be red, and tliis color seems to have been

adopted for the copper or bronze disks of mirrors. The Egyptian wished for himself

in the next life mirrors made of precious metals, and accordingly the mirrors on poly-

chrome coffins of the Sixth Dynasty and later are most commonly white or yellow,

often accompanied by legends giving the material, “silver” or “gold.” But t)Ccasion-

ally a brown or brown-red mirror disk is pictured, and one of the published examples

has the material btJ, “base metal,” named.'” The present w'riter does not know' of a

demonstrable instance of green for a copper object which had acquired a green patina.

Continuing the study of that most disconcerting of l:gyptian colors, blue, let us

consider its occurrence on the pin-tailed duck (Dafila acuta, L.), a bird of dull plum-

age, w'hich displays in part through much of the year a beautiful bronze brown color

and markings of black on pale gray, but never blue color. Some Egyptian paintings

show' this bird with naturalistic coloring,'” others with considerable markings of blue;

Junker found at Gizeh dating from the IV Dynasty actual pottery vessels covereil with a while slip ((li^a /,

p. 1 14, III), and he suggests of the 7/;wi./-vcs.sel pictured in Petrie, Medum, pi. xiii, as white that it may be svich a

white-covered pottery vessel. Pottery vessels painted to imitate fine vases ol liiorite or alabaster and ol goM are of

course possibilities, but we know of none such, and the Meidum example we take to be a cot)per vessel, the |>icture

of it together with hieroglyph Q i being white in the plate became it has lost its color.

100 One example is preserved on Per-neb*s south wall in the third register from the lt)p.

i^iQr black, see the following pages. To Wolf, discussing weapons of the New Kingdfim, blue iiulicales iron. red.

bronze {Bavaffnung, pp. 65, 76). Miss Murray, too, takes red to mean copper (Snq. Mast., 1
, p. .\(>). I lie blue con-

vention for copper w'as recognized long ago in Petrie, Medum, p. \\ ; cf. Lui/, Steles, ji. la no. 45.

i«2Lacau, Sarcophages, no. 2S024, ij, pi. xxxvii, 13^*; cf. op. at., no. 2H0S3. ^(), pi. xxxvii. 145. without ancient in-

dication of material, stated to be “brun clair.” Lxamples of red mirror disks are cited in Lutz, Steles, p. 16, no. 2*S;

p. 18, no. 36.

103 Petrie, Medum, pi. xxviii, 2 (in part); wholly naturalistic on the stela of Wep-em-nofrel even to dark gray feet.

Was blue the

only c»ilor

convention

for copper.^

blue an alter-

native tor black
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and blue is frequent in paintings of other birds totally devoid of blue plumage in na-

ture.’®^ One’s first impulse is to pronounce Egyptian coloring an unreliable aid. We
think that the crux of the matter here lies in a peculiarity of blue, which, as we have

seen,*®* was the last of the pigments for primary colors to be acquired by the Egyp-

tians. Not only was it employed at once for things which impress the modern beholder

as blue in color, but also for others which to most eyes do not look blue. From their

first employment of blue pigment, the ancient Egyptians certainly used it as a fre-

quent alternative for black. The hair of human beings and of animals was painted

not only black, but sometimes blue, a convention which was perpetuated down through

the centuries into archaic Greek art. Every hieroglyph representing a mud-brick struc-

ture or patch of alluvial ground could be, and often was, painted blue,^®® the letter t

was now black, now bluc,'®^ so were the metal blades of the chisel ‘®" and the adze^®"

and the points of harpoons.”® The trapped ducks represented in a Meidum painting

have the legs, closed wings, back of neck, bill, and eyes painted solid black, the front

of the neck, the breast, and the underpart of the body painted white.^^^ The present-

day observer readily accepts this scheme as differentiating the parts of the bird which

were dark-hued, if not actually black as in some ducks, from those of lighter color.

With the substitution of blue for black in many an Egyptian painting, he is imme-

diately puzzled, expecting blue to indicate blue in the object represented; blue bills

Examples published only in monochrome, or not at all, occur in the VI Dynasty burial chambers of De.shi

and Ka-kher-Ptah; recorded in Murray, Saq. Mast., I, pi. xlii; cf. Griffith, in Ptahhetep, I, p. 19, figs. 80, 103: also

preserved in Per-neb’s tomb in the case of hieroglyphs G i (vulture). G 5 (falcon), G 3O (.sand martin), G .40 (duck),

and G .47 (open-mouthed chick).

loft Pages 29-31.

lort Per-neb’s tomb, hieroglyphs N 17, O 2, O 49, and V 30, in whole or in part. In our opinion, sign N 29 and

perhaps Q i, w'hen painted blue as in Per-neb’s decoration, belong here.

In Per-neb’s decoration the letter (\ i) is everywhere blue. On Ka-em-snew*s fal.se door, some person in au-

thority ordered all the /-signs, which were originally black, repainted blue; cf. p. 33. note 71. The case for the inter-

pretation of this sign as a loaf of bread has been most fully set forth by Sethe. taking into consideration the evi-

dence of color as well as philology {Nachrichten, 1922, pp. 219-220, Urspr. d. Alphabets, p. 136, Pyramidentexte, IV,

§ 13-2).

lOH 23, black in one example, blue in another on F^cr-neb’s west wall; cf. pi. xin, left.

U 21, preserved once blue on Per-neb's west wall.

21, preserved both blue and black on Per-neb's west and north walls.

Petrie, Afedum, pi. xviii. The closer the actual mottling of the bird's plumage, the more likely that in rapid

and unskilled decoration masses of unbroken color would be used. But the finest of Old Kingdom work included

beautifully rendered plumage of dark gray or brown color with formalized pattern of feathers in line.
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and blue feet"* for birds seem to him unaccountable, and only when he understands

that their color is a substitute for black can they appear rational.

To say that the Egyptian artist used blue as a substitute for black is to avoid com- i he iiiuUri.vin«

ing to grips with the real problem. Our minds require some explanation of why he did
'.‘J

so. One possible position is to assume that he liked his blue pigment especially well,

. ijr-- WhollUTfor
that when it had the novelty and fascination of a recent acquisition and the conven- acMiuticcirtvi

tions in its use were developing, the number of elements entering into his designs

which were actually blue in the world about him was not sulficient to satisfy his crav-

ing to use the new pigment liberally, and that therefore he introduced it where blue

did not to his eyes exist in nature.”* By this path we arrive at a purely aesthetic and,

from the point of view of representation, arbitrary basis for much of the blue pres-

ent in Egyptian wall decorations.

Schafer has hinted at another explanation in suggesting that the blueness of hair Whi-iiur nvih-

had a symbolic meaning.’" He refers to the subject only incidentally and vaguely,

and a discussion with precise illustrations is needed when someone has the time and

interest to undertake it. But in passing we wish to propose that many of the appar-

ent examples of blue hair in later Egyptian art may be susceptible of a dilTerent in-

terpretation. The various divinities and the dead— both kings and private people -

in their roles of identification with Osiris were frequently depicted wearing an archaic

headdress blue in color. We think that in these cases the uncovered natural hair or

wig w'as not represented, but instead the hair was conceived as protecteil by a blue

kerchief. If this is so, they do not illustrate the blue convention for hair; rather, the

blueness is that of blue-d3'ed linen. Actual head kerchiefs of the Eighteenth Dynasty,

three in number, are preserved in the Metropolitan Museum’s collection, and these

were discussed by Winlock some years ago in a valuable essay in which he otTered

for the first time patterns showing the cut of various styles (jf linen wig covers worn

by the ancient Egyptians."* Important for our point is the fact that one of the cx-

"2 Sec plate i, J, for an ibis bill originally black repainted blue. IVr-nib’s decoration presents many exam|)les of

blue on the bills and feet of birds; on his walls the blue-black interchange for plumage is foiinil in the quail-chick-

hieroglyph (Cl 43) of which the markings are blue in some examples, black in others.

This statement grew out of a conversation with .Mr. I.ansing, although we would not convey the imiiression

that it is a final ami settled conviction of his.

Von agypt. Kunst (3d edition), p. 73, referring in a general way to the hair of gmls, kings, and ileceased

persons,

of the Met. Mus., tqtfi, pp. 238-242: acc. nos. »K4.i84.2i7-2iy. of which numbers 218 and 210 are white,

and number 2t7 is blue in color. In such a scene as that given in Davies. '/u.u Hatnenide tombs, pi. xiv, the (jod-
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The question

of blue in the

object of vision

A possible phys-

iological basis

for blue-black-

gray confusion

tant head kerchiefs is deep blue in color. We should note that Schafer's suggestion

of symbolism in blue color, like that of the preceding paragraph, involves the aban-

donment of a theory of would-be fidelity in representation. For our own part we

should be better satisfied with a hypothesis that did not set apart blue as in inten-

tion used differently from other colors. The psychology of the blue-black practice

would seem to us to be analogous to that suggested above for the use of black where

we should employ dark gray (pp. 46-47), namely, to originate in mental pictures of

certain things carried in memory now as blue, now as black.

Let us see where a working theory that the Egyptian artist in his use of blue and

black was expressing what he saw about him will lead us. The differences between

his rendering of the objective world and what appears to us typical and natural are

the immediate difficulty, as we have set forth above. Two lines of inquiry deserve con-

sideration. The first may be introduced by a remark of Koldewey as quoted by Miss

Swindler when writing of blue hair in archaic Greek sculpture: “Koldewey calls at-

tention to the fact that in the East the hair of men and animals always has a touch of

blue. Where we think black, they thought blue.”"" Here the cause of the blue con-

vention is placed in the object of vision. If this is true of hair, then in early Egypt so

also must mud-brick walls, fields ploughed but not yet verdant with crops, mud seals,

and the black to gray plumage of birds all have had a touch of blue in them. One

modern example of such a color impression is found in Bengt Berg’s description of

what the migratory birds flying above the Delta of the Nile see: “The first glimpse

of Egypt that the birds-of-passage behold consists of the blue-gray earth and the green

fields. . . . The question at this point is whether inherent and reflected blues un-

der the conditions of light in Mediterranean lands would be strong enough to occa-

sion the blue interchange for black and gray in the case of the objects mentioned.

A second inquiry is suggested by various observations about the vision of present-

day Egyptian peasants, who are believed to have retained many of the physical char-

dess of the West appears in the blue archaic headdress, the deceased is represented in the garb of the living with a

contemporary style of wig painted black. The representation of deified human beings is always, that of gods, very

often, anthropctmorphic, but the iconography was established in early times and remained thereafter fairly static.

Contemporary fashions in drc.ss are seen chiefly in the case of human beings depicted as living, and even though wig

covers had a use in the Will Dynasty, as these extant specimens prove, the dignitaries of the later age did not. so

far as we have noted, choose to be portrayed wearing them. Thus a distinct difference is noticeable in the head-

gear of the gods and of living men and women which does not necessarily find its explanation in symbolism.

Painting, p. 139.

To Africa with the Migratory Birds, p. 86.
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acteristics and habits of their remote ancestors. Mackay inclines to attribute the blue

convention for hair to a lack of visual perception of a difference between blue and

black, and says that the modern fellah cannot readily distinguish between these two

colors.”* Further, Miss Blackman has pointed out an analog\' between modern and

ancient practice in the use of blue for mourning,"* the meager ancient evitlence hav-

ing first been made known by Gardiner.”* But of greater bearing on the question are

the investigations made early in the present century by \V. 11. R. Rivers with the as-

sistance of Randall-Maciver. These two scholars, the first versed in medicine, the

second in Egyptology, examined the color terminology and vision t)f eight\' Upper

Egyptian peasants'” and found a limited vocabulary resulting, for instance, in talk

about “blue and green donkeys,” and a tendency to match W(k)1s acconling to their

similarity in saturation'” rather than according to their similarity in hue.'’' The

“specific threshold”'” for blue of these peasants was found to be high as compared

to that of north Europeans; in other words, they were less sensitive t«' blue. We our-

selves often find it difficult to distinguish a very dark blue from black, and we shoiiKI

suppose that, if ancient Egyptian eyes were less sensitive to blue than ours, the range

of stimuli, which might seem in the case of different artists fairly well representeil

now by blue, now by black, or again by dark gray paint, would thereby be increaseil.

Rivers has shown that what he observed of the l-gN ptian peasants is not an isi

lated phenomenon, but characterizes other peoples undeveloped culturall\'. Of a tribe
,')f

in southern India, he wTote: “In its present state the colour-vocabulary of the Totlas

has reached very much the same degree of development as that of the Egyptian peas-

ant or the native of the Torres Straits. There are definite words for reil and yellow,

/. n. 1918, p. 113.

FcUdhin. pp. 286, 295.

Zcitschr. fiir diiypt. Spr., 1910, pp. 162-163.

121 reivers, journ. of the Anthr. Inst., 1901, pp. 229-247. summiiri/t'd in Persons. Colour Vistun (jtl nlilinn;. pp

159-160.

^22 In other terminologies called variously "'color intensity." "chroma," "chromalicity.” "purity.
"

'll is that at-

tribute of color by which the normal eye perceives, in addition to hue. the presence or absence of gray" (Maer/ anti

Paul, Diet., p. 10).

*23 Almost universally used for that one of the three attributes of color by which red. yellow, blue, etc
. are dil-

ferentiated one from another.

12* Parsons, Co/oMr V'ision (2d edition), pp. 22,66. When light is gradually atimilted to a dark room, the moment

when the eye distinguishes betw'een dark and light, perceiving white and tones of gray in aiidilioi] to black, is called the

"general threshold." With more light the eye sees the different hues, each one of which has its "specific thresluiM."
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less definite nomenclature for green and blue; blue and black are often given the same

name, and there are no definite terms for brown or violet. . . . The Todas confirm the

conclusion reached in my previous papers, that the defective nomenclature for blue

which is so generally found among races of low culture is associated with a certain

degree of defective sensibility for this colour.” In this connection, it is of interest

to recall the controversy ranging back through the decades to the time of Gladstone,

who in 1858 propounded the theory that the vision of the Homeric Greeks was

still in an undeveloped state.^®® The question of vision in Homeric times has recently

been examined anew, and the author summarized her results as follows; “I under-

took the study of the use of color in I lomer with the conviction that its peculiarities

were caused by shortcomings in the vision of the Homeric Greeks. But further study

of both 1 lomer and modern scientific theories of color have failed to reveal grounds

for this idea. . . . The only trace of a perception of colors in I lomer different from our

own is the preponderance of black, gray, and white words over those expressing hue.”

No such study as that carried out by Miss Wallace in respect to the Homeric poems

has yet been undertaken of terms for color in ancient Egyptian literature.’^® Such an

investigation, although interesting in itself, would have no vital importance for us, in-

asmuch as poverty of color terms in antiquity if established for Egypt would not nec-

essarily imply limited color sensations. One may perceive more than he has need to

differentiate by a special name. Color vocabulary is indicative of the level of culture

but is not, we believe, a safe criterion of actual color experiences. The question now

before us is whether the blue, black, and gray conventions in ancient Egyptian paint-

ing had their basis in a physiological equipment for vision similar to that of the Up-

per Egyptians as studied by Rivers, one not pathological or even undeveloped, since

the ancient Egyptian was able, as his paintings well prove, to perceive and utilize all

the primary pigments, much less a condition of color blindness, but a vision differing

slightly from that of men of more northern climes and more favorable to occasional

blue-black-gray confusion.’"" This theory places the cause of the conventions in the

Brit. Journ. of Psycholot^iy, icxM-i*)05 . PP- 321-396, in particular, pp. 327, 331.

Studies on Homer, III, pp. 483-4iS4, 488.

Wallace, Color in Homer, pp. 82-83.

128 See, lu)wcver, Grapow, Bildl. Ausdriicke des Acgyptischeft, pp. 54-57, 106.

128 Whether or not the high threshold for blue postulated for the Egyptians under this theory could be due to

greater macular pigmentation, as Rivers once suggested (see Parsons, Colour Vision [2d edition 1. p. 160). or possi-

bly to climatic or housing conditions with a constant strain on the eyes for dark and light adaptation is outside our

province to judge.
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organ of vision rather than in the object of vision. We think this subject should have

further examination. Since scientific theories of color vision and methods of research

have been advancing rapidly in the last years, probably new tests of the peasants' vi-

sion are now advisable.

A number of blue-black alternatives persisted from the time of the introduction of

blue pigment throughout Pharaonic Egyptian art, but certain preferences developed

among them to which we should now give attention. Although the convention t)f blue

for hair was never lost, in a large majority of cases the conception of hair as black pre-

vailed.'*® On the other hand, the blue concept for water was generally preferred. I he

rightness according to Egyptian standards of the.se two choices is amusingly illus-

trated in some of the hieroglyphs; that of the streaming eye”" has the lids with their

lashes black, the tears blue;*” the sign has the man's hair black, the water issuing

from the pot usually blue, although in Per-neb's south offering list it is black. In

still other hieroglyphs which include a dash of water, the water is commonly blue in

color.”" And this statement is not contradicted by the common hieroglyphs for n and

nearly always black.**® These signs represent ripples of water, stylized just as

are the ripples on blue bodies of water in scenes of sport and of other activities in-

volving water and in the pfx)l- and well-signs.*** The blackness is here the abstract

blackness of drawing lines, not the black of the older rendering of water,”" and in these

lao In Per-neb’s decoration, as far as its present condition permits one to judf;e, the bine c(»nventi(»n cKCuneil only

for the mane of the lion in hieroglyph F 4. Human hair and wigs arc everywhere black. Occasionally in Olil Kingilom

art the two conventions appear together, as when in Per-neb’s tomb hieroglyph I* 4 has the mane bine aiul the inft

of hair at the elbow black (pi. xiii), and when on the stela of Nen-khefly-ka sign O 2 has the hair black and the

beard blue. Compare the more usual coloring of the last-mentioned sign given in plate 1, i.

*31 D 9.

132 We observed an example so painted in the tomb of Vedu on the north wall to the east of the entrance.

i 3 '‘ Blue, however, on his north wall.

134 e.g., A 6, D 60, W 15 (in Per-neb’s tomb with the addition of a spout), and W if), cf. Griffith, Beni Uman, Ml.

p. 18, fig. 48 (W 16), "contrary to the usual practice, the water is coloured black." l lie monogram '
, the older

scheme of which with stream black is rcprcxiuced in Petrie, Medum, pi. xxiv, txcurs on Per-neb’s north arul south

walls with spittle blue, and the same coloring is to be seen in the burial chamber of Ka-kher-Ptah.

13 5 is; 35 and N (35).

i 3« See Lutz, Steles, p. 17, no. 31, a provincial stela, not earlier than the close of the Old Kingdom, with n blue

*37 N 39 and N 41.

As in another form of the pcxd-.sign, N 37, solid black in Petrie, Medum, pis. xviii, xxiii, xxiv. We are not in a

position to say whether the artists here thought of water as black or only painted it so for lack of a blue pigment,

cf. the following note 149.

Preferences

among blue-

black con-

ventions
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single blue

pigment

zigzags, whether drawn on bodies of water or separately placed, movement, not the

water itself, is the underlying conception. We must not omit to note, too, that blue for

the sky early took its place among the favored Egyptian color concepts. The variable

blue and black in the granary-sign (pi. i, j)“® and in another common hieroglyph,

X 8,*^“ have yet to be cleared up.

Obviously what the ancient Egyptian artist was capable of seeing and carrying as

color memories and what he could express in pigments are two very different things,

the latter being far more limited."' So the blue-black interchanges may well be more

crass on his walls than they ever were in his color concepts. 1 le had as his most avail-

able blue pigment one of very intense and nearly pure hue, and this must usually do

duty for mere tints of blue in nature, such as the “heavenly” blue petals of Nymphaea

caertilea,^'‘‘ and for shades of blue so dark that even we should readily confuse them

with black. There seem to be some indications that when the Egyptian artist em-

ployed both black and blue on a single object, he used black for the darker parts;

thus eyelashes surely appear blacker than tears,"® the hair of the head is sometimes

darker than a beard,"' the tufts of hair at a lion’s elbows are often darker than the

mane,"" and in some birds, notably the Neophron percnoplerus, L., or Egyptian vul-

ture, the primary and tail feathers, painted black by the Egyptians (pi. xin),"“ look

51, usually with blue and black together but in variable di.stribution. See Junker's discussion of the sign

(Gi^a I, p. 17H) and the example given in colors in Davies, Ptahhetep, 1
,
pi. xviii, .401; we noted an unpublished ex-

ample of the sign in Ka-em-nofret's decoration painted as the one just cited from Ptah-hotpe’s tomb.

140 In Per-neb's tomb this sign, except for its free interior, was black; in Ka-cm-^onekh's burial chamber, the

bottom of the frame is black, the inner pyramidal mark is blue, and the sloping sides are black, cf. Grillith, Beni

Hasan, 111
, p. 32, and Hieroglyphs, p. 6.|.

141 Wc conceive of the ancient Egyptian -artists as having (1) manifold sensations or perceptions of color; (2)

a .selection of the foregoing carried in memory as color concepts for particular things; (3) far less numerous con-

ventions, the last being limiteil in part by the nature of the foregoing categories 1 and 2, in part by the number of

available pigments, the degree of experience attained to in utilizing pigments, and other conditions controlling

artistic practice in ancient Egypt.

^^2 Pale blue was used very little, if at all, on the top surface; certainly not, just where one might expect it, on

the petals of the blue water lily,

cf. above, p. 59.

’ *4 cf. p. 59, note 130.

148 rhis is true of a magnificent male lion in the Toledo Zoological Garden, whose tufts are wholly deep black

and whose mane is in part black, in part yellow.

i Second sign, second rectangle from left, third from top of plate. For the correct raptorial beak and form of

head, which have unfortunately been lost in plate xiii, compare plate xi. Fhe distribution of blue and black in our

restoration is in large part guaranteed by bits of color on various examples of the sign in Per-neb's tomb, but in the

white area with inner spots marked off on the wing, we were guided (as we now suspect, wrongly) by Griffith,

Beni Hasan, 111
,
pi. 11, 13-
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darker than the secondary feathers, which were painted blue.”’ This consideration

may well have value for the interpretation of puzzling hieroglyphs painted in part black,

in part blue, such as those mentioned at the close of the preceding paragraph.

We are greatly obliged to Dr. John F. Shepard, Professor of Psychology in the Uni-

versity of Michigan, for reading and discussing with us the foregoing paragraphs on

gray-black-blue interchanges. Dr Shepard reminds us that gra>’-black interchanges

may be fully accounted for by differences in surroundings, one observer regarding as

black what another, under other lighting or environment, would see as gray. He sug-

gests that in the substitution of blue for black — or for gray — some influence of

color contrast may at the outset have been the determining factor. Blue sensations are

readily induced in the laboratory by means of juxtaposing yellow and gra>' or > ellow

and black, blue color being complementar\’ to yellow. Natural conditions in histori-

cal times would seem to the present writer probably alwa>s to have been favorable

to promoting induced blues in the vision of the inhabitants of l:gypt. This is partic-

ularly true now in Upper Egypt because of the inclosing cliffs and strips of desert,

which are prevailingly yellow in tone and are generally in view, near by or in the dis-

tance. In such an agricultural country much yellow must have been visible, t(H), in

the fields, in the past as it is now, at the time of the ripening and the harvesting of

grain. And at all seasons of the year, in the almost rainless climate, the yellow of dif-

fuse sunlight is, and undoubtedly was in ancient times, especially strong and abun-

dant.”" In judging the matter, one must recall that the liuropean or American visitor

to Egypt today is bound by many visual habits acquired in a different environment,

and that the ancient Egyptians seldom experienced other conditions for vision than

those of their own land. On the other hand, in Dr. Shepard’s opinion, the substitution

of a black concept for a blue one”” might well be accounted for by a high threshold

See the description of thi.s bird by Whymper in Anc. ifps. P- \Ve arc indebted to Dr. I rank M (chap-

man of the American Museum of Natural History for opportunity to examine specimens of Neophron perenopteruK

in the Museum’s collection.

Ilering regarded diffuse sunlight as distinctly yellow (thus quoted in Parsons, Colour Viiton f2d editifinJ,

p. 28).

It is a question how many blue-black interchanges of ancient I gyplian painting may be so classified; usually

one is concerned with a blue pigment used for black as seen by most persons, and f^ne is uncertain finding both blue

and black in use for an object of vision such as water, which we commonly regard as blue, whether the black was

not a hold-over from a time when artists had no blue pigment, when their only green pigment (crushed malachite)

was costly, and they perhaps used black as their nearest practical approach to recording in i>ainting what they saw

as blue.
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for blue, if this was really characteristic of the ancient Egyptians. The tests used by

Rivers, however, he regards as inadequate to prove the conclusion Rivers reached, and

he suggests that the lesser sensitiveness to blue of present-day Egyptian peasants may
be attributable to color ignorance, akin to that exhibited by untrained observers of

color everywhere, though conceivably greater in degree.

Miss Murray noted among color interchanges in the painting of birds not only a

blue-black, but also a green-blue, interchange.' The green-blue interchange is com-

paratively rare, if not questionable, in the Old Kingdom and therefore concerns us in

this bcx)k far less than the blue-black alternation. We would record the occurrence in

Per-neb’s tomb of green on the handle and front projection of the hieroglyph sup-

posed to represent a stone jug, the remainder of its color being lost; the correspond-

ing parts of this sign in Ptah-hotpe’s decoration are blue. In this case possibly the

respective artists had in mind different materials for the jug. We are on surer ground

in taking the Old Kingdom conventions for the plumage of definite birds and for

water. 'I'he green alternative for blue in such cases does not once occur in Per-neb's

chambers; one must look for it chiefly in the Meidum and Abusir decorations,""* and

the small number of examples as compared with the preponderance of blue in the same

signs and details elsewhere renders the green when it occurs open to the suspicion of

not being original, but being due to chemical change."*" These cases then require

further examination. If really to be trusted, they present interesting questions as to

the organization of the controlling artists and the perturbations through which color

^^^Saq. Mast., I, p, 46; Miss Murray, loc. cit., refers also to a rcd-yellow interchange in the coloring of birds; this

has not come under our observation.

W 9.

1^2 See the colored plates of Petrie, Medum, and the records of colors in Borchardt, $aJhu-re^, II, Nefer-ir-

kei-re^, and hic-iiscr-rc^

,

also scattered examples given in Murray, Sag. Mast., I, pi. xi.ii. In view of the existence of

a blue-black interchange, an occasional apparent green-black interchange is in nowise surprising. In the Sahu-Re^ fu-

nerary temple the signs for house and court, O 1 and O 4, appear one black, the other green (Borchardt, op. cit., II,

pl.s. 34, 55). and the letter t (X i) is noted only once as blue (Borchardt, op. cit., II, pi. 17), everywhere else it is black

or green.

cf. above, pp. 30 and 39 with note 14. Azurite blue being an unstable color and Egyptian blue exceptionally

dependable, we should not look for a chemical change from original blue to green after Egyptian blue had com-

pletely superseded the earlier pigment— that is, assuming that azurite blue was considerably used on earlier monu-

ments and was only gradually replaced by the artificial blue pigment, fhe only change taking place in the latter is a

slight graying of the surface, probably to be attributed in part to alteration in the vehicle or varnish used with it,

in part to surface accumulation of finely divided extraneous matter (cf. pp. 32-33)- Griffith's conjecture of a green

being due to the use of a "compound colour from which the vegetable element has disappeared" (Hieroglyphs, p. 19)

is obsolete, for today Pharaonic Egyptian pigments are not believed ever to have had a vegetable origin.
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conventions passed before a generally accepted system was worked out. On the other

hand, a substitution at times in later Egyptian decorations of green for blue is un-

deniable, the instances being too numerous and too consistently carried out to be ac-

cidental. Thus we find occasionally a two-color scheme formerly black and blue trans-

posed as it were into a higher key of blue and green. This applies to the Metropolitan

Museum's fragment (acc. no. 15.2.4), part of a door jamb dating from the Eight-

eenth Dynasty (around 1500 b.c.), in which certain signs have blue earth and green

water instead of black earth and blue water as so often in the Old Kingdom.'”

Again the blackish collar of the Egyptian cobra (Naja haje, Linn.), represented in

sign 1 10, is rendered now’ by blue,'” now by green.'” It is given sometimes as a band

of pigment from edge to edge of the sign, but in the Old Kingdom more often by a

rounded spot suggesting its under blacker part."*

The green-blue interchanges so far as they are genuinely of ancient date seem less

puzzling than the interchanges of blue and black, in that they may well have their

origin in color sensations which we have all experienced. Besides the unitary green

The sea the Egyptian conceived as green, for he called it “the Cirent Green/' but the green convention for

water is comparatively infrequent in his art, blue prevailing in the New Kingdom as earlier. 7 hc fact is interesting

that the blue convention for water goes back to the pyramid age. Nothing couKI he less true ol the Nile aiul the ir-

rigation canals of Egypt in most of their apiH*arances, but of all their changing aspects, blue, like the sky above, was

the one which impressed itself on the artist's memory and became his usual color concept for water.

i5ij We refer for the XVIII Dynasty door jamb to signs N j6, N iq. and N 41 ; Per-neb’s decoration has the blue-

black combination preserved in .signs N 37, N 40, and N 41. Alsf) c)f interest here is the later introduction of blue in

the sign of the flowering reed (M 17), which in the V Dynasty was entirely green. 1 he examples of this sign on the

private shrine found by Frankfort at F.l <’Amarneh and publisheil by him in monochrome in /. A., i<V7. plv

xi.v, 2, 3, and xlvii, as we notetl on the original in Cairo, have a blue stem and rib, conlinu*)us t(j the end ol the

drooping top, and green only on the branches. That this is not an erratic example is proved by a XII Dynasty oc-

currence of the same color scheme for M 17 (A. M. Blackman, .l/c/r, I, pi. xxxi, 1) and by others of the New King-

dom (eg., Davies, Two Sculptors, pi. viii). We recall both blue and green on the sign in the temple of .Meilinet

Habu. Here, it looks as if green were used for the part of the fhjwering reeil which is lighter in color, blue for the

darker part.

i*«c.g., in the decorations of Ka-hi-ef, Nen-kliefly-ka, and Yedut; black, however, in Lepsius, Denkmalcr, II,

pi. q6.

Examples of the Old Kingdom recorded in Murray, Saq, Mast., I. pi. xi.ii, f»ne of the .XVIII Dynasty repro-

duced in Griflith. Hieroglyphs, pi. ii. 16.

^•'^«See the description of the cobra’s coloring in Anderson. Kepttlia and Hatrarhia, p. 31 p 1 he yellow above and

streak of white below', which characterize the creature — aside from its markings -in sign I 10 of F'gyptian art. cor-

respond about as closely as one expects in conventions to the natural, somewhat variable. coK»ring, brown above, yel-

lowish below. Gardiner, Gram., p. 4^16. cautiously interprets sign I 10 only as a “snake.'' I he cf»If»rs ami patterning of

the sign in the more careful ancient paintings (so far as we have been able to gel to them) M'em to us to sjjeak for

its identification with the cobra. Sethe so identifies it (L'rspr. d. Alphabets, p. 137), but we cannot follow him in sup-

posing the cobra goddes.s's name to mean “die Griinlichc,'’ or in his later translation “die Papyrusfarbene*' (Urg.

alteste Rel., S 52).

riieir possible

origin
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and blue sensations, many green-blue blends are felt by normal eyes which are only

to be correctly described by the use of both color names, for neither color loses its

identity in the union, as do red and green when they unite to make yellow. It would

seem that a transition from unitary blue to a green-blue blend might easily arise in

the preparation of pigments,*®" and might readily be followed by another transition

from the blend to unitary green. When the color is not unitary, and even when it is,

the modern observer often has difficulty with nomenclature. This is true of one of the

colors appearing in the representation of wall hangings in the tomb of Hesy-Re^^ which

is called green by Quibell*"" and blue by Miss Murray.'®* Likewise the Egyptian vul-

ture (G I. Neophron percnopterus) in a painting at Beni Hasan is described by Grif-

fith as having green color,'®* whereas Whymper calls the color blue.*®* We need hard-

ly wonder that the passage from blue through green-blue to green was made by the

ancient colorist. But though the green-blue interchanges may have been fortuitous in

origin, they were afterwards deliberately cultivated, possibly having a connection with

a tendency in later painting to depart from the full strong colors of the earlier age

and to use tones higher in the scale of values. The acquisition of a cheap artificial

green pigment, which was probably unknown in the time of the Old Kingdom, would

have facilitated their cultivation. In the first examples mentioned on page 63, name-

ly, signs depicting earth and water, the later color schemes do not violate known

Egyptian conventions; in the case of the cobra’s markings, we must at least consider

whether cult images could be back of the coloring.'®' An interchange of green and blue

in this and numerous other possible cases of temple apparatus and royal regalia might

get started as representing respectively inlays of amazon stone or turquoise and in-

lays of lapis lazuli.'®® If our theory is right, these are not true interchanges, in the sense

f^Lisscir.s account of the preparation of green and blue frits in Medum, pp. 43-^6. 'I'he Fgyptians had the

grccn-blue blend in glazes before they acquired Egyptian blue frit, but they developed green frit for use as a pig-

ment from blue frit.

p. 6, colored pis. viii, ix. We hope that the tomb will one day be re-excavated, and that a chemical ex-

amination will be made of this pigment, which in the plates, however, as defined in the M unsell notation (G 7/2) is

not a blend, but a green.

Sculpture, p. 44.

Bcfii Hasan, III, fig. 13. commented on in Hieroglyphs, p. 19.

A nc. I£g,, 1915, p. 2.

A cobra divinity w'as worshiped in early times in the X nome of Upper Egypt and is pictured in the nome-

sign in the form of hieroglyph I 10 plus a feather and carried on a standard; cf. Sethe, Urg. u. dlteste RcL, 9 52.

166 They would then fall under the secondary colors referred to on our pages 47-48.
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in which we wish to employ the term. In the former case we had alternating conven-

tions for objects which do not change their essential appearance, but here in the pos-

tulated cobra-statues’ collar and like examples, alternating colors in the object itself.

Certain other alternations of color invite an examination, among them the yellow

and red conventions for the skin of men and women. At Meidum, there is clear and

abundant evidence for both yellow and red as conventions for men’s flesh color,'"* but

none for red for women’s skin. The red convention for women is found, however, in

later times.'*^ By the Fifth Dynasty, the Egj ptians had an almost fixed convention of

red for the hieroglyphs depicting human members, and these we may believe would

generally be considered masculine even when not demonstrably so. Only in a sign or

two does the alternation continue, as in that of the forearm stretched forth holding an

offering pot,'"* the arm being yellow on Ka-em-snew’s wall (pi. i, a, g), likewise in

Per-neb’s tomb,'"® but elsewhere occasionally red."" Red by the late Fifth Dynasty

definitely belonged to men,'" yellow to women ; and these conventions prevailed gen-

Hieroglyphs A 20. D 58. and V is. yellow in Petrie. Medum, pis. xi. xiii, red in pis. xn, xiii, xvn. xxiii. x\iv,

xxvMi, must be regarded as derived from men*s figures; in the scenes the men’s ligiires range in color thrtuigh sev-

eral shades of red and pale brown-red to one almost yellow in the scene of boat making depictet! in plate xi. Other

signs for parts of the human body painted now red, now yellow, are I) 21, I) 28, I) ^6, and I) 40. ami probably mere

chance has preserved at Meidum the .seated shepherd (A 47) only yellow ami the negating arms (I) is), the arms with

a shield and a weapon (D 34*), and the legs supporting a pot (W 2^) only red. An alternation of retl and yellow lor

hieroglyphs representing parts of the body is indicated, too. for certain reliefs of early date in the (>airo Museum,

where sign H 36 has been observed red, and the hieroglyphs of the open mouth (1) 21), the hand (I) 4h). ami the

leg (D 58), yellow (Murray, Saq. Mast., 1 . pi. XLi). Compare the yellow flesh tt»nes of the statue of King Djoser men*

tioned in Firth, A unales, 1925, p. 150, and Murray, Sculpture, y. 31.

i”" See Lepsius, Dcnkmdler, Text, III, p. 222; Davies, Tl Amarua. I. p. 14. note 1. On the stela of Nen-wal (Melrf>-

politan Museum, acc. no. 12.182.3; Ran.som, Bull, of the Met. Mus., 1913, p. 74, fig. 5), the skin of women is painted

with a red only slightly higher in value than that used for men.

D 39.

i***" It is yellow also in Ka-nc-nesut Il’s decoration.

I'o Murray, Saq. Mast., I, pi. xi r. In Ka-em-^onekh’s tomb, the sign of the ft»rearm with palm downward (I) 41) is

yellow above a group of musicians in the upper chamber, red in the burial chamber. Wholly regular, however, is the

yellow skin of the figure leaning on a forked staff (correspomfing to A 20) in the title suny.i of l:n-sedjer ka. for the

hieroglyph is assimilated to the sex of the tomb owner, the dress tcK) being feminine.

171 Very cautiously and tentatively we would .suggest that the early lighter cf)nventi«>n for men’s skin may have

had its basis in the influx of lighter-skinned people into the lower Nile Valley, which is believed greatly to have

strengthened the Egyptian race in the Early Dynastic period just when the hieroglyphs were multiplying fSmilh,

Anc. Iigyptians. pp. 95 ff.). Coming from the north, the new people were of lighter complexion than those alreatly

long establi.shed in Egypt. As Mr. Winlock has reminded us, the inhabitants of the Delta have at all times been

somewhat lighter of complexion than Upper Egyptians. In the Meidum paintings we should then have the waning

yellow and the waxing red conventions, the latter being influenced by the in^>re southerly darker-skinned population.

On the IV Dynasty stela of Wep-em-nofret— which is without blue color — the red convention is already Cf»m-

pletely in the ascendency, there being no yellow hieroglyphs on it which represent parts of the bf>dy.
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erally in wall scenes from the Fifth Dynasty on, although the alternative for each sex

occasionally manifested itself.”®

The hieroglyph of the human head in front view”® seems to belong in a different

class; it undoubtedly represents a male head, inasmuch as it is bearded, and early and

late alike, as far as evidence shows,”® it is invariably of yellow complexion (pis. i, i,

xm). For the yellow convention in this case some special meaning now lost to us may

be responsible. In this connection, we remind the reader of the yellow convention in

the Sahu-Re*^ reliefs for the god Sopdu and the demi-god Magic, possibly conceived

as Asiatics, and for the demi-god Napri (Grain), for whom, of course, yellow was

fitting.”® Although we prefer the hypothesis just stated, we wish to mention Mr. Win-

lock’s suggestion that yellow was used here merely to facilitate the painting of the

eyes, nose, and mouth, dependent in a front view on a good contrast between the pig-

ment of the complexion and those used for the features. We ourselves attribute the

use of orange-red instead of brown-red for hieroglyphs representing parts of the body

to a desire for greater legibility, no difference of significance being discernible be-

tween the two reds as used in Per-neb’s decoration. We should, however, expect a dif-

ference in the meaning of red and yellow as colors for the skin in the late Fifth Dy-

nasty.

Certain early changes from a yellow to a green convention must also be given con-

sideration. This is a matter principally of hieroglyphs representing baskets, ropes,

plant fibers, and the like. All of these hieroglyphs which occur in Per-neb’s main cham-

ber are green in color.”® We must go farther back, to Meidum and scattered monu-

Yellow has been reported in a representation of a statue of a tomb owner, but Junker suggested that the inten-

tion was to render the color of the material of the statue rather than that of a man’s skin (An^einer, 1929, p. 112).

Yellow for living men in reliefs of the XII Dynasty is noted in A. M. Blackman, Meir, I, p. 17. Compare also a fig-

ure in the round of Meket-Ke^ presiding at the counting of cattle (Winlock, Bull, of the Met. Mus., 1920, Decem-

ber, part II, p. 18, fig. 8), to the yellowness of which Mr. Winlock once called our attention, attributing it to Meket-

RC-^’s high station and consequent protection from exposure to the sun in field labor: compare also the yellow-skinned

male rowers of a boat model belonging to the Toledo Museum of Art (no. 27.138). Several references for red as the

flesh color of women have been given in note 1O7.

D 2.

174 J'he white of this sign in Petrie, Medum, pi. xi, we suppose to indicate loss of color, for the beard would not

have been painted white.

Borchardt, SadjH-re^, II, pp. 19, j8, 41, pis. 5, 20, 25, 30. The yellow skin of the god "Grain” is interesting as

an example of symbolism rather than representation in Egyptian color. But here we have to do with a being that

had no objective existence. Even here, however, some will see an element of representation in that the god's figure

is anthropomorphic and covered over with liny ovals as if clad in grain or tattooed with it.

We refer to signs M 17. Q 3. V 4. V 13, V 16, V 28, V 30, V 31, and Aa i.
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ments of the Fourth Dynasty, to find them generally yellow, although the yellow con-

vention in their case seems to have persisted somewhat longer than the common use

of yellow for men’s skin, occurring as it does on certain reliefs which have the hiero-

glyphs of the parts of the body red."^ In the past, the supposition has been that the

early yellow color stood for dry rushes,”* but no one has explained why green should

have been substituted for it. As papyrus, rushes, flax, or palm fibers, surely would not

long have remained green when worked into baskets and cords, we should think that

the convention altered perhaps during the progress of the basket industry, in which

more and more dyed materials may have been used, green-dyed rushes suggesting the

color of the fresh materials and being especially liked.”* This idea is more plausible

for baskets than for ropes, and perhaps we should do better to entertain the theory

that the color concept green, involving a knowledge of the original color of baskets

and ropes before they had dried out, in some unknown way came largely to super-

sede the earlier convention yellow.'**

But we have further to consider a suggestion by which, if it is right, the early yel-

low convention for basketry and ropes becomes nonexistent. Junker, discussing the in-

laid colors of the hieroglyphs on the pedestal of a statue of Prince Hem-Ony, a con-

temporary of Khufu, noted a large amount of yellow, which seemed to him hardly

naturalistic in the case of the flowering-reed- and basket-signs;'** and he suggested

that the depressions for signs having inner drawing, but no cells to receive the con-

trasting pigments, were first filled with a ‘'neutral” mass'"" and then topped with

thin layers of the proper colors. He called attention, further, to a certain all-yellow

group in the mastabeh of Nufer-ma^ct as probably once having had top color which

Junker, Giza /, pi. xxin, and the stela of Wep-cm-nofret. In Meiduni sometimes associated with red ft)r parts

of the body as in sign V 15; see Petrie, Medum, pis. xii, xxiv.

Griffith, Hieroglyphs, p. 47, apropos of V 30. We should note here that in the New Kingdom (he yellow con-

vention for rope occurs in some scenes (e.g., Davies, Puyemre, I, pis. xviii, xix; cf. above, p. 42, note 20;, but the

green convention for rope-hieroglyphs established in the Old Kingdom is generally retained (e g.. Davies, Two Sculps

tors, pi. viii).

Hangings, presumably of matting, very often exhibit a yellow-green design. Such a one was projected behind

Per-neb’s litter in the outer chamber, and another is to be seen behind a seated figure on Ka-hi-ef’s west wall; still

another in Yasen's tomb. The coloring of the mat in hieroglyph K 4 is green ami yellow on Per-neb's west wall. I he

matting over the back of a hornless bull on Kai's north wall is yellow in color, at Deir el Gebrawi a similar covering

is striped green and yellow (Davies, Deir el Gebrawi, II, pi. xix).

1*0 In a scene of rope making in Ka-hi-ef’s tomb, the rope is green in color (junker, Anzeiger, 1913, p. 27).

M 17 and V 30.

1*2 Junker uses this term, surely an inadvertence in the case of yellow,
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has peeled away."’ If we understand him rightly, he would account not only for a

frequent absence of inner drawing, but also for the presence of what he deems false

yellow color, by the peeling away of the upper surface."* First, we must note that yel-

low on basket-, fiber-, and rope-signs is not confined to inscriptions incised in stone

and filled with color, as are those which were the subject of Junker’s discussion. If we

were to suppose that inlaid signs when yellow had lost an upper layer of green, we

should have to suppose that in bas-relief, too, green in early times customarily had a

foundation of yellow. Now, as a matter of fact, green is a somewhat fugitive pigment,

easily peeling cleanly enough to leave no record of its one-time presence; moreover,

we have observed a few examples in bas-relief of green above yellow which might

seem to support a theory that yellow when occurring on rope- and basket-signs was

only a foundation, not a top, pigment."® Yet this explanation does not satisfy the con-

ditions as regards inner drawing. Again and again inner drawing is preserved at Mei-

dum, and we have complete signs, yellow in color, with the drawing and outlines nor-

mal to them in red or black line."® We do not think it likely that green was ever pres-

ent, covering and hiding these drawing lines, except where a deliberate change was

made during the progress of the decoration, and a sign originally yellow was over-

painted green. We attribute the rare cases of both yellow and green occurring in the

i«a Petrie, Medum, pi. xxiv, in the case of the successive signs F 25. G 43, V 31. In this Junker followed the

opinion expressed by Petrie, of*, cii., p. 29, at the end of chapter III, under Green (see reference, note 184).

Gtzn /, p. 155.

1H5
'i iic stela of Wep-em-nofret, in bas-relief, as we examinei! it in 1915. had the following signs yellow: Q 3, V 4,

V 13, V 31, Aa I. In the case of M 17, one example was yellow, two were green, and of the latter, one had the green

clearly above yellow. Two signs, M 23 and M 28, showed green on top of yellow, while M 30 was part green, part

yellow.

See especially the basket-signs, V 30 and V 31, in Petrie, Medum, pi. xvii, bottom register at right, pi. xviii

at left, and the letter h (Aa i), pi. xxiii, bottom register, all of which show the normal inner drawing in red line

which presumably has been lost from the solid yellow signs under modern vicissitudes and abuse; cf. Petrie, op, cit,,

p. 25.

The hieroglyphs on Wep-em-nofret's stela which show green above yellow (M 17 and M 28) are everywhere

at Meidum green, as we should expect of signs representing living plants. The flowering reed (M 17), which might be

used fresh or dried, anil which fluctuates on the stela, does .so also at Meidum. In the tomb of Kai, signs M 17, V 28,

V 30, and Aa i occur both green and yellow. M 23 occurs only green; Q 3, V 13, and V 31 are only yellow there, as

far as we observed. In the tomb of Nesut-nofre we noted V 4, V 13, V 16, and Aa i only yellow, and M 17, M 23,

Q 3, and V 28 only green; the ba.sket-sign V 30 is here elaborately checkered in black and green. The burial chamber

of Ka-cm-^onekh has an example of sign M 17 painted yellow, so also has the stela of Nen-khefty-ka. Junker's

other Gizeh volumes will no doubt greatly enrich our knowledge of Old Kingdom polychromy, but in the mean-

time we are availing ourselves of his most kind and generous permission to make free use of the color notes we

took in the tombs of his concession.
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same decoration for one or another of the basket- and rope-signs to a fluctuation

between two possible conventions similar to that seen in Per-neb’s tomb in the case

of the hieroglyph of a house (O i ), appearing at least once black, but usually blue, and

in the case of the quail-chick-hieroglyph (O 43) with inner markings sometimes black

sometimes blue. We should record here, too, that in the painted but unsculptured in-

scription on the round lintel of Per-neb’s entrance, one of the basket-signs"'* and

parts of the scepter- and chisel-hieroglyphs,"’" customarily green in the later Fifth Dy-

nasty, are painted yellow, whether as a survival of an oliler convention or as a founda-

tion for green subsequently lost or never added; we suspect here that parsimony in

the use of malachite prevented the employment of green.

We continue the subject of the preceding paragraph in turning to the color ct>nven-

tions of cartouches, for, when detailed, cartouches appear to represent a piece of rope

whose ends are lashed together, and arc very often painted green."" We are not ac-

quainted with any polychrome decoration containing them which certainly antedates

the Fifth Dynasty, but in the tomb of Mer-ycb of the earlier part of the dynasty,'”

the cartouches are blue, and so they are very often.'"* We venture to think that the

green convention is significant of rope, the blue, a mere abstract substitute for black

drawing pigment; we have never noted black cartouches, but presume that thc>' existed

in the Third and Fourth Dynasties, if not later. A like condition is to be observed in

the ground lines separating registers. These occur rarely green"" and blue,""' gen-

erally black in color, as in Per-neb’s decoration. The occurrence of green suggests that

the examples cited in the preceding note. On the stela of Hem-Min, one basket-sign (V 31) is yellow, an-

other (V 30) green.

jHi) V 30. rhe yellow sign.s \V 10 of the offering lists (pi. xiii) arc probably conceived as baskets, rather than as

gold vessels, for on the stela of Nufer, where they arc green, the reeding c)f the baskets is indicated in the modeling.

S 42 and IJ 23. Perhaps the handles of the objects represented by these signs were wound with rushes to cushion

them. Or again, they may have been conceived as ceremonial objects with colored inlays, alternate blue and green

stripes characterizing the signs on Nen-khefty-ka's stela, alternate yellow and green an example of II 23 *)n the west

wall of Per-neb’s main chamber; under the second interpretation, yellow is more likely to represent gold than merely

common wood, and even under the first suggestion, the fact that the handles of the signs on Per-neb's lintel are

striped horizontally, as sketch lines indicate, is against yellow meaning wood here.

^®ie.g., in Ka-em-snew’s tomb, on the stela of 'fcp-cm-^onekh, and in the tombs of Yedut, Nesul-nofre, and

Seshem-nofre; see also Borchardt, Saibu~re^, 11
,
pis. 12, 38. ^2. (h).

*”-Sce Junker, Ci^a I. p. 9, for the dale.

Lepsius, Denkmdler, II, pis. 21, 22, for Mcr-yeb; I3avies, Dcir el (u'hnmi, II, pi. v. Also in the tomb of Yedut

and on the stela of Hem-Mln.

i®^c.g., in the tombs of Nesut-nofre, Seshem-nofre, and En-sedjer-ka.

1®® e.g., in the tomb of On-sedier-ka.
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Miscellaneous

records

in the beginning these lines may have had color significance, being thought of as the

cultivated land, black before vegetation appeared, green after the crops made ver-

dant the land;’"* blue would then be an occasional alternative for black/®' The fre-

quency of these register divisions and their long-stretched character would very quick-

ly result in their being felt more as lines than as ground, and their color therefore

would take on an abstract quality, to which also the need for vertical division lines

would contribute. Another interesting speculation concerns the gray background,

whether, as some authorities have suggested,’"" it is reminiscent of mud-brick walls.

Whether or not, we may be confident that its value as a neutral, knitting together and

harmonizing all parts of the color scheme, contributed to its long popularity.

A few other color conventions found in Per-neb's decoration should go on record,

although we cannot take the space to discuss them in detail. The hieroglyph of the sun

is painted red with a white rim,’®® that of the star has yellow rays, the center being lost.*®®

'fhe side supports of the booth-hieroglyph, yellow in the main like the roof, are blue at

the bottom, whether to represent earth into which they are sunk or which is banked

up about them, copper sheathing, a binding with different rushes, or what not.*®’ The

single stroke (pi. xiii) is found both blue and black, the color probably being abstract

here, if it was not in origin.*"* The pellet-sign occurs now black, now blue, now green,

now red, in part with apparent appropriateness to the several words determined.*®*

I'he shoots of the rush-hieroglyph are blue.*®* The flint teeth of the sickle-sign are white.

Compare the green line frequent at the base of hieroglyphs N 25 and N 26; sec Petrie, Medum, pi. xiv, and

Grilfith, Hieroglyphs, p. 31.

Compare the alternating blue and black conventions for the land-hieroglyphs, N 16, N 17, N 20, N 21, and

N 22; in Per-neb’s decoration, the land-sign N 17 is blue.

Recently in conversation with the writer, Mr. Winlock, and in print. Miss Swindler {Fainting, p. 39). An-

other opinion is represented in Davies, Ken~Amiin, I, p. 60.

100 N 5.

-‘’®N 14.

201 o 22, in which, following Griffith (in Hieroglyphs, p. 36), we suppose yellow to be the color of bundles of reeds

bound together. A similar color scheme with blue near the ground is to be seen in hieroglyph O 1 1 on the stela ot

Nen-khefty-ka; in Per-neb’s tomb, however, this sign is yellow (for wood, or for reeds of a primitive structure?) with

black at the bottom; the grains within, which belong to the Old Kingdom form of the sign, are yellow in both cases.

Compare the coloring— red above, black below— of the column-sign (O 28) on the pedestal of Hem-Ony’s statue,

which Junker interprets as "cine in Nilschlamm gesetzte I lolzbundclsaule" {Gt^a I. p. 153).

202 Z I.

203 N 33*.

2<'^ M 22; so also in the tomb of Ptah-hotpe.
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individually suggested in line, the handle and frame are the usual and still unexplained

green.”* The supposed baker's instrument is preserved only black.”* The black top of

the beer jar, which is in the main red, may possibly hark back to predynastic black-

topped ware, although the form does not favor this view.”' The horns of the sup-

posed viper are black (pi. xiii), we cannot say whether with color significance or not:

the body is yellow with a white streak below.”* The bivalve shell is in part green.”"

Mere we may mention that the color of lettuce roots is not preserved in Per-neb’s

tomb, and the yellow given to them in plate xiii is based on their color in the tombs of

Deshi and Tetu.

In the Egyptian artist’s distribution of his colors, balance and rhythm are often to

be observed parallel to the same qualities in the representation of form, whether in

smaller details or in the composition of larger sections of the decoration. We have re-

ferred above (p. 44) to the overlapping figures of men and animals; as drawn, they

please the aesthetic sense with their rhythm; as colored, they satisfy a liking for or-

der by their regular sequence of two or more color units, 'fhe absence of differentiat-

ing tones in the case of overlapping cuts of meat and trussed fowl (pi. xiii) may be

due to the artist’s instinct that where the arrangement of the elements of the design

w'as heterogeneous, accentuation of it in the color would not be agreeable. In Per-

neb’s decoration the designer was ingenious in the ordering of his numerous small red

pottery or blue bowls and their contents of green bt./-grain( ?) or blue grapes. In all,

four combinations of these colors were possible: (a) blue bowl with blue contents;

(b) blue bowl with green contents; (c) red bowl with blue contents; (d) red bowl

with green contents. The bowls were variously placed, singly and in groups of two,

three, and four, and the available combinations of pigments were manipulated to pro-

duce attractive interplays of color. For aesthetic enjoyment, the fidelity of the colors

to the colors of the original objects which composed such designs is immaterial. For

our inquiry it is of much consequence.

U 1; the handle and frame are always solid green. n(»l horizontally striped in part green, as is the rule with

the handle in signs S 42 and U 23.

20fl u 3,,

207 w 22; for the exact form here, see plate xni, upper left corner; in Per^neb’s decoration the several hieroglyi>lis

VV 18 have the top black, sign \V 14 has the top blue.

I 9. This creature has been discussed anew by Miss Murray, who makes the identification with (Jerastes corn-

ulus, flassclq., appear rather improbable {Anc, Hg., 1929. p. 18).

L 6^.

[balance and

rhythm in

colors
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Whether colors

were falsified

for balance

and rhythm

Let us look for a moment at details “a” and "g” of plate i, in particular at the groups

of three round-bottomed bowls in each one.“’® In "a” the color composition of the group

is that of three repeating blue units, in “g” in the same group, the opportunity for a

central color, green, and two balancing blues was seized. The blue, as we have seen

(p. 51), may well be indicative of copper, and we want to know whether the green

also is significant— of copper with a green patina, of glazed ware?— or whether we

must reckon with the possibility that it is arbitrary, chosen only to make a pretty

color group. A like situation exists in the case of the hieroglyph supposed on ety-

mological grounds to represent a seat;*” although, if it is an indoor seat in side view,

its proportions, as far as we can tell from our knowledge of Egyptian furniture, are

distorted. In Ka-em-snew’s decoration, this sign wl]en occurring singly is green, but

in groups of three there, the central one is yellow, the flanking signs are green. In

Per-neb's tomb, all examples of the sign which have retained color are blue. In the

tomb of Ptah-hotpe, Mr. Gunn kindly pointed out to us one group of three with the

outside signs blue and the central one green, and another group with the outside signs

green and the central one blue.*'* One example at Meidum appears to have been

white,*'* if it was not found devoid of color.*'* Studied such color groupings unques-

tionably were, but we have yet to determine whether the artist restrained his choice

to the colors natural to the objects depicted or sometimes dressed them up to fit into

a color scheme. Perhaps the reader will inquire whether all this is interesting as re-

gards the color interchanges previously discussed. We do not think so; as wc under-

stand the interchanges, they represent in origin, in most cases,*'* different color con-

cepts for the same unvarying object of vision, according as it impressed different

artists, and in this paragraph we arc undoubtedly concerned with designs made by a

single artist who with intention used different colors, either falsifying facts or manip-

ulating actual colors to produce a color composition.

=”> W 24.

Q I.

Similar balanced or rhythmical groups are observable on the stela of Nen-khefty-ka.

213 Petrie, Medum, pi. xiii.

21* See Griffith's explanation of the colors in Hieroglyphs, p. 54, which, however, does not take account of green.

The complete absence of inner drawing from all examples of the sign is also of importance for its interpretation.

21a Ignorance of many details of the ancient Egyptian's surroundings often renders quite tentative any classifica-

tion of the conventions under the principles we have tried to define. •
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Without question the Egyptian practice of enriching cult objects and articles for

the king’s use with colorful inlays and appliques of precious materials gave legitimate

occasion for a bright array of colors in many wall scenes. But we do not agree with

Borchardt’s view that the blue convention for hair in statues arose from the concep-

tion that the gods had hair of lapis lazuli.”* Rather, the conception that hair was blue

preceded the choice of ^he dark blue stone lapis lazuli in poetry and occasionally in

fact (in the case of statues) to represent hair. We need, however, to ask ourselves

whether Egyptian art furnishes parallels to the literary imagery in the well-known

description of the beneficent serpent whose body was overlaid with gold and whose

eyebrows were of real lapis lazuli.”’ Whether the artists painted only such splendid

things as did or could exist about them, or created on occasions shapes and colorings

purely imaginative, makes much difference to our interpretations. Such fantastic crea-

tures as those depicted on early ceremonial palettes, the king as sphinx in literature

and art, the human-headed bird for the soul (hj) are imaginative motives that

come to mind at once. But our impression is that during earlier Pharaonic times, in

the tomb paintings representing equipment for the deceased, the attitude of the de-

signer was a sober one, that not until the Nineteenth Dynasty, when he began to pic-

ture an unseen Nether World, did he really allow his imagination to run riot in the

creation of multitudinous genii, minor gods, and the paraphernalia of their shadowy

existence.

The present writer’s study of Old Kingdom color, although far from yiekling a con-

vincing explanation for every color puzzle, has given her confidence that the colors in

wall decorations are to be taken seriously, that there is no compelling reason to sup-

pose the artist allowed a desire for aesthetic effect or flights of fancy to control his

choice of pigments to the exclusion of truth, and that when colors were not faithful

to the ultimate original of a hieroglyph or of an object in a scene, it was because knowl-

edge of that original had become confused or was entirely lost, painters often turn-

ing to other decorations rather than directly to nature for their inspiration, fhe

presumption of truth within the conventions adopted by Egyptian colorists accords

with the belief generally held that the decoration in tombs had utility for the de-

ceased, enabling him to enjoy in the next life the environment and possessions which

Portrats, p. 6, note 2.

Shipwrecked Sailor, lines 64-65. An English translation is a\ ailablc in Erman, P.fiyptian Literature, pp. 30-J5.

Whether the

artists painted

imaginary

things

Conclusion
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had been his on earth. In judging the conventions and in using them as evidence al-

lowance must be made for inadvertence on the part of the ancient decorator, and at-

tention must be paid to the quality of a decoration and the amount of detail in it. In

the present state of Egyptological science, we are able to understand the meaning of

colors for the most part only when we already know what the painted object is, and

we wish to use the colors to help interpretation. But more and more, as the study of ex-

tant colors continues, they should, we believe, prove useful in conjunction with other

evidence in ferreting out the unknown.
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sammlung fiir meinen Atlas ;ur attdgyptiSi hen Kultur-

geschichtc (Schnften der Konigsberger Getchrtrn Ge-

sellschaft. Geistesivissenschaftliche Klasse, Year 4, pari

2). Ilalle a. S., 1927.
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I. COLOR CONVENTIONS IN PER-NEB’S DECORATION
(Incomplete because of loss of colors)

Adze blade

Amazon stone

Baker’s instrument (?)

Baskets

Birds*

bare skin

bills and feet

plumage
chick, open-

mouthed
ducks

falcon

owl

pigeon (?)

quail chick

sand martin
vulture (the

letter?)

Booth

Bread

Brick, Mud

Chisel blade

Cloth (?), Red-dyed
Copper tools

Copper vessels

Copper weapons
Cosmetic lines

Cucumis melo
Curtain for litter

A. OBJECTS TO COLOR

blue. 51 n.88, 54, 54 n. 109

green. 45
black. 71

green, 42, 66

red and yellow ( ?), 43-44

white and green, 44. 48 n. 77
yellow, 6q. 6g n. i8()

red. 45, 45 n. 40

yellow. 44. 45 . 45 n. 47
blue (in some cases), 55 n. 112

blue (in part), 54 n. 104

black, blue, and white, 44 n. 35, 34

n. 104

blue (in part), 54 n. 104

while and yellow, 44 n. 35, 43 n. 46
yellow (in part), 45 n. 46

yellow with black markings, 43,

43 n. 4O. 53 n. 112. Ch)

yellow with blue markings, 45 n.

4O, 55 n. 1 12, 69
blue (in part), 54 n. 104

black, blue, and white, 44 n. 35. 54

n. 104. ()o-6i, (jo n. 146

yellow si<le supports, blue at bot-

tom, roof yellow, 70; cf. 70 n. 201

brown, 36

while with crusty parts yellow, 44
yellow, 43, 45 n. 44
black. 4fj-47, 46 n. 38, 46 n.

blue, 54 n. 106 (in part), (>g

black, 34 n. 108

blue, 31 n. 88, 54 n. 108

red, 48

see Adze blade and Chisel blade

blue, 48, 30-31, 52

see I larpoon points

black, 43
green. 45
green, 43

green and yellow, 67 n. 179

Dog or jackal (Anubis) black. 47-48

Eyebrows
Eyelashes

E'ye paint

Eyes

black,

4

}

black. 4

)

see Cosmetic lines

('cjrona of

Iris of

Eigs

Sycamore

True(?)

Elesh tif animals

Flint

Cila/ed vessels ( ?)

(lokl N essels

Crain

(1rapes

(jrouiul. Alluvial

white. 44
black, 44-43

retl with green stems, 43 n. 40, 40
yellow with green stems (?), 43 n.

40 . 48-40

yellow with grei’ii stems, 43 n. 40,

40. 40 n. St)

red. t3. t5 n. 30
see Sickle

blue, 48, 31 n. ()o, 32

yellow, 43, 5*>. SL 31 »oo

green, 43, 45 n. 31, 30 n. 83, 7*

yellow, 43. 70 n. 201

blue with green stems, 34 n. 73.

43-46. 45 n. 41. 71

black. (» t n. 1 33

blue, 34 n. io() (in part). 70 n. 197

1 lair

of animals black, -n, 44 n. 36, 48(?). 30 n. 130

blue, 30 n. 1 jo

of men
1 larptxm points

I lorns of animals

Joints C)f meat

Jug
1 .apis lazuli

Letter t (bread?)

1 -inen garments

Leopard's skin

red. 43

white, 44
yellow. 43. 4 3 n. 42

black. 44, 4.| n. f(>. 30, 39 n. 1 in

black, 34 n. 110

blue, 51 n. 88, 34 n. 1 lo

black. 4 4 . 41 u. t7

yellow. 43, 45 n. 45
red. 44. 45 n. V)

green (in part). 62

blue, 43-40

blue, 34 n. 107

while, 44
white and yellow spotted hlack.

Mace
Matting

3 4 n. 73. 45 n. 42

yellow all over. 47
green, 49
green and yellow, 67 n. 179
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Offering stone or

mound (or water

on it?)

Offering tables

(dark stone?)

Onions

Papyrus (for writing)

Plants, ("irowing or

freshly cut. also

Parts of

Pottery

Black-lopped (?)

Gray
Kcd

Ropes
Rushes
Growing
in protective

wraps(?)

on handles of

tools, etc. (?)

Seals of mud
on pots among
offerings

elsewhere

Shell, Bivalve

Sickle

Skin

Human, male

blue, 31 n. Q2

blue. 31 n. 92

green stems, while bulbs, 45 n. 49,

46, 46 n. 56, 50 n. 84
yellow, 45

green, 43, 43 n. 40. 66 n. 176 (in

part)

black and red, 71. 71 n. 207
blue and red, 71 n. 207
black, 50, 52 n. 9j
red, 41 n. 22, 43. 45, 43 n. 38, 50,

50 n. 84. 52 n. 93, 71

green, 66

green with blue shoots, 70

blue. 32-53. 52 n. 97

green and yellow, 69 n. 190

black with white streak (for

cord?), 38 n. 3, 46
black, 46, 46 n. 60

green (in part), 71

frame, handle, green; flint teeth,

w’hite, 70-71, 71 n. 205

red, 37, 41, 45
yellow, 66

Human, sex un-

certain

Snake (cobra)

Star rays

Stone vessels

Alabaster (?),

diorite(?)

Dark gray

Sun
'I'russed fowl

lurquoise

Vegetables, Uni-

dentified

Vine stalks (grape)

Viper (?), Horned
Water

Water lily. Blue

yellow, 65

white below, 44 n. 35

yellow, 70

white patterned in line, 41, 50, 52-

53

blue (?), 48, 51-52

red with white rim, 70
yellow, 44, 45 n. 47
green. 45, 45 n. 53

brown tubers, 49-30

red tubers. 49
red, 45 n. 41

yellow and white, 44 n. 35, 71

black, 39; cj. 61 n. 149

blue. 43, 31 n. 02. 59 n. 133. 59 n.

134, 63 n. 135 (in part)

blue petals, green leaves and se-

pals. red stems, yellow base of

corolla, 43. 45 n. 49, 46, 46 n. 33,

f»o

Whetstones blue. 31. 51 n. 92

Wood
Imported coniferous

(in part)

Imported south-

ern (?)

Native common
Wraps(?), Protective,

on jars

Writing on papyrus

Yarn ( ?), Red-dyed

reil, 43, 43 n. 41

black and yellow, 45
yellow, 43, 45 n. 48

blue, 52-53

black. 43 n. 30

red. 48

B. COLOR TO OBJEC I S

{b'or page references see Objects under A)

Black Baker's instrument (?) ; Bird.s' plumage (in

certain cases, in part); Brick, Mud; Chisel

blade: Cosmetic lines (one kind); Dog or

jackal (Anubis) ; Eyebrows; Eyelashes;

Eyes. Iris of; Ground, Alluvial; Hair, of

animals, of men; Harpoon points; Horns
of animals (certain ones) ; Leopard's skin,

the spots; Pottery, Black-topped (?) (in

part). Gray; Seals of mud; Water; Wood,
Imported southern (?) (in part); Writing
on papyrus

Blue Adze blade; Birds' bills and feet, plumage

(in certain cases, in part) ; Booth, Side sup-

portsof (in small part) ; Brick. Mud; Chisel

blade; Copper vessels; Glazed vessels (?);

Grapes; Ground, Alluvial; Hair of ani-

mals (certain ones, in part); Harpoon

points; Lapis lazuli; Letter / (bread?);
Offering stone or mound (or water on
it ?) ; Offering tables (dark stone ?) ; Pot-

tery, Black-topped (?) (in part); Rushes,

Growing, their shoots, in protective

wraps (?): Stone vessels. Dark gray(?);

Water; Water lily. Blue, its petals; Whet-
stones; Wraps (?), Protective, on jars

Brown Bread; Vegetables, Unidentified, their tu-

bers (in certain cases)

Green Amazon stone; Baskets (certain kinds.

wholly or in part) ; Cosmetic lines (one

kind); Cucuntis melo\ Curtain for litter

(in part); Figs, their stems; Grain (one
’ kind); Grapes, their stems; Jug (in part);

Matting (wholly or in part); Onions, their

stems; Plants, Growing or freshly cut. also
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Parts of; Ropes; Rushes, Growing, on han-

dles of tools, etc, (?) (in some cases, in

part); Shell, Bivalve (in part); Sickle.

Frame of and Handle of; Turquoise; Wa-
ter lily. Blue, its sepals and leaves

Red Baskets (?) (one kind, in part); Birds' hare

skin (in certain cases); Cloth (?), Red-
dyed; Figs, Sycamore; Flesh of animals;

Hair of animals (certain ones, in part);

Joints of meat; Pottery, Black-topped (?)

(in part), Red; Skin. Human, male; Sun
(in large part); Vegetables, Unidentified,

their tubers (in certain cases) ; Vine stalks

(grape) ; Water lily. Blue, its stems; Wood,
Imported coniferous (in certain cases);

Yarn(?), Red-dyed
White Baskets (certain shapes, in large part)

:

Birds' plumage (in certain cases, in part);

Bread (certain loaves, in large part);

Eyes, Corona of; Hair of animals (certain

ones, in part); Linen garments; Leopard’s

skin (in part); Onions, their bulbs; Seals

of mud on pots. Cord of (?); Sickle. Flint

teeth of; Snake (cobra) (in small part);

Stone vessels. Alabaster (?), diontc(?);
Sun. Rim of; Viper (?). Horned (in part)

Yellow Baskets (certain kinds, wholly or in part)

;

Birds' bare skin (in certain cases), plum-
age (in certain cases, in part) ; Bix'ith, Side

supports of (in large part) and Roi>f of

;

Bread (certain loaves and cakes, wholly or

in part); Curtain for litter (in part); 1-igs.

Sycamore ( ?). True ( ?) ; 1 jold vessels

;

Grain; Hair of animals (certain ones, in

part); Horns of animals (certain ones);

Leopard's skin (in large part); Mace:
Matting (in part); Papyrus (for writing);

Rushes on handles of tools, etc. (?) (in

certain cases, in part); Skin, Human,
male, Human, sex uncertain; Star rays;

Trussed fowl; Viper (?), Horned (in large

part); Water lily. Blue, base of the corol-

la; Wood, Imported southcrn(?) (in part).

Native common
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II. LIST OF OLD KINGDOM PRIVATE TOMBS
AND RELIEFS MENTIONED

(References given in Porter and Moss, Memphis, cited

below as P. and M., are not repeated in this index. Atten-

tion should be drawn to the fact that the separates of

Junker's "Vorlaufige Berichte" for igi2 to 1914 are inde-

pendently paged; those for 1925 ff. bear the same page

numbers as the corresponding reports in the Vienna An-
zeiger. In Porter and Moss, Memphis, the pages of the

Anzeiger volumes are cited throughout. Professor junker
in Giza / uses the title “Vorbericht" and the lower page

numbers of the early separates. The letter-press of this

book contains a few references to the Anzeiger for 1913,

inadvertently giving the page numbers of the separate.)

Deshi

nn-sedier-ka

|i ra Kj

IJem-Min

1 lem-ony

01

Meny the Black

I lesy-Ref

Metep-her-

Akhty

Ka-em-nofret

Sakkaroh; burial chamber in the Rgyptian

Museum. Cairo, no. \y;2. Dynasty VI.

P. and M.. p. 181 (Deshri)

Pages .49-50. 54 n. 104, 71

Gizeh. Dynasty V, first half (?). P. and
M., p. 25 (Nensezerka 1 )

Pages 65 n. 170, (>9 n. 194. 6() n. 195

5akkarch: stela in the Egyptian Museum,
Cairo, no. 1417. Dynasty V. P. and M.,

p. 147 (no. 2 under 'fepem^ankh II), the

stela being given as 1415

Pages 60 n. 188, 69 n. 19 j

Gizeh; decorated walls, statues, etc., in the

Pelizaus Museum, Ilildesheim. Dynasty
IV. early period. P. and M., p. 26 (l.leni-

yunu)
Pages 67-68, 70 n. 201

sec Pepy-^onekh

§akkarch. Dynasty III, early period. P.

and M., pp. 99-100 (Hesy)

Pages 6 n. 14. 17 n. 14, 29. 39, 46 n. 61, 64

5akkareh ; decorated chamber in the l-gyp-

tian Collection, National Museum of

Antiquities, Leyden. Dynasty V. P. and

M., pp. 157-158 (Akhtihotp-heri)

Pages 16, 17. 19

^iakkareh; decorated walls in the Museum
of Fine Arts, Bo.ston, no. 04.1760. Dy-
nasty V. Capart, Memphis, fig. 256; P.

and M., p. 115 (Kaemnefert)

Pages 8 n. 20, 8 n. 21, 8 n. 22, 60 n. 139

Ka-em-^onekh

Ka-em-snew

Ka-hi-cf

Ka-kher-Ptah

Ka-ne-nesut 1

Ka-ne-nesut 1

1

Ma-nofre

Mer-yeb

Gizeh. Dynasty VI. P. and M.. p. 29

(Kaem^ankh)
Pages 16 n. 5, 42, 48 n. 78, 60 n. 140, 65 n.

170, 68 n. 187

§akkareh; west wall of one chamber in the

Metropolitan Museum, acc. no. 26.9.1.

Dynasty VI. P. and M.,p. 143 (Kaemsenu
and Werzededptah)
Pages V, 4 n. 4, 4 n. 5, 6 n. 13, 6 n. 15, 19 n.

17. 24 n. 16. 3? n. 71, 34 n. 74. 41. 45 n. 49.

54 n. 107, 65, 69 n. 191, 72, and pis. 1, 11

Gizeh. Dynasty V, late. or. VI. early pe-

riod. P. and M., p. 30 (Kahif)

Pages 20 n. 18, 47 n. 64, 63 n. 1 56, 67 n. 179,

67 n. 180

Gizeh. Dynasty V, middle period. P. and
M., p. 29 (Kai)

Pages 16 n. 5. 67 n. 179, 68 n. 187

Gizeh; a fragment of the superstructure

in the 1 Egyptian Collection, Prussian State

Museums, Berlin, no. 1137. Dynasty VI.

Berlin, Ausf. Verz. (2d edition), p. 57; P.

and M.. p. 37 (Kakherplah)

Pages 54 n. 104, 59 n. 134

Gizeh; decorated chamber in the Art Mu-
seum. N'ienna. Dynasty V. early peri-

od (?). Junker, Giza /, pp. 9’ 36, 79: P.

and M., pp. 27, 29 (Kanenesut I)

Pages 21. 21 n. 5

Gizeh. Dynasty V, middle period. P. and
M.. p. 24 (4870 a)

Page 65 n. i6()

^akkareh; decorated walls, etc., in the

Egyptian Collection, Prussian State Mu-
.seums, Berlin, no. 1108. Dynasty V. Lep-

sius, Denkmdlcr, Text, 1
, pp. 233-238;

Schafer, Von dgypt. Kunst (3d edition),

fig. 2(k); P. and M..pp. 163-164 (Manufer)

Pages 6 n. 13, 7 n. 19, 8 n. 23, 8 n. 24, 9 n.

28, II n. 33, 12 n. 36, 13. 16, 17. 19, 39

Gizeh; decorated chamber in the Egyp-

tian Collection. Prussian State Museums,
Berlin, no. 1107. Dynasty V. early peri-

od (?). Berlin, Ausf. Verz. C2d edition),

pp. 48-50; Reisner and Fisher, Annales,
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Meten

var.

Ne-kau-Hor

J
^

Nekhbu

'i'jai

Nen-khcfty-ka

T!ru

Nesut-nofrc

Nufer

Nufer-ma^'et

Pepy-^onekh

1914. vol. XIII, pp. 236-237. pi. V a: P.

and M., p. 25 (Mcrib)
Pages 39. 69
§akk2ireh; decorated chamber in the Egyjv
tian Collection, Prussian State Muse-
ums. Berlin, no. 1105. Dynasty IV, early

period. Capart, Memphis, fig. 257; P. and
M., p. 124 (Methcn)
Page 17

§akkareh; west wall of offering chamber
in the Metropolitan Museum, acc. no.

oS.201.2. Dynasty V. Lythgoe, Bull, of
the Met. Mus., 1908, pp. 217 fig. i. 221

fig. 3; P. and M., p. 152 (Nekauhor)
Pages 5 n. 12, 8 n. 22. 8 n. 24, 12. 14. 41,

and pi. Ill

Gizch; reliefs in the Museum of Fine Arts.

Boston, no. I3.433(). Dyna.sty VI, first

half. Reisner, Bull, of the Mus. of Fine

Arts, 1013, pp. 53, 55-57. 62-63, 65: Reis-

ner and Fisher. Annales, lOM. vol. Xlll,

pp. 248-249; P. and M.. p. 33 (Nckhebu
under Family-group)

Page 9 n. 26

Sakkarch; reliefs in the Egyptian Muse-
um. Cairo, nos. 1484, 1533. 1558. Dynasty
V. P. and M.. p. 165 (Nenkheftka)
Pages 59 n. 130, 68 n. 187, 69 n. 190. 70 n.

201, 72 n. 212

Glzeh. Dynasty V(?). P. and M., p. 40
(Nesiitnufer)

Pages 10 n. 31. 16 n. 5, 21, 68 n. 187, 69 n.

191, 69 n. 194

Gizeh; stela in the Anthropological Mu-
seum of the University of California,

San Francisco. Dynasty IV', reign of

Khufu. Junker, Giza /, p. 270; P, and M.,

p. 23 (Nufer, 1207, under Katheswer)

Pages 30 n. 52, 69 n. 189

Meidum; wall decorations in part in the

Egyptian Museum, Cairo. Dynasty IV,

early period. F^etric, Medum, pis. xvi-

XXI, XXVIII, i; Petrie, Mackay, and Wain-
wright, Meydum and Memphis (Iff),

pp. 4-5, 18-22; Petrie, Wainwright, and
Mackay, Labyrinth, pp. 23-26; Schafer,

Von dgypt. Kunst (3d edition), pi. 10, 2;

Murray, Sculpture, pi. xiv, 2; Meinertz-

hagen, NicolVs Birds, I, pi. iii

Pages 2 1 , 67-68

Meir. Dynasty VI. Unpublished, hut see

brief notices in A. M. Blackman. Meir,

I. pp. 6, 10. and Wreszinski, Bericht, pp.

55-
3<>

Page 9 n. 26

Per-neb

Ptah-hott>e

aca D

F^a^-em-ka

Ra^-hotpe

* ^

U

^akk^lreh; in large part removed to the

Metropolitan Museum, acc. no. 13.183.3.

Dynasty V. late periiul. P. and M., p. iS2

(Perneb)

Pages V ff. and pis. vi-xx

^akkAreh. Dynasty \'. P. and .M.. pp. i(ki.

161, 103 (Ptahhotp 11 )

Pages 8, 8 n. 22. 17, lio n. 139. 02. 70 n.

204. 72

^akkilreh; decorated chamber in the Met-
ropolitan Museum, acc. no. 08.201.1. Dy-
nasty V. l.ythgtxj. Bull, of the Met. Mus.,

nyoH. p. 222. figs. 4. s: Capart, Memphis,
fig. 319; P. and M.. p. 1S4 (Re^'-emka)

Pages 5 n. 12, 15-16, and pi. iv

Meidum; reliefs in the [British Museum,
London, the Egyptian Collection of the

Prn.ssian .State Museums, Berlin, and
elsewhere Dynasty IV, early period. Ma-
riette. Mast., pp. .178-.J84: Petrie, .Medum,

pp. 1^, 17, 2 3-25. 28. plj* IX-.W;
FViric, Mackay, aiul Wainwright, Mev-
dum and Memphis (III), p. 5; Br. Mus.,

//ten^glyphii: I'exfs, 1
,

pi. 20; Budge,

Sculptures, p. 8, pi. v; Eechheimer, /Vnx-

tik, pi. if)4; l:ihner, Wandmalerei, p. 580,

C I

Sekhem-ka
Pages 21. 21 n. 1

C'jizeh; tloor jambs in the F-gyptian fail-

led ion, Prussian Slate Museums, Berlin,

no. ii8(i. Dynasty Berlin, Ausf. FVr;.

(2il edition), p. 5.j; Sleiiulorff, Kun\t der

Agypter, p. ic/i; P. and M., p. ti (Sekh-

emka)

Seii-nu-ka

Seshem-nofre

F\ige 17

(o/.eh; in par! in the Museum of Fine Arts,

Boston, no. 07. KKio. Dynasty V. P. ami

M., p. 2 5 (Sennuka)
Pages 5 n. 12. 16-17, *6 n. 6, and i>l. v

Gizeh. Dynasty V', early perioiKP). P.

and M., p. 19 ( Seshemnufer)
Pages 30 n. 52, tn) n. 191. 6*3 n. I 94

rep-em-''onekh 8‘ikkareh : stela in the ligyptian ,Museum,

(^air<», no. 1564. Dynasty V'. P. anil M.,

p. 1.47 (/repem^'inkh II)

Page (x) n. 191

Gi/eh; built against the southern end of

the east face of tomb G 2tXK>. Dynasty
VI. Unpublished

Page 71

Sakkareh. Dynasty V. P. an<l M., pp. 116-

121 ( I hey)

Pages 17. 4f>-.i7 n. 62, .48 n. 78

(fi/.eh; decorated chamber in the Pelizaus

Museum, Ilihlesheim. I>ynasty IV'-V.

Klebs, Reliefs des a Reiches, fig. 9; P.

and M., p. 30 (Wehemka)
Pages 4 n. 1. 17 n. 1 3

letu

Wchem-ka
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VVep-em-nofret

Yasen

Yctlu

Gizch; stela in the Anthropological Mu-
seum of the University of California, San

F^rancisco. Dynasty IV, reign of Khufu.

Keisncr and Fisher, Anttales, i<)i 4 . vol.

XIII, pp. 234-235; Lutz, Steles, p. 15. pF

4g; Times Weekly Edition, Marcli 19.

IQ3I. cut on p. 371; P. and M., p. 23

(Wepemnefert)
Pages 30 n. 52, 41 n. 20, 53 n. 103. 65 n.

171, 67 n. 177, 68 n. iSs. f>8 n. 187

Gizeh. Dynasty VI. P. and M.. p. 32

(2uj6 = lascn)

Pages 8 n. 23. 67 n. 179

Gizeh. Dynasty VI. P. and .M., p. 49
(Idu)

Pages 22 n. 7. 59 n. 132

Yedut

Name not pre-

served

Name not giv-

en (not pre-

served?)

Name not pre-

served

$akkareh. Dynasty VI. P. and M., p. 173

(Idut)

Pages 35 n. 82, 45 n. 39, 48 n. 78, 63 n. i>6,

69 n. 191, 69 n. 193

Gizeh: reliefs in the Museum of Fine Arts,

Boston, no. 13.3101, a and b. Dynasty V.

Unpublished
Page 41 n. 22

Munich, Museum fur antike Kleinkunst.

Dynasty not given. Eibner, Wandmalerei,

pp. 53-55. 5^6

Pages 21,21 n. 6, 26, 32 n. 66, 33 n. 69
Provenience unknown. Dynasty VI, early

period. Cleveland Museum of Art. How-
ard, Bullethi, 1930, pp. 187-190, with cuts

on pp. 185, 186, 195

Page 46 n. 54
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in. LIST OF HIEROGLYPHS REFERRED TO

(Those of Per-neb*s tomb and others)

A I

A 6

A 20

^ 23 0. 13.440. 36

59 o. 1 34

65 n. 166. 63 n. 170

A 40 ^ 23". 13

A 47^
D I ® 23 o. 13.44 o. 3f»

D 2 <? On. 15. 13 1.38.23". 13. 44 ".36.59". '30,60

13 4 23 0. 13

J3 y 45 n. 50

D 9 5g n. 131. 590. 132

Q 2, <=> 65 o. i<36

D 28 U ^*5 n. 166

D 34*[i£l <55 "

D 35 63 n. 166

13 35 4»—H 65 n. 166

D 39 o—n 41 n. 21. 65 ". '<>8. 65 "• i6<3. 65 n. 17"

D 41 —^ 65 n. 170

D 45 45 " 48

D 46 cS=> 6; n. 166

13 58 J1
351.81.65n. jO«>

D 60 59n '34

E 15 23 n. 13. 47 o. 70.48

F I ^ 45 "• 45

F 4 44 "• 36. 45 ". 42. 59 "• ' 5"

H 13*V/ 45 " 45

I

F 22 44 ". 36. 45 "• 42

F 24 23

F 25 J
()8n. 183

F 51 45 n. 39

G I .14 "• 35. 45 "• 40. 54 ". '"4. fx. " '(6. 64

G 5^ 54 n. -M

G 17 4' ". 20. 42. 43. 44 " 35. 45 " 46

G 26 ’ 33 "-7'. 45". 48

G 36 54 "• "*4

G .10 .14". 35, 54 ". "M

G 43 ^ 34 1 74. 43. 43 1. 32. 43 " 33, 45 ". -A 55 "• "2.

()S n. 1K3, 69

G 47
"

I 9 .4.; 11. 35. 71 o. 2c>H

1 10 14 " 35. 63. (>i 1. 156, 63 n. 157. 63 ". '5«. 64

j

' n. 161

j

L 6* 7111. 2CX3

j

M « 0 45 ". 49

j

.M 12 I 45 n. .49 .
o. 55

i

.M 17 n 14. 34 n 76. 45 n 40 . 63 n. ' 55 .
<*6 n. 176. 67

I
‘ n. i8i.6Sn. 185. 6Sn. 187

M 22 70 n. 204

M 23 1 45 o. 49. o. 1S5. 11. 187

I

^
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INDEXES

M 28
H-

68 n. 183. 68 n. 187 0 28
fi

70 n. 201

M 30 5 68 n. 185 0 29 45 n.41

M 33 ^ ^ 45 n. 43. 45 n. 51 0 34 450.41

M 41
---

45 n. 48 0 49 ® 34 n. 106

M 43 ^ 45 n.41 0 51 M, 6 n. 13, 60 n. 139

N 5 © 70 n. 199 Q I J 33 n. 99, 54 n. 106. 72 n. 21 1, 72 n. 21

n. 213, 72 n. 214

N 14 70 n. 200
Q 3 34 n. 76. 66 n. 176, 68 n. 185, 68 n. 187

N 16 70 n. 197 Q Q
7 14

45 n. 49

N 17 . LL. 54 n. 106. 70 n. 197 R c=^ 45 0. 44, 67 n. 1794

N 20 70 n. 197 n
S 29

p
14, 48 n. 74, 48 n. 75, 48 n. 76

N 21 70 n. 197 n
69 n. 190, 71 n. 203S 42 T

N 22 70 n. 197 n
45 0. 48S 43

1
N 25 70 n. 196 9T 3

1

47 n. 63. 47 n. 64, 47 n. 63, 47 n. 67, 47

N 26 70 n. 196
T 9 45 0. 48

N 29 /] 38 n. 2. 54 n. i<)6

N 31 450,49

fsl j3^o o o 2^ n yo n. 203

N 35 /vvwwv^ 14 n. 40. 23 n. 1 3, 59 n. 135, 59 n. 136

N(35)^^ 23 n. 13. 50 n. 135

N 36 T=:c 63 n. 155

N 37 c=> 24 n. 17. 59 11. 138, 63 n. 155

N 3Q iiuiiuuiui tj*) n. 137, 63 n. 155

N 40 "l/i
"
63 n. 155

N 41 C ’ 34 n. 76, 59 n. 137, 63 n. 155

O I L J 46 n. 58, 62 n. 152. 69

O 2 54 o- *<>6

O 4 nU 62 n. 1 52

O n
PI

70 n. 201

O 13

O 22

with the addition of W 10 and X 1 as a mono-
gram. 46 n. 59

70 n. 201

T 33^
u I ^
U 21 .£^

U 23

U 30

U 31 J

—

U36
I

v --A
V 13 s=

V 15

V 16 -ttW*

V 28

V 30

V 31

23 n. 13, 42 n. 26, 51 n. 88, 54 n. no

51 n. 92

14, 71 n. 205

23, 51 n. 88, 54 n. 109

30 n. 52, 51 n. 88, 54 n. 108, 6<) n. 190, 71 n. 203

24 n. 17, 54 n. in6

23 n. 13, 71 n. 206

16 n. 2

14, 66 n. 176, 68 n. 185, 68 n. 187

66 n. 176, 68 n. 185. (>8 n. 187

65 n. 166, 67 n. 177

66 n. 176, 68 n. 187

43 n. 49. 66 n. 176, 68 n. 187

34 n. 76. 66 n. 176. 67 n. 178, 67 n. 181. 68

n. 186, 68 n. 187, 69 n. 188. 69 n. 189

23 n. 13. 34 n. 76, 42 n. 25, 66 n. 176. 68 n. 183,

68 n. 185. 68 n. 186. 68 n. 187. 69 n. 188
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W 9 ^ 62 n. 151

W 10 O 46 n. 59. 69 n. 189

W .4 5 71 n. 207

W .5 (I 59 n. 134

W '6 £ 59 0. 134

W21 230.13

W 22 6 23 n. 13. 71 n. 207

W 24 O 24 n. 16, 34 n. 74, 45 n. 38. 72 n. 210

W 25 ^ 65 n. 166

X I ^ 24 n. 17, 33 n. 71, 46 n. 59, 54 n. 107. 62 n. 152

X 2 0 230.13

X 3 0 450.44

X 450.44

X 6 Co) 450.44

X 7 ^ 450.44

X 8 ^ 23 n. 13. 60, 60 n. 140

Y 2 i=s=i 6 n. 1 3, 6 n. 1 5. 23 n. 1 3, 46 n. 60

Z I I 23 n. 13. 70 n. 202

Z II
“
1
“ 450.48

Aa I © 38 n. 2, ()6 n. 176. (i8 n. 185, (kS n. iS(>. i»8 n. 187

HieroKlyphs not in (iarvliner, iiTiiittvuir. Sign-list, or

Cataloi^ue of . rrintin^ Type

6

e
Plate I.

a, bot-

tom
sigo

49 n. 80

45 n. 38, 46

42,48
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IV. GENERAL INDEX

Abu Gur6b (Ghurab) Sun temple. Blue pigment of. 30;

Green pigment of, 26; Gypsum, carbonate of lime, both
underlying pigments of, 21 n. i

Abiisir, Green-blue interchanges at, 62

Adze, Possible use of, 16-17

Aesthetic considerations, 14, 18. 34 n. 78, 37. 41, 41 n. 20,

42, 55, 70, 7*-73

Akh-en-Aten, King, Painting of daughters of, not shaded,

35 n. 80

Allium cepa, see Onions
Allium porrmn, see Leeks

^Amarneh, El, Crude brick at, 47 n. 62: Shrine found at.

63 n. 155; Technique of reliefs at, 16 11. 5, 20 n. 18; Wall
painting from, 35 n. 80

Amazon stone, 45, 48. 64

Ambiguity in colors, 48-53, 72

Anubis animal, 47-48

Apiculture, Evidence for, 32 n. 64
Ashmolean Museum, ^Amarnch painting in, 35 n. 80

Autun, Egyptian blue pigment found near, 27 n. 32

Azurite, 2<3-3o, 30 n. 50, 30 n. 51, 62 n. 153

bK 73
Background. Aesthetic importance of gray, 70,* begun in

broad line on east wall, 35: Grayness of, perhaps orig-

inally significant, 70, 70 n. 198; History of, 46, 46 n. 61,

4(1-47 n. f)2; laid under color of small sign, 34 n. 74
Balance in color, E’xamples of, 71-72

bi./-grain, 45 n. 51, 5<> n. 85, 71

Baskets in olfcring lists, 69 n. 189

Beard, Rare blue convention for. 50 n. 110, 60

Bec.swax. 32, 32 n. 64

Beni Hasan, Black pigment from, 25 n. 19: Vulture-sign

at, 64

Berard, Hazel de, see tissues of pis. xii, xiii, xix

biK 53

Binding mediums, 3 *-33

Black, abstract in line. 42; for blue. Question of, 61, 61

n. i4(). 62

Blends, Green-blue. 63-64

Blue. Emergence of, in F^gypt, 29-31, 54: for black, and its

causes, 53-59. 6i-f)2: in object of vision, 56: Induced, 61

;

inlay, of 1 Dynasty, 29; Monochrome, for inscriptions

on limestone, 40 n. 16; mourning color, 57; Specific

threshold of Egyptian peasants for, 57

Egyptian: Color characteristics of, 27, 27 n. 33; Com-
position of, 27, 27 n. 34; crystalline in form, 27, 28-29;

Earliest documented examples of, 30; IV Dynasty
origin of (?), 30, 30 n. 52; Investigations of, 27-28, 28

n. 35. 28 n. 39; Pale tint of, rare, if present, on top sur-

face, 36, 60 n. 142; paler, smoother, when finely ground.

36; present w'ith malachite, 26 n. 24, 37; Precursors of,

29-30; principal blue pigment of antiquity, 26-27. 27 n.

29; Production of, 28-29; Revival of, proposed, 28, 28

n. 37; Stability of, 27, 28 n. 37, 62 n. 153; Synthetic

production of, 28, 28 n. 36; Wide distribution of, 27,

27 n. 32

Vestorian: 26, 26 n. 28, 27, 27 n. 34, 32; see also Blue,

Egyptian
Breasted, James H., 30

Brick. Crude: Color of, actual and as seen, ‘46, 56; V'ari-

ous color conventions for, 46-47, 46-47 n. 62, 70
British Museum, Cylinder seals of blue frit in, 31 n. 57
Brittany, Egyptian blue in, 27 n. 32

Brushes, Finest, required for outlines, 35; Nature of, 35;

not used with green and blue pigments, 34, 34 n. 73;

Pigments with which, were used, 35; Widths of, 35
Brushwork, 6-7, 13 n. 37, 35-36, 36-37

Bull, Ludlow, vi

Cairo, Egyptian Museum: Bowl of alabaster in, 51 n. 91;

Diorite stand in, 50 n. 86; Material in, used in this

book, V, 39; Ostraca in, 6 n. i.j; Painting of geese in, 39
n. 13: Private shrine in, 63 n. 155; Reliefs in, 63 n. i(56,

see also I ndex 1

1

Canons of Proportions, see Proportions, Canons of

Carbon, in black pigments, 25, 41 n. 19

Carter, Howard, 48, .48 n. 73
Cartouches, Color conventions for. 69
Cerastes cornutus, 71 n. 208

Chapman, Frank M., 61 n. 147

Charcoal, Powdered: as black pigment, 25, 41 n. 19; mixed
with gypsum as gray pigment. 25 n. 19

Checks (in first sketches), as substitutes for horizontals,

11-12; for lateral measurements, 9, 9 n. 28; for position

of feet, 12, 12 n. 36

Chisel, Actual, possibly for a sculptor's use, 16 n. 2; Back-
ground lowered by use of, 16; Mallet-driven (?), for cut-

ting outlines, 15, 15 n. 2; F^ointed, for dressing building

blocks, 4
Chrysocolla, Powdered, as green pigment, 26, 26 n. 24. 26

n. 25

Cobalt, absent from Per-neb’s blue pigment, 27 n. 29, 27

*1- 34; pigment, unknown in antiquity, 27 n. 29
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Color, Ambiguity in use of, 48-53, 72: Attributes of. see

Hue, Saturation, and Value; Bibliography on Old King-

dom, 38-39; concepts, 46, 59, 60, 61. 63 n. 154, 67, 72;

Exceptional or false, 47-48; Importance of. for interpre-

tation, 38-39, 73-74; in line, generally abstract, 40, 42-

44t 59* 70; in masses, generally significant, 40: laid on in

flat tones. 34; nomenclature. Difficulties with. 64; No
tations of, see references on pp. 26 n. 24, 31 n. 58, 36

n. 84, 36 n. 85, 37 n. 86 to Maerz and Paul and refer-

ences on pp. 26 n. 24, 27 n. 33. 31 n, 58. 36 n. 85. 37
n. 86, 37 n. 87. 64 n. 160 to Afunsell: of obvious signifi-

cance, 44-4^; Pitfalls in use of, published, 39, 39 n. 14;

sensations, 46 n. 61, 57 n. 124, 58, 60 n. 141, 63-64; Sym-
j

holism in, 66 n. 175, cf. 55-56; Values of, alternating

for clarity, 44; vocabulary, not a safe criterion of sen-

sations, 58

Color conventions {cf. Index 1):

Black, cultivated land in register lines, 69-70

Black and blue; black for darker, blue for lighter parts,

and importance c»f this for interpretation. 60-61 ; for

hair on same sign, 59 n. 130; Preferences among, 5<)-6o

Blue, for cartouches, 69: for flax flowers, 46 n. 54; for

land in register lines, 69-70; for ripple of water, 59 n.

136; for sky, fk)

Brown, for copper and bronze, 53

Gray, for mud-brick structures, 46-47 n. 62. 70
Green-blue interchanges in, 62-65

Green, for cartouches, 6<); for water, 63. 63 n. 154; in

register lines for land with crops, later abstract, 69-70,

70 n. 1(36

Red, for copper and bronze, 53, 53 n. 101, 53 n. 102; for

corners of eyes, 46; for skin of women, 65

Red-yellow interchange in(?), 62 n. 150

White, for sails, 42; for silver. 48 n. 77, 51. 53

Yellow, abandoned for green. f»f>-6c3; for crude-brick

structures, 47 n. 62; for rope, 42 n. 29. 67 n. 178; for

skin of women, 65, 65 n. 170; for wickerwork (?). 48

Copyist’s squares, 10 n, 31

Coturnix coiurnix, 43
Crayons, unknown in ancient Egypt, 5

Crete, Egyptian blue found in, 27. 27 n. 32

Criterion of overlapping pigments, 33-34

Crowns of heads, drawn by eye in Old am! Middle King-

doms, 8, 8 n. 25; Horizontal guiding line for, in XV'III

Dynasty, 8 n. 25

Cucumis melo, 45
Cyperus esculentes, 50

dib» 49 n. 80

Dafila acuta, 53

Davies, Norman de Garis, 3 n. 1

r^ean, Grace R., 36 n. 85
j

Deir el Gebrawi, Green and yellow matting represented
|

at. 67 n. 170
i

Djoser, King, Blue color scantily preserved in tomb of
|

reign of, 29; Reliefs of, 21 ; Skin yellow in .statue of, 65
;

n. 166

Dots (in first sketches), for lateral mea.suremen ts. etc., sec

Checks :

Dressing of building blocks. Pointed chisel used in, 4;

Representation of. 4 n, 3: when done. 4
Ducks, 54; Pin-tailed, ^3

Dunham. Dims. 9 n. 26

Dwarf. I'igure of, 10 n. 31

DyrofT. Karl. 21 n. 6. 32 n. (xS

Egg, as piissible binding medium. 31-32. 32 n. 63

Eighteenth Dynasty, Artificial green pigment known by,

26; Beeswax as varnish in. 32; ('olor convention for

rope in. 42 n. 29; (.A)lor coiuentions on di>or jamb of,

63: guiding lines. 7, 8 n. 25: Guiding squares not first

used in. 10 n. 31: outlines. E'inal, in decorations of, 41-

42: Painted pavements of. 31 n. 50; Pigmuits of (bib-

liography). 25 n. 19; Plaster reliefs not popular in. 20 n.

18: Resin as \ arnish in, 32

Engelba».h. R.. v

Eranrostis cynosHroidcs, 49 n. 82

lowers and basins, for handwashing. 51

Ficus cartea. 49
Ficus sycovioTUs , 48-49

Eifth Dynasty, Background cohir in. 40: Blue cartouches

in,6<>: Color conventions for human skin in, 65. 06; Cail-

ors t»f scepter- and chisel-hieroglyphs in, (h); Draughts-

man's rules for human figure syslemali/eil by, 1 1 ; I-arli-

esl well-documented Iigyptian blue from, 30; Elower-

ing reeti entirely green in art of, 63 n. I5s; (irouiul for

pigments in, 21, 21 n. 1; C'lUiding line ft>r crriwn of heail

rare in. 8; guiding lines, Positiems of, 7-8, 12. 13: Height,

step, of men and women usually different, rarely alike,

in tirawings of, 12; Inner drawing present in finest dec-

orations of, 34; Mallet of, 16 n. 2; Outlines in decora-

tions of. 41

I’igs, 45 n. 49, 4S-49

E'irsl Dynasty, Blue inlay of, 29

Eirth, Cecil M.. v

Elax flowers, 46 n. 54

I lesh collar. Men's, Women's, see Skin

Elower bowls. 51 n. 91

Eocit-length, whether a unit of measurement, 13. 13 n. 39

Edurlh Dynasty, Analyses of plaster of (bibliography),

4 n. 6; Bare stone painted on in. 21; I-gyptian blue dat-

ing from, uncertain, 30; Grcmnd fr>r |>igments in, 21 n.

1; flair of a tjueen of. 42 n. 29; Pigments of (liibliog-

raphy), 25 n. m; Pottery with white slip from, 53 n. tfi):

Stonemason's tools of, referred Iri. 4 n. .3: Whether car-

IfHiches were black in, 6(>; Whitewash umler pigments

in, 21

E’resco painting. n<»t practivd in Phar;H)nic Egypt. 31 n. 59

Erit. 29; not founti at Meitium. 29 n. 48; (ireen, 29. 64

n. 1 59

Camilla Jareas, 44 n. 37

(}izeh. Carved plaster at. |6 n. 5: Dif>ritc sui>pf»rt frcjin,

30 n. 86 ; Evidence culled at, used in this book, v, 33. 39;

Mason's mortar and plaster at. 5 n. 7; l^igmerils im-

bedded in plaster at. 22 n. 7; Pigments laid on bare

Slone, on whitewash, and on plaster at. 21-22; Plaster

reliefs at. 20 n. 18; IVittery with white slip from, 53 n.

99; Reliefs from, see Index II; 'lombs at, see Index It
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Glazed vessels, 51, n. 90, 52, 72
Glazes, Early Egyptian, 51 n. 90, 64 n. 159; Egyptian, laid

on silicious base, 28; Ingredients of early Egyptian, 28;

Powdered, make poor pigments, 28

Glazing pottery. Art of, not developed by Egyptians. 28

Glue, 31

Grain, a demi-god, see Napri

Greek art. Blue convention for hair in, 54, 56

Green, 25-26, 37; in predynastic times, 25, 25 n. 20; Mono-
chrome, for inscriptions on granite, 40 n. 16; Question

of yellow foundation for, 67-69

and blue, costliest of the pigments, 34, cf. 37: put on
walls last, 33-34; Spatula, not brush, used with, 34:

Special technique for, 33, 34

(jiiiding lines, 6, 13; dispensed with. 14; in antechamber,

9. 12-13; in main chamber, 7-1 1; in other Old Kingdom
tombs, see Sketch, E'irst: l-xamples of; in passage. 9.

1 1-12

Horizontal : defining registers, 7; Number of, within

registers in V Dynasty, 7-8, 12, in VI Dynasty, 8-9,

9 n. 26; Positions of, in V Dynasty, exceptional, at top

of head, 8. 8 n. 24. usual, at level of (O knees, 7, (2)

base of hips, 7, (3) lowest ribs, 8, 8 n. 20, (4) armpits.

8, 8 n. 20, (5) base of neck, 8, 8 n. 21, (6) top of fore-

head, 7; Positions of, in VI Dynasty, same as in V
Dynasty with addition of (7) a line between knees and
ground, 8-0. 9 n. 26; Positions of, in XVI 11 Dynasty,

at top of head regular, others, few in number, irregu-

lar, 8 n. 25; replaced sometimes by dots or checks, 9
n. 28, 1 1-12

Perpendicular: 12-13; for human figures, 8, 8 n. 22, 0,

11-13; for jars and stands, 8, 8 n. 23; Relation of, to

sketch and sculpture, 9; Vertical alignment of, rare,

10, 10 n, 29

Pigment used for, always red, 6 n. 13; ruled in Old
Kingdom, 7: snapped on wall with cord in XVIII Dy-
nasty, 7; Utility of, lo-ii

Guiding squares, 0, 10, 10 n. 31

Gum arabic, 31

Gums, 31

Gunn, Batti scorn be, v, 72
Gypsum, 21 n. 1, 25 n. 19; as white pigment, 25; calcined.

High grade of, 20; Crude, 4-5; cf. Plaster of Paris

Haematite, 5 n. 1

1

Hair, Blue; an alternative for black hair, 54; Black con-

vention preferred to. 59; in painting, due to blue tinge

in actual hair(?), 56; in poetry and statues, 73; Lapis

lazuli for, 73; Possible physiological basis for conven-

tion of. 5t)-S9; Symbolic meaning suggested for, 55-56

Haifa grass. Egyptian. 49
1 lall, Lindsley F., vi, 9, and tissues of pis. x, xvi, xx
Hangings for walls, Yellow-green designs for, (rj n. 179

Harkness. Edward S., v

Hcring on color of diffuse sunlight, 61 n. 148

Hetep-her-es II, Queen, Color of hair of. 42 n. 29

Hierakonpolis, Predynastic paintings at, 25, 46 n. 61

I lomeric Greeks, Vision of, 58

Hue, 57, 57 n. 123

Imaginary things. Whether tomb paintings include, 73
Indigo, not identified in ancient paintings, 27 n. 29
Inner details, 34. 34 n. 75; few in number in Per-neb*s dec-

oration, 34
Inscriptions, Monochrome, abstract in color, 40 n. 16

Isesy, King, 9 n. 26

Juncus maritimuSy 49 n. 83

Junker, Hermann, v, 68 n. 187

Keimer, Ludwig, 38 n. 3, 48, 49, 49 n. 80, 49 n. 83. 50. 52

n. 97, 52 n. 98
Khufu, King. 21, 30, 67
Koldewey, 56

Lactuca sativa, see l.ettucc

Lampblack, see Soot

Lansing. Ambrose, vi, 55 n. 1 13

Lapis lazuli, 46, 64, 73
Lateral measurements. Dots or checks for. 9; rare. 9 n. 28

Leeks, 50

Leptoebloa hipinnata, 49 n. 82

I.ettuce, 45 n. 49, 71

Lime ground, or wash, Question of, 19 n. 17, 20-21 n. i,

31 n. 59

Limestone, Pore filler needed for, 22; Powdered, mixed
w'ith gypsum in fine plaster, 19, 19 n. 17; Softness of,

15 n. 2. 18

Line, black and red. Abstract use of, 42-44

Line drawing, 34-35

Lotus roots or onions, 46 n. 56

Lythgoc, Albert M., v, 16 n. 6
Mace, Coloring of, 47; Funerary, 47 n. (k); Gilt, carried by

statues of Fut-^ankh-Amun, 47 n. 69
Magic, a demi-god, with yellow complexion, 66
Malachite, 30 n. 50, 09; Powdered, used as eye paint, 25

n. 20, used as pigment, 25-26, 37, 61 n. 149

Mallet. Sculptor’s, 15, 15-16 n. 2

Mastabch tombs in Metropolitan Museum, see Index H;
Projected volume on, v

McKenzie, R. Lait, 11 n. 32

Medinet Habu, 63 n. 135

Meidum, Backgrounds at, 46. 46 n. 61; Black convention
for mud brick and mud seals at, 46; Blues at, do not in

early IV Dynasty include Egyptian blue, 29, 29 n. 48;
Color conventions at, for baskets, rope, and fibers, 66-

68, for human skin, 65, 65 n. 166, 65 n. 171 ; Ducks in a
painting at. 54; Green-blue interchanges at, 62; Hiero-

glyph for seat at, 72; Malachite as green pigment at,

25-26; 7rwf./-vessel pictured at, 53 n. 99; Painting of

geese from, 39 n. 13; Painting on bare stone at, 21 ; Pig-

ment used on mummy from, 30, 30 n. 50; Resin as bind-

ing material at, 32; Tombs at, see Index H; Yellow for

rope and red for men's skin in same sign at, 67 n. 177

Meir, Photographs of scenes at, 9 n. 26; Plaster reliefs at.

20 n. 18; Tomb at. see Index 11

Meket-RC^, Figure of, 66 n. 172

Memory pictures. 47, 56. 60, 63 n. 154

Menena, Scene of measuring grain in tomb of, 42 n. 29
Mer-es-^onekh* HL Queen, 3 n. i; Second sketch recog-

nized in tomb of, 22 n. 1

1
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Metropolitan Museum. Acc. nos. in: 07.228.95, 31 n. 57:

08.201.1. 80; 08.201.2. 89; 09.1S0.13 A. 51 n. 91 ; 09.184.217-

219. 55-56, 55-56 n. 115; 11.150.20 c. 47 n. 69; 12.182.3.

65 n. 167; 13.183.3, 89; 15.2.4. 63; 26.2.12-15. 51 n. 89;

26.9.1, 88

Middle Kingdom. Crown of head drawn by eye in, 8 n. 25;

Flower vases of, 51 n. 91 ; Guiding squares perhaps first

used in, 10 n. 31; Models of mud-brick structures of.

47 n. 62

Mixing of pigments, on wall or palette, 37

mnt.t, 5 *

mnw.t, 45 n. 46
Model vases, 52

Modeling of reliefs, in carving. 17-18; in working soft

plaster. 19-20, 20 n. 18

Mortar. Color of, 4. 4 n. 5, 5 n. 7; Composition of, 4, 4 n.

6, 5; Use of. 4

Mourning. Color of, 57

Nag^ cd-Dcir, Blue inlay in gold object from. 29

Nakhte, Outlines in tomb paintings of, 41

Naja baje, 63

Napri, a demi-god. with yellow skin. 66

Naturalistic rendering of plumage. 53; cf. 54 n. tii

Nen-waf, Stela of. 65 n. 167

Neophron perenopierus, 60. 61 n. 147, 64

Nests, Bird's, with eggs, depicted in ancient paintings,

32 n. 63

New Kingdom. Color c<»nventions in, for bronze and iron.

Question of, 53 n. loi, for rope, 67 n. 178. for water,

green rare, blue usual, 63 n. 154; Flowering-reed-sign

blue and green in. O3 n. 155; Ground for painting in.

whether ever lime, 21 n. i; Pastel-like lints sometimes

employed in, 35

Nineteenth Dynasty, Beeswax and resin as varnishes in.

32; Gum as binder in, 31 ; Nether world pictured in, and

.subsequently. 73: Shading in. 35 n. 80

ww-«.f-vesscl, 53 n. 99
Nome. X, of Upper Egypt, Sign for, 64 11. 164

|

Nymphaca cacrulca. 45, 45 n. 49. 60
!

Object of vision. Blue in. 56
j

Ochers, 5. 25, 33, 36, 36 n. 85, 37
|

Offering lists, 46, 69 n. 189; Fortuitous control of number !

of items in. 10 n. 30 !

Old Kingdom, Alternating colors or values for clarity in.
|

44: Artificial green pigment probably unknown in, 64;
j

Bibliography for published colors of, 30 !

Color conventions of, for: cobra’s collar, black, or blue,
j

or green, 63, 63 n. 156. 63 n. 157; earth and water in
j

same sign, respectively black and blue, 63; hair, blue
|

and black, sometimes appearing together, 59 n. 130;

rope, green, 67 n. 178
|

Copyist’s squares on monuments of, to n. 31; Deco-

rator’s plaster of, needs investigation, 20 n. 18; Egyp-

tian blue goes back to. 26-27; Flower vases as repre-

sented in, 51 n. 91; Freedom of artistic work in. 13:

Green-blue interchange questionable for. 62: Ground
for painting in, whether exclusively gypsum, 21 n. 1;

guiding lines during. Color of, 6 n. 13. Calculating of.

8: Guiding squares not proven for. 10 n. 31 : malachite.

Powdered, as a green pigment in. 26; Mortar and ma-
son’s plaster of, 4-5. 5 n. 7; Pigments low in value used

in. 3s: Plumage in paintings of, 54 n. iii; Raehlmann's
analyses of blue from. 3*^ n. 53; Sketches of (bibliog-

raphy). 7 n. 19; Surface for paint changed during. 21;

Wax binder with malachite in. 32

Onions. 23, 45 n. 40. 46. 50. 50 n. 84

Orange-red. 36-37; Fineness of. 37
Ostraca. Colors <if sketch lines on, 6 n. 14

Outlines. Filled, 34, 4!

Outlines. Final: 34, 35 n. 81: Black, about blue, green,

and white. 41 ; Brown-red. about orange-red, yellow, and
white. 41 ; Considerations in the choice of pigments ft>r,

41; 1 -ineness of brushes required for, 35

Overlapping figures, 44. 7 *

Papyrus, the plant, 23, 45 n. 49; the writing material. 45

Peasants, Peculiarities t»f vision of Egyptian, 56-57, 58-59.

(U -(»2

fVpy 1. King. (Cylinder seal bearing name of. 31

Pepy II, King. Sketches in tombs of reign of, 6 n. 15. 9
n. 26

Pigments, Artificial, see Blue. Egyptian, and Frit; Avail-

ability of. influenced conventions, <k), (k» n. 141; ('heni-

ical changes in. 62 n. i5t

Composition of: black. 25, 25 n. 19. 41 n. 19; blue, 27,

27 n. 29. 27 n. 34: brown. 25: gray, 25 n. 19: green, 25-

26. 26 n. 24: Organic materials absent from, 25, 62

n. 153; red, 5, 5 n. 11. 25; white, 25; yellow, 25

f*ir tlrawing. Determination of choice of, 40-41; im-

bedilcd in plaster, 22. 22 n. 7; laid on, bare stone. 21,

22, 31. plaster. 21. 22. 13. whitewash, 20-22, 33; Mixing
of. 3(V-37; of final surface. 25; Superposing of masses

of. 36; fenilency of. to penetrate one another, 33, 33

n. 72; Two uses of, 40

Plaster. C'.<»arse: Carving of, i(», 16 n. 5. 19. 20 n. 18; Color

«»f. 4. 4 n. 5. 5 n. 7; (!ompositic»n of, 4, 4 n. 6, 5; identical

with mortar, 4: Use of, 4

Fine: Col(»r of, 19, 19 n. 17; (Composition of, variable,

10. 19 n. 17, 20 n. iH; niodelcil, not carved, 19, 20 n. 18;

modeled, then finished by carving. 20 n. iS; not under

first sketch, 4; Problems of, 20 n. 18; used for, entire

reliefs, 20 n. 18, remedying defects of carving, 19-20

Mason's u'c Plaster, C*oarse

Plaster of Paris, I ligh grade of. 21 n. 1 ; Impure, 5. 19 n. 17

P<4ishing stone, 18, 18 n. 15

Pompeii, Fgyptian blue found at. 27

Pretlynastic period, I omb paintings of, 25, 46 n. 61

Prr»blems of technitiue, Sj^ccial, 36

Projection of relief. Amount of, 17

Proportions. Canons of, 1 1 n. 32, 13 n. 39

Pr<itectivc basket workf?) on jars, 52-53

Pyrolusite, Karc use of, as black pigment, 25 n. 19

Quail, European, 43 n. 32

Quibell, J. E . v

Quicklime, when first «»htaincd in Egypt, 4-5. 3 i n. 59

Kaehimann, AnalvMvs of ICgyptian blue by, reported by

Eibner, 30 n. 53. 32 n. ^>8 ; on gypsum and lime grounds,

20-21 n. I
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"Raehlmannfirniss/* 32-33

Ramesside times. Plaster reliefs in, 20 n. 18

Randall-Maciver, 37

Red, abstract in line, dots, and dabs, 42, 42 n. 29, 49 n. 81,

50 n. 84; Availability of, 40; easily prepared, 40
Rcisncr, G. A., v

Rekh-mi-Re^, Dressing of building stones represented in

tomb of, 4 n. 3

Reliefs, of plaster, 20 n. 18; see also Modeling of reliefs

Repainting, Examples of, 33 n. 71, 54 n. 107, 55 n. 112. 68

Resins, 32, 32 n. 64 !

Rhythm in color, 71-72 i

Rivers, W. H. R., 57, 38, 38 n. 129

Roman period. Calcining of limestone first practised in

f^Rypt in (view of Lucas), 31 n. 59; Raehlmann's studies

of Lgyptian, or Vestorian. blue in, 32, 32 n. 68

Rome, Ligyptian blue found a.t, 27. 27 n. 30, 27 n. 32

Ropes, Color conventions for, 42 n. 29. 66-67, 67 n. 178,

‘68-69

Ruled lines, 7. 35-36

Rushes, Green to blue, 52 n. 97; Green-dyed (?), 67; Yel-

low for dry, 67

Sahu-Re^. King, Reliefs in funerary temple of, 51, 62 n.

152, 66

^akkiirch. Carved plaster at, 16 n. 5: Evidence gathered

at, used in this book. v. 33. 39; Ewers and basins from,

31 n. 89; Mortar and mason's plaster at, 5 n. 7; Plaster

reliefs at, 20 n. 18; Reliefs from, see Index II; Tombs
at, see Index 1

1

Sandstone, Polisher of, see Polishing stone

Saturation, 57, 57 n. 122

Scharff, Alexander, 32 n. 68

Sculpturing the walls. Processes of: (1) cutting outlines,

15-16; (2) lowering background, 16-17; (3) modeling

figures, 17-18; (4) finishing surfaces, 18; (3) repairing

defects, 19-20; Sequence of, 18-19

Sea, conceived as green, 63 n. 154

Seals (the instrument), Cylinder, of Egyptian blue frit,

31. 31 n. 57

Seals (the sealings). Mud, 38 n. 3, 46, 46 n. 61, 52 n. 93, 56

Secondary colors (as regards meaning), 47-48, 64 n. 165

Scsostris I, King, Relief from temple of, 51 n, 91

Shading, almost unknown in Egypt, 33, 33 n. 80

Shepard, John F., 61-62

Silhouettes, 34, 41, 41 n. 22; Black, in first sketches, 6 n. 15

Silicate, Double, of copper and calcium, 27, 27 n. 34
Silicate of copper, see Chrysocolla

Silver, Color convention for, 48 n. 77, 31. 53

Sixth Dynasty, Guiding lines in, 8 n. 22, 8-9; Outlines in

wall decorations of, 41 ; Pigments laid over or in plaster

in. 22; Plaster reliefs numerous in, 20 n. 18; Poor grades

of stone frequent in tombs of, 20 n. 18, 21

Size, 31

Sketch. First: 5-15; Degree of dependence on, 9, 13; Dis-

appearance of last traces of, 17

Examples of, in tombs of: Mesy-RC^, 6 n. 14; Ka-em-
nofret, 8 n. 20, 8 n. 21, 8 n. 22; Ka-em-snew, 6 n. 13,

6 n. 15; Ma-nofre, 7 n. 19, 9 n. 28, 11 n. 33, 12 n. 36;

Minor Cemetery, Gizeh, 8 n. 24; Ne-kau-Hor, 5 n. la,

14; Nekhbu. 9 n. 26; Pepy IPs queen, 6 n. 15; Pepy-
^onekh, 9 n. 26; Ptah-hotpe, 8 n. 22, 10 n. 29; Ra^-

cm-ka, 3 n. 12, 13; Sen-nu-ka, 3 n. 12, 16

Inner details commoner in black than in red, 13 n. 38;

laid on bare walls, 4
Lines of: brushwork, 6-7; classified, 6; ruled in part, 7;

Width of, 6. 14

Pigments used for, in Old Kingdom: black, 5, 3 n. 12,

6 n. 13, 14. 13, 13 n. 1; black silhouette. 6 n. 13; red, 3;

red, corrected in black, 3-6, 6 n. 13; red line, followed

by black silhouette, 6 n. 15; yellow, corrected in red.

6, 6 n. 14; cf. Guiding lines. Pigment used for

Preparation of walls for, 4; where preserved in Per-

neb's tomb, 3-4

Sketch, Painter's, see Sketch, Second
Sketch, Second: 22-23; Additions in, 24; Color of. 22;

Corrections in, 24, 24 n. 17; Discrepancies between, and
reliefs, 24-23; Examples of, 22-23; Existence of, hith-

erto almost unnoted, 22, 22 n. 1 1 ; mistaken easily for

top color, 39; Red wash belonging to, 23-24; Utility of,

22; Width of line of, 22

Skin, Color conventions for human, 65-66

Smalt. 27 n. 29
Soot, as black pigment, 25, 25 n. 19, 41 n. 19

Sopdii, a god, with yellow complexion, 66
Soule, B. A., 20 n. 1, 25 n. 19, 26, 26 n. 24, 26 n. 25, 28 n. 36.

35 n. 81, 37» 37 88

Spatula, used for blue and green pigments, 34
Stains, Possible, from sinking in of pigments, 24 n. 1 3, 36
Step Pyramid, 29; Reliefs found at, 21; Tiles of, 31 n. 90
Superposing of colors in masses. Questions of, 36, 37 n. 92
Syria, Egyptian blue found in, 27 n. 32

Tears, Color convention for, 39, 60

Technique, 3-37; studied but little, 3; Three main process-

es of, j

tempera, a, technical method of ancient Egyptian paint-

ing, 31, 31 n. 59, 33 n. 72
Theban tombs. Technique of, 3 n. i, 5 n. 8, 22 n. 9
'I'hcban wall paintings. Facsimiles of, in Metropolitan
Museum, 32 n. 64

Third Dynasty, Blue color sparingly preserved from early

part of, 29; Cartouches black(?) in, 69; Reliefs of, 21;

Sculptor's chisel (?) from, 16 n. 2

rhreshold. General, 57 n. 124; Specific, for blue, 37, 61-62

Todas, Vision and color vocabulary of, 57-58

Toledo Museum of Art, Boat model in, 66 n. 172

Toledo Zocilogical Garden, Lion in, 60 n. 143

I'ools, see Adze, Brushes, Chisel, Mallet, Sculptor's, Pol-

ishing stone, and Spatula
Turquoise, 45, 45 n. 33, 64
'fut-^ankh-Amiln, King, Mace held by statues of, 47 n. 69
Twelfth Dynasty, Flowering-reed-sign blue and green in,

63 n. 133; Guiding squares of. 10 n. 31; Pigments of
(bibliography), 23 n. 19; Plaster reliefs in, 20 n. 18;

Second sketch absent from certain sculptures of. 22 n.

11; Vase of water lilies in a decoration of. 31 n. 91;
Yellow convention for men's skin in, 66 n. 172
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Twentieth Dynasty. Cobalt blue pigment from, improb-

able. 27 n. 29
Ultramarine, not known in antiquity. 27 n. 29

Unis, King. 40 n. 16

Value, 35, 35 n. 79. 44. 64. 65 n. 1(17

Van lyne. j., 43 n. 32

Vegetables, Unidentified, 49-50

Vehicles, 31-33

Vestorius, 26 n. 28

Villages of mortuary estate. Figures personifying. 12 n. 35

Viriconium, Egyptian blue found at, 27 n. 32

Vitruvius VII. 11, cited, 26, 26 n. 27

Washes, in passage and outer chamber, 37

Water, Color conventions for. 43 n. 31, 59. 59 n. 133. n.

134. 59 n. 138, 60. 61 n. 149. 63. 63 n. 154

Water color. Red, 5. 5 n. 10

Water lily, see Nytnphaea caerulea

Water lilies, Bowls of. 51 n. 91

Whitewash. 20-22. 33, 37
Whiting, 21 n. 1. 25

Willard, 11 . 11 .. 19 n. 17

Wine bowls. 51 n. 90

Winldck, II. H., vi. 14 n. 40, 47 n. 62, 48. 65 n. 171, wi.

70 n. 198

Wtx>d, Color conventions for, 47; cf. Index 1

Yellow pigment, Availability of. 40: easily prepared, 40

Yellows, 36, 36 n. 85. 37; abundant in nature in Egypt, 61
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First sketch, preliminary to sculpture, hastily

finished with washes. Tomb of Ne-kau-Hor.

Metropolitan Museum. Scale i:6. See pp.

5 n. 12, 14, 15,89.
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Pl.ATE IV

CfJtotyp*

hy

Mut

Jufji.

Vienna,

Auttnu







PLATE V

Unfinished sculptured figure with remains of

first sketch. Tomb of Sen-nu-ka. Museum of

Fine Arts, Boston. Not to a determined scale.

See pp. 5 n. 12 , 16-17, 1 6 n. 6, 18, 89.



PLATE V







Perpendicular guiding lines and first sketch

with later addition of washes. Tomb of Per-

neb, outer chamber, west wall. Metropolitan

Museum. Scale i : 1 1, See pp. 4, 9, 12-1 3,

13 n. 38, 14, 15. 17. 24, 37.



PLATH VI







Perpendicular guiding lines, guiding checks,

and first sketch, with later washes. 'I'omb of

Per-neb, east wall of the passage. Scale i
: 7.

Seepp. 4, 9, 11-12, 37.



PLATE VII

Cf»ltnfy/tt hy Man Vienna. Auttfia







Perpendicular guiding lines, guiding checks,

and first sketch, with later washes. Tomb of

Per-neb, west wall of the passage. Scale i
: 7.

Seepp. 4,9, 12, 37.
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PLATH IX







PLATE X

Restoration of guiding lines (in red) shown in

relation to extant sculpture. Tomb of F^er-

neb, main chamber, north wall, parts of reg-

isters 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 from top. Compare pi.

IX. Drawn by Lindsley F. FFall. 'I'o no de-

termined scale. See pp. 9-10, 12, 13.
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Jaffi.

Vianma.

Amstria.
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PLATE Xm
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PI .AH; XIV

Detail for study of finish of sculptured surface

and lines of second, tir painter’s, sketch.

r<imb of Per-neb, main chamber, south wall,

in register 4 from top. Scale 5:6. See pp. 18,

2 j. 51 n. ()i.
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PLAT1-: XVII







PLAl li xvm

Ahovf, sc-clion of final surface well preserved,

in upper part unsciilptured. Tomb of Per-

neb, main chamber, east wall, parts of regis-

ters I and 2 fnmi top. Compare pi. xix.

Scale I
; 5. See page references under pi. xix;

also p. 51 n. 91.

Below, detail to show brush lines around ile-

sign as first process in putting in gray back-

ground. 'I'omb of Per-neb, main chamber,

east wall, bottom register, right end. Scale

I
;
4. See p. 35-
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PLATE XIX







Pl.ATIi XX

Shapes and colors of vases among oll'erings.

'Pomb of Per-neb. Drawn by Lindsley F.

Hall. To same, but not a determined, scale.

See pp. 50-53, 50 n. 86, 51 n. 90, 51 n. pt, 52

n. 93 -
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wrapper).

II. EFN COP EIC LEGAL EI:X I S. by A. Arthur Schiller,
xiv I iO| pp., 7 pis. 4to. 1932. Price §|.<io (boiiiul
in paper).

III. HIE DI-CORA I lO.N Ol- I III EO.MB OF’ PFR-NTB:
HIF: EFCIINIQUF. AND HIF: COLOR CONVIiN-
ElONS. by ('aioline Ransom W'illiams. \ \ loj pp .

2(» pis. (3 ill color), .jto. n)<2. Price §8.00 (bouiul in
paper).

M ISC :i :li an i :olis i :g p e ian
PUBLICA ElONS

EIIF: SEFLA of MF:N I HU-WF:SF:R. by Caroline F. Ran-
som IW’illiamsI. .|o pp.. 2 pis. 8vo. i()i ). (Out of print )

A HANDBOOK OF El IF: FC'.YP EIAN ROOMS I by Al-
bert M. I.yfhgoe, Arthur <!. Mace, Herbert F.. Winlcn.k.
aiul Caroline Ransom Willi.imsI. xxiv \ i^S pp., 71 ills.

Svo. (< )ijt of print )

nil-: lO.MB OF l>FRNI B Ihy Albert M. LythK«>e and
Caroline Ransom Williams I. xii i 8n pp . 19 ills. Hvo. KDf'.
Price 2s cents (bound in jtaper).

HIE IRI ASURF: of* LAHUN Iby Albert M. I yth«oeI.
28 pp.. 2(> ills. 8vo Supplement ti> the Bulletin, reprinted
0)2 h Price 2S cents (bound in paper).

H!F: .MLRCII COl.LF.Cl ION OF* F(;YPriAN AN I I(.F

LI I lES. by .Arthur C. .Mai.e. }2 pp . 22 ilL. 8\o. Siippli-

menl to the Bulletin, rei)rinleil 1921. Price 20 cents (bound
in paper).

IIARMIIAB, COMMANDI.R-IN-CIIH :L OF I III: AR-
MIF.S Ol- I U I I NKMA.MON, bv Herbert F. Winlock.
i(> Pt>.. S illv Hvo. Supplemenl t<» the Bulletin, i(j2 j. Price

23 cents (bound iii paper).

I HE CARNAR\ ( )N F.GYPEIAN COI LICIION Iby Al-
bert .M. I.ythKf>i‘l. 12 pp . 17 ills. 8vo. Reprinti'il Irom the
Bulletin, 192/. Price 10 cents (hound in paper).

I f'iYI’ EIAN LI I F:RA I L RF.: A LI f. l I RF:. by Arthur
C, .Maci*. \i i pp. Hvo. 1 ypo^raphy by I). B. UiKlike.

1928. r*rii.e§2(K) (bound in boards).

AN F.XHIBI I lO.N OF COIMI S OF F:(iYPIIA.N W.AI L
P.AINILNC.S FRfi.M EO.MBS AND PAI.A(dS OF
EHi: XVIll AND XLX DYNASI II .S, >00 1200 B C.

Iby Arnbro.i? I area’iiKl. viiii3j pp. Hvo. 1910 Price

23 cents (boil III I in paper).

SEAIUIS OF* IHF: (iODDI SS SAKILMI:!. by Albert

.M. Lythr'oe 2\ pp., 21 ilK. H-co. Supideinent to the Bul-

letin, reprinted I9JO. Price )3 (.ents (bound in paper).


















